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Chapter 2

Typological investigation of six modal
systems

The major diﬃculty that arises when one wants to pursue a typological work
on modality is the scarcity of descriptions of modal systems from a semantic
perspective. Most descriptive grammars do address the issue of modality but not
always in enough depths to make it useful from a semantic point of view. By
this remark I do not intend to depreciate the incredible amount of work that
is needed to complete a descriptive grammar. The genesis of this chapter has
taught me that it is by no means an easy task. However it has also reinforced
my belief that there is a great need for semantically motivated descriptions of
modal systems. Part of the goal of this chapter is to provide such a description
for six diﬀerent languages. The descriptions of the modal systems will however
not be exhaustive and reﬂect my interest for the combinations of modal elements.
Although exhaustiveness was not the goal of those descriptions, I hope to have
highlighted the most important properties of the modal systems and provided the
reader with enough references to the literature as to where to ﬁnd more detailed
discussions.
I will now present the modal systems of six languages: Dutch, Fon cluster,
Korean, Lillooet, Turkish and Tuvaluan. The goal of this chapter is to describe
some of the diversity in how the world’s languages express modality. Therefore,
the six languages have been chosen from diﬀerent phyla and are geographically
widely spread.
The choice of those languages is also based on the availability of written
sources (grammar, articles, written texts) and informants (native speakers and/or
language specialists). Finally, the languages have been selected for their relatively
rich modal systems.
The chapter will be organized as follows: I will for each of these languages
give a succinct grammatical overview and then present the modal system.1 I
1

I do not claim to give a complete account of all nuances of modality within those languages
nor of all possible ways to express modality.
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Figure 2.1: Language sample

will use the typology presented in the previous chapter as a guideline. I will
furthermore look at combinations of modal items for each language in order to
test the following hypothesis about the semantics of modal items:
Hypothesis 2.0.1 (Modal scope hypothesis). If two modal items from diﬀerent types are combined within the same clause in a grammatical sentence, their
relative semantic scope will fall within the following pattern:
Epistemic > Participant-external > Participant-internal
I will ﬁnally present some general conclusions on the base of those languages
and for instance argue that the scope hypothesis is veriﬁed.2

2.1

Dutch

The Dutch language is an Indo-European language of the Germanic family. It
is spoken by around 23 million people mainly in the Netherlands, Belgium, the
Netherlands Antilles, Aruba and Suriname. Dutch word order is quite ﬂexible
but is usually characterized as SVO/SOV. The only ‘hard’ rule is that in main
clauses, the ﬁnite part of the verbal group comes in second position whereas the
inﬁnite part (inﬁnitive, participles) is placed in ﬁnal position.3 The following
table is adapted from (Fehringer 1999, table 44 p113):
2

In this chapter, the source of some examples is not mentioned. Those examples were made
up and checked with my informants.
3
See (Shetter and Van der Gruysse-Van Antwerpen 2002, p179), (Fehringer 1999, p112).
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Basic

hij
gaat
3M.SG go.3SG

morgen
tomorrow

naar huis
to home

Complex

hij
zal
3M.SG FUT.SG

morgen
tomorrow

naar huis
to home

naar huis
to home

gaat
go.3SG

Subordinate

omdat
because

Inverted

morgen
tomorrow

gaat
go.3SG

hij
3M.SG

After
subordinate

als hij kan,
if 3M.SG can.SG

gaat
go.3SG

hij
3M.SG

morgen
tomorrow

naar huis
to home

gaat
go.3SG

hij
3M.SG

morgen
tomorrow

naar huis?
to home?

Question

hij
3M.SG

morgen
tomorrow

gaan
go

naar huis
to home

The case system has almost completely disappeared and only subsists in some
archaic forms (in particular for the genitive). Dutch expresses three genders,
masculine, feminine and neuter, on its pronouns. The next table is taken from
(Fontein and Pescher-ter Meer 2000, p122):
Singular
Person

Subject

1
2

ik
jij/je
formal
u
3 masculine hij
feminine
zij/ze
neuter
het

Object

Plural
Subject

mij/me wij/we
jou/je
jullie
u
u
hem
zij/ze
haar
het

Object
ons
jullie/je
u
ze
hun/hen

Some verbs have a separable preﬁx that is usually placed at the end of the clause
when the verb is ﬁnite. Most preﬁxes are prepositions (uit-geven: out-give, ‘to
publish’) or adverbs but can also be adjectives (schoon-maken: clean-make, ‘to
clean’) or nouns (plaats-vinden: place-ﬁnd, ‘to take place’). In inﬁnite forms, the
inﬁnitival marker te occurs between the separable preﬁx and the verb. Notice
that some of the separable preﬁxes can also occur as non-separable even on the
same verb form. In this case, accent placement is used to disambiguate between
the two inﬁnitival: vóór-spellen (separable, ‘to show how to spell a word’) and
voorspéllen (non-separable, ‘predict, foretell’) (E-ANS 2004, 12.2.2.1).

2.1.1

Dutch modal system

I will ﬁrst give a rough sketch of the Dutch modal system and then turn to the
issue of combinations. Following (van der Auwera and Plungian 1998), there are
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three main types of modality: participant-internal, participant-external and epistemic modality. I will follow the insight according to which those types of modality are tightly connected with the notions of possibility and necessity. Therefore
items expressing moral judgments such as ‘good’, ‘better’, etc. will not be treated.
Some examples in this section are taken from the online edition of the Dutch
newspapers NRC Handelsblad and De Volkskrant but also from (Nuyts 2004)
and (Nuyts, Byloo and Diepeveen 2005) (although Nuyts adopts a much broader
notion of modality than I will).
Participant-internal modality
Participant-internal modality has to do with ability/capacity and the internal
needs of the agent or, as van der Auwera and Plungian (1998, p80) formulates it,
as “a kind of possibility or necessity internal to a participant engaged in the state
of aﬀairs.”4 This type of modality can be subdivided in three main parts: physical
ability, learned ability and circumstantial ability/possibility (ability with respect
to external conditions). This can be expressed in Dutch through two diﬀerent
kinds of constructions:
Participant-internal
Modal verbs Lexical constructions
kunnen
moeten
hoeven

in staat zijn om
in de gelegenheid zijn om

The modal verb5 kunnen is quite versatile and is used for (all) other types of
modality (i.e. participant-external and epistemic). It is also versatile within the
participant-internal type.
(1)

a.

kan
heel goed zwemmen.
Hij
3M.SG can.SG very good swim
‘He can swim very well / He’s very good at swimming.’
(Haeseryn, Romijn, Geerts, de Rooij and van den Toorn 1997, p996)

4

Notice that the agent need not be animate.
Nuyts et al. (2005) refer to what I call modal verbs as “modal auxiliary verbs.” However
Dutch modal verbs do not seem to be as grammaticalized as their English counterparts. For
instance, Dutch modal verbs do not always need a VP complement as shown in the following
idiomatic construction:
5

(i)

Alleen betrokkenen
mogen naar binnen. . .
only concerned.people.PL may.PL PREP inside
‘Only concerned people may [go] inside [wearing a helmet].’

I will therefore use the more neutral denomination “modal verb” most of the time.
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c.
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Jan kan
weer trainen.
John can.SG again train
‘John can train again.’
hij
nooit zwemmen. . .
Op zaterdagmiddag
kan
on Saturday.afternoon can.SG 3M.SG never swim
‘He can never swim on Saturday afternoon.’
(Haeseryn et al. 1997, p996)

The sentences of (1) exemplify the use of the modal verb kunnen. In sentence
(1-a), the modal is interpreted as attributing a physical ability to the agent. The
same sentence without the modiﬁer heel goed could express learned ability as
well. Sentence (1-b) can express both physical ability (John was injured but he is
ﬁt again) and circumstantial possibility (John was temporarily excluded by the
trainer). Finally, sentence (1-c) is only circumstantial (this due to the recurring
time interval) and shows that the modal verb takes scope under negation.
(2)

in
staat 100 kilo te tillen.
Jan is
John COP.3SG PREP state 100 kilo INF lift up
‘John can lift 100 kilos.’

The lexical construction in staat zijn (see sentence (2)) is mainly used for circumstantial and physical ability.6 Finally, these two expressions of participantinternal modality combine with negation in a straightforward way (this is true
independently of the precise interpretation, i.e. physical, learned or circumstantial):
(3)

a.

b.

niet slapen
Ik kan
1SG can.SG NEG sleep
‘I cannot sleep.’
(N09.02.07)
vader [. . . ] is
niet in
staat om te
Erdems
COP.3SG NEG PREP state PREP INF
Erdem.GEN father

6

The construction in de gelegenheid zijn om has a similar meaning but seems to be less
frequent and more oriented toward circumstantial ability.
(i)

Nederland was
niet in
de gelegenheid om
Amerika na
Netherlands COP.3SG.PAST NEG PREP DET occasion
PREP Amerika behind
te volgen in
verspilling.
INF follow PREP wasting
‘The Netherlands were not able to follow the US in wasting habits.’
(N24.05.97)

It is interesting to notice that, although that construction is also specialized for participantinternal modality, if the copula zijn in in de gelegenheid zijn om is replaced by the verb stellen (‘to place’) the construction then means ‘to enable’ (in staat stellen is also possible) and
that participant-external kunnen can also be expressed de gelegenheid hebben (E-ANS 2004,
18.5.4.4.iii.a).
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werken.
work
‘Erdem’s father is not able to work.’

(N19.02.00)

Examples (4-a) and (4-b) are representatives of participant-internal necessity.
Nuyts et al. (2005, 24-25) do not have any examples in their corpora available
but acknowledge that such examples make sense in Dutch.
(4)

a.

b.

volgende keer weer met bloemetjes
“Maar zou je de dia’s
time again with ﬂower.PL
but would 2SG DET slide’PL next
versieren?” Suzanne moet
lachen. “Waarom niet?”
NEG
decorate
Suzanne must.SG laugh why
“But will you use slides with ﬂowers again next time?” Suzanne
laughs. “Why not?”
(N13.01.06)
plassen, kan
ik even gaan?” vroeg
ze
“Ik moet
1SG must.SG pee
can1SG 1SG ADV go
ask.3SG.PAST 3F.SG
aan een collega.
PREP DET colleague
“I need to pee, may I go?” she asked a colleague.
(N03.10.03)

In both examples, the participant-internal necessity expresses that the agent cannot prevent himself from performing the action in the scope of the modal. In
sentence (4-a), a journalist reports a conversation. The modal sentence provides
some background information and is meant to describe the reaction of the hearer
(Suzanne) after the journalist’s question. The modal has thus a present interpretation and does not need to be translated in the English gloss. On the other hand,
in sentence (4-b), the participant-internal necessity has a future interpretation.

Participant-external modality
Participant-external modality contains deontic modality plus all those meanings
that are neither epistemic nor about ability and capacity. I will follow (van der
Auwera and Plungian 1998) and mainly concentrate on the deontic and goaloriented meanings. In Dutch, these can be expressed via modal verbs and modal
adjectives.7

7

Deontic modality can also be expressed through a lexical construction with nouns expressing
deontic notions as toestemming (permission) and verplichting (obligation).
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Participant-external
Deontic
Goal-oriented
Modal verbs moeten
hoeven
mogen
Adjectives
toegestaan
verplicht
verboden

moeten
hoeven
kunnen
mogelijk
nodig
noodzakelijk

With respect to the modal verbs, there are separate possibility modals for permission (mogen) and for goal-oriented modality (kunnen).8 The necessity modals
are able to express both meanings. The adjectives also display such a distribution: noodzakelijk and mogelijk are mainly used for goal-oriented modality and
the others are specialized for deontic modality.
Goal-oriented modality All the modals in the following sentences express
participant-external modality, except kunnen in the ﬁrst sentence of example
(5-a) which expresses circumstantial ability.
(5)

a.

b.

China kan
je een gezonde nier
bestellen. De donor
LOC China can.SG 2SG DET healthy kidney order
DET donor
alleen nog even worden doodgeschoten.
moet
kill.PERF
must.SG only still ADV AUX
‘In China, you can order a healthy kidney. The donor only has to be
killed.’
(N28.01.06)
je het goed doen, dan moet
je minimaal twintig
Wil
then must.SG 2SG at least twenty
want.2SG 2SG 3N.SG well do
minuten de tijd hebben voor iemand.
minutes DET time have for someone
‘If you want to do it well, then you have to give each client at least
20 minutes of your time.’
(N04.02.99)
In

The modal verb moeten in example (5-a) expresses thus goal-oriented necessity
where the goal (≈“to get a kidney”) is induced by the preceding clause. That
the donor has to be killed is thus a necessary condition to “get your kidney.” In
example (5-b), moeten is featured in a typical instance of anankastic construction
(which is a way to get a goal-oriented interpretation):9 the (necessity) modal
expresses a necessary condition for the fulﬁllment of the conditional antecedent.
8

Although sentence (4-b) shows that it is not completely clear whether kunnen cannot be
used for permission in spoken language.
9
To my knowledge, (von Wright 1963, p10) was the ﬁrst to describe those sentences as
anankastic. See (Sæbø 2001) and (von Fintel and Iatridou 2004) for further discussion.
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That is, to spend at least 20 minutes with each client is a necessary condition in
order to do this work correctly.
(6)

er pas om tien uur te zijn.
Je hoeft
2SG need.3SG LOC only PREP ten hour INF COP
‘You only need to be there at ten.’
(E-ANS 2004, (6) 29.2.2)

Sentence (6) shows the mandatory use of a (here implicit) negative element (pas
om tien uur ‘not earlier than 10.00’) in combination with hoeven. The negation
or negative element always has scope over the modal hoeven and the construction
expresses that something is not necessary.
(7)

kan
je 70 procent van je huidige inkomen
Als je meer wilt,
if 2SG more want.2SG can.SG 2SG 70 percent of your current income
als maatstaf nemen voor een toekomstig pensioen. . .
pension
as standard take for DET future
‘If you want more, you can take 70 percent of your income as the standard
for a pension.’
(N24.07.07)

The possibility modal kunnen is used in sentence (7) to express that “to take 70
percent of your income as the standard for a pension” is a way of achieving what
you want.
(8)

het nodig
dat rijkere ouderen gaan
Volgens hem is
according 3M.SG COP.3SG 3N.SG necessary that richer elderly go
van de
meebetalen aan de AOW om de gevolgen
with.pay PREP DET AOW PREP DET consequences of DET
vergrijzing op
te vangen.
PREF INF catch
aging
‘According to him, it is necessary that richer elders will also contribute to
the AOW in order to attenuate the consequences of the aging problem.’
(N22.05.07)

Finally, sentence (8) exempliﬁes the use of an adjective (nodig) in a goal-oriented
interpretation with a purpose clause. Probably the most important thing to
notice about all these examples is that they actually feature two diﬀerent kinds
of construction: in (5-b), (6) and (7) the purpose clause (or conditional) and the
necessary condition are co-indexed whereas this is not the case in (5-a) and (8).
The diﬀerence is that, in the ﬁrst case, the necessary condition stands for an
action the agent has to perform to reach his goal whereas, in the second case, a
certain state has to hold in order to reach the goal.
Deontic modality Sentences (9-a) and (9-b) express respectively prohibition
and deontic permission. The interdiction in (9-a) can be interpreted as being
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(metaphorically) imposed on the agents (and subjects) Tom and Jerry. However,
the permission in (9-b) is not really directed to the subject of the sentence (doves
and homing pigeons) but rather to people who own them.
(9)

a.

b.

Tom en Jerry mogen niet meer roken.
Tom and Jerry may.PL NEG more smoke
‘Tom and Jerry are not allowed to smoke anymore.’
(N21.08.06)
[. . . ] mogen vanaf volgende week
Sier- en postduiven
may.PL from next
week
dove and homing.pigeon.PL
woensdag weer naar buiten.
Wednesday again PREP outside
‘Doves and homing pigeons are allowed outside from next Wednesday
on.’
(N08.03.06)

This shows, as Wurmbrand (1999, p611) puts it, that the roles of obligee or
permissee “do not have to coincide with a speciﬁc syntactic argument in the
sentence.” In fact, sentence (9-a) can also be understood as forbidding television
companies to broadcast cartoons where Tom and Jerry smoke.
(10)

zijn gele trui nog niet in
te leveren.
Landis hoeft
Landis need.3SG his yellow jersey yet NEG PREF INF give
‘Landis doesn’t have to give back his yellow jersey yet.’
(N07.08.06)

As in the case of goal-oriented modality, hoeven needs a negative element to form
a grammatical deontic sentence and it is also interpreted with the negation having
scope over the necessity modal, i.e. as ‘not obliged to.’ On the other hand, the
modal verb moeten in its deontic interpretation takes scope over the negation and
is interpreted as ‘obliged not to.’ The following examples are typical adjectival
constructions of deontic sentences. Those constructions share a common denominator. Quite often, the obligee or permissee are not the grammatical subject but
can be referred to through a for-clause as in (11-b) and (12-b). When this is not
the case, the interpretation is usually generic as in (11-a) and (12-a).
(11)

a.

b.

Dat is

niet wettelijk verplicht.
DEM COP.3SG NEG legally
mandatory
‘That is not mandatory by law.’
(N30.08.06)
hoofddoek en lange mantel verplicht voor
In Iran zijn
LOC Iran COP.PL headscarve and long coat
mandatory for
vrouwen.
women
‘In Iran headscarves and long coats are mandatory for women.’
(N22.05.06)

Sentence (11-a) says that something is not a legal duty, i.e. the negation has scope
over the modal. Sentence (11-b) expresses a legal obligation for women (though
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they are not the grammatical subject of the sentence).
(12)

a.

b.

“Godslastering wordt
helaas toegestaan in West-Europa.”
blasphemy
AUX.3SG alas
allow.PERF LOC Western-Europe
“Alas, blasphemy is allowed/tolerated in Western Europe.”
(N31.01.06)
selectie aan de poort mogelijk
Met het voorstel is
with DET proposal COP.3SG selection PREP DET gate possible
voor het hoger beroepsonderwijs.
PREP DET higher technical education
‘With this proposal, entrance selection is possible for the technical
education branch.’
(N10.02.06)

Sentences (12-a) and (12-b) both express permission; in (12-a) that blasphemy
is allowed and in (12-b) that selection is allowed. In both cases, the subject of
the sentence is not the actual recipient of the permission. In order not to get the
impression that the subject in those adjectival constructions is never the actual
recipient of the permission or obligation, observe ﬁnally the following sentence:
(13)

We zijn

verplicht samen te werken met het Tribunaal. . .
obliged together INF work with DET tribunal
‘We are obliged to cooperate with the Tribunal [ICTY].’
(N16.10.00)
1PL COP.PL

Modal source of deontic modality A peculiarity of the Dutch system lies
in the fact that the source of a deontic modal can be referred to in conjunction
with the modal verb with the help of the preposition van ‘of.’
(14)

a.

b.

de

speler mag
van zijn club geen
uitlatingen doen
DET player may.SG PREP his club NEG.DET comments do
over het incident.
about DET incident
‘The player is forbidden by his club to comment on the incident.’
(N05.08.06)
Ook makers van huismerken moeten van de supermarkten
even producers of store.brands must.PL PREP DET supermarkets
nóg goedkoper leveren.
still cheaper deliver
‘Producers of store brands also have to [based on the supermarkets
demand] deliver still cheaper products.’
(N25.02.06)

In sentence (14-a) and (14-b) the source of the prohibition and obligation are
respectively a football club and supermarkets. The source is the authority necessary for any deontic statement. It can be a person or entity as well as the law,
as can be seen in the examples in (11).
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Epistemic modality
Epistemic modality “refers to a judgment of the speaker: a proposition is judged
to be uncertain or probable relative to some judgment(s)” (van der Auwera and
Plungian 1998, p81). As we will see with combinations of modals, the judgment is
not necessarily the speaker’s own but can also be attributed to other agents. There
are three main classes of elements that express epistemic modality in Dutch. The
modal verbs and the adjective mogelijk can also be used in participant-external
modality. The epistemic adverbs and the second adjective (waarschijnlijk ) cannot
be used for any other type of modality.
Modal verbs
moeten
kunnen

Epistemic
Adverbs
misschien
wellicht
mogelijk
waarschijnlijk

Adjectives
mogelijk
waarschijnlijk

The following examples show some typical uses of the Dutch epistemic modals.
For instance, the modal verb moeten in sentence (15-a) takes an impersonal pronoun as subject. An impersonal construction can also be used as in (15-b).
(15)

a.

b.

liggen op Jersey of Guernsey.
ja ’t moet
LOC Jersy or Guernsey
yes 3N must.SG lie
‘Yes it must be situated on Jersey or Guernsey.’
(Nuyts et al. 2005, (6) p20)
zijn dat minister Verdonk te kort door
de
Het kan
3N can.SG COP that minister Verdonk too shoort through DET
bocht is
gegaan bij
het ontkennen van het
turn COP.3SG go.PERF PREP DET denial
of DET
Nederlanderschap van mevrouw Hirsi Ali.
Dutch.citizenship of Ms
Hirsi Ali
‘It might be that Minister Verdonk was too quick in denying Dutch
citizenship to Ms Hirsi Ali.’
(N17.05.06)

In Dutch, the adverbs are probably the most pervasive way to express one’s
judgment (see example (16-a) and (16-b)). The use of a (predicatively used)
adjective as in (16-c) is less frequent but is also attested.
(16)

a.

b.

het wel een verslavende bezigheid.
Misschien is
COP.3SG 3N PART DET addictive
occupation
maybe
‘Maybe it is an addictive occupation.’
(N02.10.06)
waarschijnlijk de warmste maand ooit.
Juli 2006 wordt
DET hottest month ever
july 2006 AUX.3SG probably
‘July 2006 will probably become the hottest month ever.’ (N22.07.06)
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c.

Het is

mogelijk dat het paleis door aardbevingen
3N COP.3SG possible that DET palace PREP earthquakes
verwoest.
is
COP.3SG destroy.PERF
‘It is possible that the palace was destroyed by earthquakes.’
(N19.02.06)

Sentence (17) shows an embedding of a modal under a verb of saying. That is, the
epistemic qualiﬁcation is attributed to Senator Lieberman, not to the speaker.
(17)

erop gezinspeeld dat dit wellicht
Senator Lieberman heeft
senator Lieberman have.3SG PREP allude.PERF that DEM probably
gebeuren.
ook zal
also FUT.AUX.SG happen
‘Senator Lieberman alluded to the fact that this might happen.’
(N10.09.98)

Notice that some might object that examples (17) and (16-b) are actually not
epistemic but metaphysical in the sense of (Condoravdi 2001, p3), i.e. they have
to do with “how the world may turn out, or might have turned out, to be.”
However I will consider that this type overlaps with epistemic modality. One
important observation to support this assumption is that very often, the same
modal expressions are used to express both types.
Finally all modal verbs and adverbs take scope over negation and only the
adjectives can scope under it.
Conclusion
The following table gives an overview of the diﬀerent elements of the Dutch modal
system.10
Participant-internal

Modal verbs

Participant-external
Deontic

Goal-oriented

moeten
hoeven
kunnen

moeten
hoeven
mogen

in staat zijn

verplicht
verboden
toegestaan
toestemming hebben

moeten
hoeven
kunnen
misschien
wellicht
mogelijk
nodig
noodzakelijk

Adverbs
Adjectives

Lexical
10

Epistemic

moeten
hoeven
kunnen

mogelijk
waarschijnlijk

Remember that the list of modal elements presented in this section (and in this table) is
not exhaustive but that I tried instead to give a representative view of the modal system.
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Combinations of modal items

I will now turn to the problem of combinations of modal elements within one
clause.
Epistemic and participant-external
The most frequent combinations in (Nuyts 2004) concern combinations of deontic modal verbs moeten and mogen with epistemic adverbs (and adjectives)
misschien and waarschijnlijk. Furthermore, it is interesting to notice that Nuyts
(2004) encounters some diﬃculties in interpreting the data. Nuyts is searching for
combinations of deontic and epistemic items but rightfully acknowledges for quite
a lot of examples that the distinction between a deontic or a ‘dynamic’ reading
is not easily made.11 This makes me more comfortable with using the (van der
Auwera and Plungian 1998) classiﬁcation of those ‘dynamic’ readings as deontic
modality under the participant-external header.
(18)

a.

b.

misschien moeten we maar een paar mentoren geblesseerd
maybe
must.PL 1PL PART DET couple counselors injure.PERF
schoppen.
kick
‘Maybe we have to injure a couple of student assistents.’
(Adapted from (Nuyts 2004, (23) p36))
ik ook wel structuurrecht tentamen doen.
misschien moet
exams
do
maybe
must.SG 1SG also PART law
‘Maybe I must also take the law exams.’
(Adapted from (Nuyts 2004, (27) p37))

Examples (18-a) and (18-b) show a combination of the epistemic adverb misschien
with the participant-external verb moeten. In particular, (18-a) contains a goaloriented modal verb (in a discussion about how to achieve an organized weekend)
whereas the modal verb in (18-b) is deontic (about the possible obligations of a
student).
(19)

minister Brinkhorst voor een andere benadering van
Mogelijk kan
possibly can.SG minister Brinkhorst for DET other approach of
zijn collega Zalm.
zijn voornemens eens te rade gaan bij
PART INF advice go
PREP his colleague Zalm
his plans
‘Minister Brinkhorst can maybe consult his colleague Zalm for a diﬀerent
approach to his plans.’
(N03.03.06)

As example (19) shows, mogelijk can also be used as an adverb. It combines with
participant-external kunnen in a goal-oriented interpretation.
11

See in (Nuyts 2004) the discussions of examples (9) p31, (15) p33, (16) and (17) p34,
(22)–(26) p36–37, (31) p39, (45) and (46) p44–45 and (49) p45.
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Dat kan
noodzakelijk zijn om
de monograﬁe in 2009 te
DEM can.SG necessary
COP in order DET monograph LOC 2009 INF
laten verschijnen.
let appear
That might be necessary in order to publish the monograph in 2009.
(N10.05.06)

Sentence (20) combines the modal verb kunnen (may/can) used epistemically
(which is quite typival when it is combined with an impersonal demonstrative subject dat) with the participant-external adjective noodzakelijk (necessary) which
gets a goal-oriented modal interpretation (as can be seen from the presence of the
‘in order to’ complement).
(21)

waarschijnlijk moeten de drie voor de jeugdrechter komen.
probably
must.PL DET three before DET judge
come
‘The three [children] probably have to appear before the judge.’
(Nuyts 2004, (19) p34)

(21) combines epistemic waarschijnlijk and deontic moeten. The sentence expresses the speaker’s judgment about a possible obligation for the three children.
Nuyts considers that in this case, the source of the obligation is clearly not the
speaker himself but another source. The speaker is not the source of the obligation because if he was, he would then use the more informative sentence without ‘probably.’ This is nicely illustrated by the oddness of sentence (22). The
participant-external modal, in this case deontic, expresses the speaker’s involvement in the permission by the use of the prepositional phrase van mij ‘from me.’
The oddness of the sentence is due to the incongruity of an epistemic uncertainty
about one’s own commitments.12
(22) ??Misschien mag
je van mij gaan.
maybe
may.SG 2SG PREP me go
‘Maybe, you may go!’
Note that even when the epistemic item is in the (surface) syntactic scope of the
participant-external modal, as in example (23), the interpretation still involves
the epistemic having scope over the participant-oriented and not the other way
around.
(23)
12

misschien nog een taalcursusje
volgen.
Ik moet
1SG must.SG maybe
still DET language.course follow

Example (22) would therefore be less bizarre in a context where the speaker suﬀers memory
loss. Another possible situation where sentence (22) would make sense is one where the question
under discussion is “Who allowed me [the hearer] to go?” and where the speaker is not respecting
Grice’s maxims of quantity: “Maybe” is thus interpreted as “for all you [the hearer] knows, it
is possible. . . ”
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‘Maybe I still have to follow a language course.’

(N11.09.06)

Finally epistemic adverbs can scope over participant-external adjectives as the
following example shows:
(24)

Het is

plezierig, [. . . ] en misschien zelfs noodzakelijk om
PREP
pleasant
and maybe
even necessary
over boeken te praten.
about books INF talk
‘It is pleasant, [challenging, . . . ] and maybe even necessary to talk about
books.’
(N07.04.05)
3N

COP.3SG

One of the conclusions that can be reached from both Nuyts and the newspaper’s data is that combinations of epistemic and participant-external items follow
the pattern of hypothesis 2.0.1 where the epistemic item is used to express the
speaker’s judgment about the participant-external one. As Nuyts suggests, combining those items in the other way doesn’t seem to be possible:
(25) #Het moet
waarschijnlijk zijn dat je naar die veradering gaat.
3N must.SG probable
COP that 2SG PREP DEM meeting
go.3SG
‘It must be probable that you are going to this meeting.’
(Nuyts 2004, (62-c) p50)
Examples involving two modal verbs are quite diﬃcult to ﬁnd. A possible explanation for this is the existence of two constraints that work in opposite directions.
On the one hand the modal verbs often get an epistemic interpretation when used
with an impersonal pronoun as subject (see (15-a), or when used in an impersonal
construction (15-b)). On the other hand the participant-external modal verbs
(mainly the deontic ones: mogen, hoeven) usually need a “permissee/obligee” to
relate to, i.e. in the terms of (Hengeveld 2004, p1194-95), the modal verbs are
mostly participant-oriented whereas the use of an impersonal pronoun favours
an event-oriented interpretation. It appears from the data that when a sentence
combines two modal verbs and,
1. the subject of the sentence is not impersonal, and
2. one of the two modals is interpreted as participant-external,
then the modal with the wider scope (semantically) is participant-external. (See
the following section about combinations of participant-external and internal
modals.)
Epistemic and participant-internal
The most common combinations involve epistemic adverbs over the modal verb
kunnen, as in (26-a), (26-b) and (27). It almost goes without saying that in
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all the examples the interpretation gives the epistemic having scope over the
participant-internal item.
(26)

a.

b.

c.

waarschijnlijk voorlopig niet spelen.
Hij kan
NEG play
yet
3m can.SG probably
‘He will probably not be able to play soon.’
(N23.08.06)
zoiets
misschien ook
Bernard Hinault had
also
Bernard Hinault have.3SG.PAST such.thing maybe
gekund.
can.PERF
‘Bernard Hinault would maybe also have been capable of such a
thing.’
(N21.07.06)
dat kunnen berekenen.
Spaarbeleg moet
calculate
Spaarbeleg must.SG DEM can
‘Spaarbeleg must be able to calculate that.’
(N25.09.01)

The following example shows an epistemic adverb with scope over the lexical
construction in staat zijn om.
(27)

wellicht in
staat
de zoekende aanvallers
Ono [. . . ] is
COP.3SG perhaps PREP condition DET searching strikers
Ono
de weg te wijzen.
DET way INF show
‘Ono is perhaps able to show the way to the hesitating strikers.’
(V01.09.03)

Finally, I have not found any combination of two modal verbs with an epistemic
and a participant-internal interpretation. I think that the same explanation as
for participant-external modality holds in this case. Participant-internal modals
need an agent as subject and epistemic readings favor an impersonal pronoun as
subject: that is not compatible.
Participant-external and participant-internal
The most common combinations involve a goal-oriented necessity modal verb and
a participant-internal element. The following example features for instance the
verb moeten (in a goal-oriented interpretation with an implicit goal of the kind
“to do their job well”) which takes scope over the lexical construction in staat
zijn om.
(28)

staat
zijn om uit gekleurde informatie
Ze moeten in
3PL must.PL PREP condition COP PREP from colored
information
feiten te halen.
facts INF get
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‘They [journalists] must be able to extract facts from biased information.’
(N21.04.00)
Sentences (29-a) and (29-b) combine respectively a goal-oriented moeten and
hoeven over a participant-internal kunnen.
(29)

a.

b.

Om te
kunnen spreken over plagiaat moet
je kunnen
in order to can
speak PREP plagiarism must.SG 2SG can
je dus twee documenten hebben.
vergelijken en moet
compare and must.SG 2SG thus two documents have
‘In order to be able to speak of plagiarism, you have to be able to
compare and therefore you need two documents.’
(N16.03.01)
je niet te kunnen begrijpen om
Een gedicht hoef
DET poem need.2SG 2SG NEG INF can
understand PREP
het mooi te vinden
3N.SG nice INF ﬁnd
‘You don’t need to be able to understand a poem to ﬁnd it beautiful.’
(N27.01.01)

Notice that, although I have found no clear-cut example (see (30-a)), I think
that it is possible to force a reading with a deontic necessity modal over a
participant-internal element.13 Combinations of participant-external possibility
and participant-internal modality are also diﬃcult to ﬁnd but are more easy to
detect as mogen is exclusively deontic (see (30-b)).
(30)

a.

b.

andere groepjes mogen niet kunnen aﬂuisteren.
DET other groups may.PL NEG can
listen
‘The other groups are not allowed to be able to listen.’14
Beginners mogen al
kunnen rijden, maar al kun
je
beginners may.PL already can
ride but even can.SG 2SG
helemaal niet rijden, ben
je op het beginnerskamp ook
entirely NEG ride COP.2SG 2SG LOC DET beginer.camp also
welkom.
welcome
‘Beginners may already be able to ride, but even if you can not ride
at all, you are still welcome at the beginner’s camp.’
de

13

In particular, the combination seems ﬁne when the ability is to be reached at or before
some future time:
(i)

14

Je moet
me vóór donderdag kunnen terugbetalen!
2SG must.SG 1SG before Thursday can
pay.back
‘You must be able to pay me back before Thursday!’

The fragment is part of the explanation of a game.
http://www.ilo.uva.nl/homepages/gee/docs/HomeostaseHints.doc
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In sentence (30-a), the recipient of the obligation is not the grammatical subject
of the sentence but the addressee whereas in (30-b) the recipient of the permission
is the grammatical subject.
All in all, the scope hypothesis of 2.0.1 is supported by the Dutch data.

2.2

Fon cluster

In this section, I will present data from two dialects of Fon, Fongbe and Gungbe,
that are (mainly) spoken in Benin. According to Capo’s (1991, p11-15) classiﬁcation, Fon is a dialect group of the Gbe cluster. The Gbe cluster consists of
ﬁve main dialect groups: Vhe, Gen, Ajá, Fon and Phla-Pherá. This cluster corresponds to a group of Kwa languages that are spoken from Ghana to Nigeria.
Figure 2.2 is based on (Capo 1991, ﬁgure 1 p15) and illustrates the classiﬁcation
of the Fongbe and Gungbe.
Vhe · · ·
Gen · · ·
Ajá · · ·
Kwa
(languages)

Gbe
(cluster)

Fon (cluster)

Fongbe
Gungbe
..
.

Phla-Pherá · · ·
..
.
Figure 2.2: Fongbe and Gungbe in the Gbe cluster.
I will use the term ‘Fon cluster’ as a cover term for the invariant properties of
all Fon dialects. I will therefore make an explicit distinction between Gungbe and
Fongbe when the grammars of the two diverge on important issues. The discussion
will mainly be based on Gungbe data from (Aboh 2004) and (Aboh 2006) and
on Fongbe data from (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002). When examples from other
sources are used, I explicitly refer to the dialect used with [F] and [G] signs for
Fongbe and Gungbe respectively.
The languages of the Fon cluster are tonal with (at least) two lexical tones,
high ´ and low ` , that can be combined to form more complex tones.15 Some
15

It is not settled in the literature (as (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, p25) mentions) whether
the mid tone should be considered a basic tone like the high and low tones or as a complex tone
(it is a phonetic variant of raising and falling for (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, p20). However
it should be noted that all the Gbe languages have at least a three-way distinction between low,
mid and high tone (Aboh 2004, p28).
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lexical items can only be recognized by their tone as the following pair illustrates
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, p20): gbà ‘to break’ (low tone), gbǎ ‘to build’
(rising tone: low-high). The cluster has mainly an SVO word order but it allows for SOV word order, for instance, in nominalised clauses (see (Lefebvre and
Brousseau 2002, p5)).
The Fon cluster can be considered an isolating language group in that it has a
“poor inﬂectional morphology” (Aboh 2004, p32).16 The following facts support
this analysis. Firstly, it doesn’t express number on the noun, as example (31)
shows, and it doesn’t express subject-verb agreement for either person, number
or gender (Aboh 2004, p32).
(31)

a.

àmágà àtÒn
/
mango three
‘three mangos’

b.

àsÓn lÉ
crab PL
‘the crabs’

/

àmágà Ó
mango DEF
‘the mango’
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, p28)
àsÓn Ó
crab DEF
‘the crab’ (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, p39)

Secondly, case is not marked morphologically except for pronouns (Lefebvre and
Brousseau 2002, p63).
+ Nominative − Nominative
1SG
2SG
3SG
1PL/2PL
3PL

ùn
à
é
mı́
yé

mı̀
wè
è
mı́
yé

In the Fon cluster, the verb is not inﬂected for tense, aspect or mood. Instead,
the language has a rich set of TAM markers. When a TAM marker is used (their
use is optional), it is mandatorily placed between the subject and the verb (if it is
a complex TAM marker, its ﬁrst component is placed between subject and verb).
The following table shows some of those markers for Fongbe and Gungbe (based
on (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, p89) and (Aboh 2004, p158)):17
16

Notice however that it has a quite productive derivational morphology (Lefebvre and
Brousseau 2002, p6-7).
17
It should be noticed that (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, p89) and (Lambert-Brétière 2005,
p67) have also a marker called the ‘indeﬁnite future’: ná-wá. This complex marker is actually
the “combination of ná, the deﬁnite future marker, and wá, which, in isolation, means ‘to come”’
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, p92). However, there is no broad consensus on its status as a
separate TAM marker (for instance (Aboh 2004) doesn’t treat it as a TAM marker) and I have
trouble determining its meaning from the above-mentioned sources (it is sometimes translated
as eventually, sometimes as might). Furthermore, most examples involving combinations with
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Tense
Anteriority
Aspect Habitual
Imperfective
Prospective
Mood Deﬁnite future
Subjunctive

Fongbe

Gungbe

kò
nÒ
ãò. . . wÈ
ãò. . . ná. . . wÈ
ná
nı́

kó
nÒ
tò. . . [`]
nà. . . [`]
ná
nı́

Finally, Gungbe and Fongbe have a preverbal marker for sentential negation
má.18 However Fongbe allows also for a sentence-ﬁnal negative marker ǎ that
stresses the fact that the speaker “disagrees with the content of the proposition”
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, 6.5.3.1 p128). Finally Fon has specialized raising,
control and modal verbs.

2.2.1

Fon modal system

Participant-internal modality
Participant-internal
Modal verbs Lexical verbs
ãó-ná
sı̀xú/sı̀gán

nyÓ

The Fon cluster has two ways to express participant-internal modality. First,
there are the modal verbs sı̀xú/sı̀gán and ãó-ná. The ﬁrst can be used to express
ability as example (32) shows, but are also used for participant-external and
epistemic modality. Both verbs express the same range of meanings but sı̀xú
TAM markers or modal items, as in (i), are not accepted by my informant (Aboh, pc). I will
therefore not try to give an account of ná-wá. However, the reader should note that, in view of
the analysis of ná-wá in (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002), the combinatorial possibilities of this
‘marker’ support the overall thesis of this dissertation as the following example shows:
(i)

a.

b.

KÒkú ná-wá
sı́xú wá
Koku IND.FUT may come
‘Koku may/will have permission to come.’
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (156) p291)
KÒkú sı́xú
ná-wá wá
Koku IND.FUT may come
‘Koku has permission to come in the (far) future.’
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (157) p291)

When scoping over modal verbs, it can have a might-reading as in (i-a); when scoping under a
modal verb, it only has an indeﬁnite-future reading as in (i-b).
18
Lefebvre and Brousseau (2002, 6.4 p120) represents the marker with low tone mà whereas
Aboh (2004, 43–46) uses the high tone version, má.
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is preferred by Fongbe speakers whereas sı̀gán is preferred by Gungbe speakers
(Aboh, pc).19
(32)

a.

b.

KÒkú sı̀gán yı̀
Koku can leave
‘Koku can leave.’
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (162) p292)
KÒkú sı̀gán ãú
wè
Koku can dance dance
‘Koku can dance.’
[G] (Aboh, pc)

The modal verbs can be used to express ability in the past as in the following
example:
(33)

KÒkú kò sı̀gán yı̀
Koku ANT can leave
‘Koku could have left.’

(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (163) p292)

The negation marker mà always precedes the modal verb to yield a ‘not able to’
scope.
(34)

kùnkùn lê,
mı́ má sı̀gǎn wà àzÓn
nı́ pÒnpı̀ lÓ tò
if tap this IMPF run-run this.way.NLR 2PL NEG can do job
lÓ
this
‘If this tap keeps running this way, you cannot do the job.’
(Aboh 2004, (41b) p176)
b. #KÒkú sı̀gán mà yı̀
Koku can NEG leave
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (169-b) p293)
a.

Notice that the incapacity for the subjects/agents of the main clause in (34-a) is
not due to their intrinsic competence (i.e. internal) but to some external factor
(the tap keeps running). That is, participant-internal ability might depend on
participant-external circumstances. Finally the modal verb ãó-ná can be used to
express participant-internal necessity (involving a lack of control by the participant) as in (35).
(35)

ado
ùn ãó-ná xu
must reject/dry urine
‘I have to pee.’

1SG

[G] (Aboh, pc)

The second strategy in the Fon cluster for participant-internal modality uses the
verb nyÓ ‘to know, to be good.’ It expresses learned ability and combines in a
transparent way with negation:
19

The Fongbe example (32-a) shows that this is only a preference.
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(36)

a.

b.

yé nyÓn
wè
ãú
3PL know.PERF dance dance
‘They can dance / they know how to dance.’
(Aboh 2004, (ii-e) p341)
wè
ãú
yé mà nyÓn
3PL NEG know.PERF dance dance
‘They can’t dance / they don’t know how to dance.’ [G] (Aboh, pc)

Participant-external modality
A quite surprising fact about participant-external modality in the Fon cluster is
that there are no prominent lexical items (verbs, adjectives or noun-verb combinations). The following elements can be used instead: a mood marker, modal
verbs and an adverb.
Participant-external
Deontic
Goal-oriented
Mood marker nı́
Modal verbs
ãó-ná
sı̀xú/sı̀gán
Adverb
dàndàn

ãó-ná
sı̀xú/sı̀gán

Mood marker nı́ The injunctive/subjunctive mood marker nı́ is used to express obligation (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, p93) (Aboh 2004, 5.3.3 p180) but
it can also be used in (exhortative) wishes and for orders in imperative constructions (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, p93).20
(37)

a.

b.

Bàyı́ nı́ ãà
wÓ
Bayi nı́ prepare dough
‘Bayi must prepare dough.’
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (21b) p93)
Kòfı́ nı́ jı̀ hàn
Koﬁ nı́ sing song
‘Koﬁ should sing a song.’
(Aboh 2004, (47b) p181)

The mood marker nı́ is not allowed in goal-oriented sentences whether they are
formed with a want-conditional as (38-a) or with a purpose clause as (38-b).21
20

This marker is even more versatile as it can also work as conjunction (Aboh 2004, 5.3.1).
It is then quite similar to the English conditional marker if (Aboh 2004, p176) as can be seen
in example (47-a).
21
This judgment was obtained with sentences where the choice of the modal element was
oﬀered (either nı́ or the necessity modal ãó-ná). The marker nı́ was explicitly refused in those
sentences for the goal-oriented interpretation.
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[G] (Aboh, pc)
à jló ná
wà àzÓ Ó, à nı́
yı̀ KùtÓnû
a. #Nú
COMP 2SG want DEF.FUT do work DEF 2SG have.to go Cotonou
‘If you want to work, you have to go to Cotonou.’
dó àkwÉ bó (ãó) ná yı̀ tó
mÈ
b. #À nı́
2SG have.to have money in.order.to go country in
‘You must have some money in order to travel.’

I will assume that the scope order of the mood marker nı́ with the negation mà
is ﬁxed and transparent for both Fongbe and Gungbe. The mood marker can
precede the negation but the reverse order is not grammatical as examples (39-b)
and (40-b) attest respectively:22
(39)

[F] (Avolonto 1992, p32)
a. KÒkú nı́ má dó gbàdé ó
Koku nı́ NEG sow corn INS
‘Koku must not sow corn.’
b. #KÒkú má nı́ dó gbàdé ó
Koku NEG nı́ sow corn INS

(40)

(Aboh 2004, (49b-c) p181-182)
a. Àsı́bá nı́ má wá blô
Asiba nı́ NEG come anymore
‘Asiba should not come.’
b. #Àsı́bá má nı́ wá blô
Asiba NEG nı́ come anymore

Notice that the examples (39-a) and (40-a) both feature a ﬁnal particle: the
insistence particle (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, p130-131) ó in (39-a) and the
particle blô in (40-a). According to Aboh (pc), the combination nı́ má . . . PARTis
the standard negative imperative form (for third person singular subjects) and the
ﬁnal particle is necessary. As the examples of (Avolonto 1992, p32) also contain
a particle, I will assume that both Gungbe and Fongbe need such a particle,
22

The analysis of (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, p100) is diﬀerent. Not all of their informants
accept the combination of nı́ with má, but when they do, they consider both the following orders
grammatical.
(i)

(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (42a-b) p100)
a.
Bàyı́ nı́ mà ãà
wÓ
Bayi nı́ NEG prepare dough
‘Bayi should not prepare dough.’
b.
Bàyı́ mà nı́ ãà
wÓ
Bayi NEG nı́ prepare dough
‘Bayi does not have to prepare dough.’

The surface scope also determines the interpretation in the straightforward way.
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contra example (i-a) of footnote 22. This does not mean that the mood marker
nı́ should be seen as an imperative marker (it can for instance be used in questions
and under verbs of saying and its predicate can be modiﬁed for aspect).
Finally nı́ can occur with the anteriority marker/adverbial kò in its scope.23
(41)

Sı̀ká nı́ kò
ãà
wÒ
Sika nı́ already prepare dough
‘Sika must have prepared dough.’
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (56a) p105)

Modal verbs Three modal verbs can be used to express participant-external
modality: ãó-ná, and sı̀gán/sı̀xú. The modal verb ãó-ná 24 expresses all the
diﬀerent notions of participant-external necessity: deontic in (42), goal-oriented
in (43).
(42)

a.

b.

(43)

a.

lÉ bı́
ãó-ná wá
Vı́
childPL all have.to come
‘All the children have to come.’
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (143) p288)
élO. . .
A ãó ná nyá àvO
2SG have.to wash.cloth DEM
‘You have to wash this cloth. . . ’
[F] (Wekenon Tokponto 2002, 6 p90)
ãó-ná dı́n
àkwÉ bó (ãò) ná yı̀ tó
mÈ
have.to search money in.order.to go country in
‘You have to ﬁnd money in order to travel.’
[G] (Aboh, pc)25
Nú
à jló ná
yı̀ tó
mÈ Ó, à ãó-ná dó
COMP 2SG want DEF.FUT go country in DEF 2SG have.to have
àkwÉ
money
‘If you want to travel, you must have enough money.’
[F] (Aboh, pc)
À

2SG

b.

23

According to (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (68) p107), the reverse combination is accepted
by some speakers (with a minimal diﬀerence in meaning). However, Aboh (pc) doesn’t accept
this order of TAM markers for Fongbe or Gungbe.
24
According to Lefebvre and Brousseau (2002, p288), it is “the combination of ãó ‘to have’
and ná, the deﬁnite future marker.” However, as Aboh (pc) pointed out to me, the ná part
of the modal could well have a diﬀerent origin. In particular, it is not only used as a future
marker, but also in the prospective construction, as a preposition and as a verb ná ‘to give.’
25
Notice that the purposive construction is introduced either by bó ná, as in (Lefebvre and
Brousseau 2002, p174), or by bó ãò ná (Aboh, pc). The ﬁrst combinations is a contraction
of the second which combines the (same subject) clausal conjunction bó and the modal verb
ãó-ná.
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The meaning of ãó-ná is best understood when contrasted with the meaning of
nı́. The modal verb is then stronger than the mood marker:
(44)

a.

b.

Bàyı́ ãó-ná ãà
wÓ
Bayi have.to prepare dough
‘Bayi must prepare dough.’
Bàyı́ nı́ ãà
wÓ
Bayi nı́ prepare dough
‘Bayi should prepare dough.’

[F] (Aboh, pc)

[F] (sentence (37-a))

However, this does not mean that ãó-ná has necessarily to be translated as ‘must’
as the following example makes clear.
(45)

Koﬁ talks on the phone with his mother who would like to visit him
although she is very tired. He says:
a. À má ãó-ná wá. . .
2SG NEG have.to come
‘You must/should not come.’
[G] (Aboh, pc)
à jló
b. àmO à sı̀gán wá nı́
but 2SG can come COMP 2SG want
‘but you can if you want to.’
[G] (Aboh, pc)

First notice that, if the modal in sentence (45-a) is interpreted as deontic ‘must’,
the utterance of sentence (45-b) should be extremely odd. The second sentence
is however possible in this context and this favors an interpretation as ‘should.’
The interpretation of (45-a) and (45-b) goes roughly as follows: with (45-a), the
speaker expresses his opinion that it would be better that his mother doesn’t come
but (45-b) adds that this choice is hers. Figure 2.3 is an attempt to represent
the contrast in meaning between nı́ and ãó-ná. I will assume that the precise

[weak]

MAY

SHOULD

HAVE TO

MUST

[strong]

nı́
ãó-ná
Figure 2.3: Fongbe participant-external necessity modals on a scale from weak to
strong

interpretation of those two items is context dependent. For instance in the context
of example (45), it seems that the mother/son relation has the eﬀect of forcing
a soft interpretation of ãó-ná. If Koﬁ actually wants to order his mother not
to come he would either have to use an imperative construction or to add the
deontic modal adverb dàndàn to (45-a).
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The modal combines with both types of negations má and ǎ. In both (46-a)26
and (46-b), the negation is interpreted as having scope under the modal verb,
i.e. as ‘must not.’27 Sentence (46-c) shows that the negation is not allowed in the
scope of the modal.
Xwè ãĕ é ãó dı̀n, Àsı́bá má ãó-na ãà làn
age REL 3SG have now Asiba NEG have.to cook meat
‘Taking into account her age, Asiba must/should not cook meat.’
[G] (Aboh, pc)
O
ãò xwégbe á.
b. A kà ãó ná nyá àvO
2SG but have.to wash.clothes DEF at home NEG
‘But you must not wash this cloth at home.’
[F] (Wekenon Tokponto 2002, 6 p90)
c. #KÒkú ãó-ná má wá
Koku have.to NEG come
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (151b) p290)

(46)

a.

The modal verbs sı̀gán and sı̀xú also have a participant-external modality interpretation. First, sı̀gán is interpreted deontically in sentence (47-a) and (47-c),
whereas it has a goal-oriented interpretation in (47-b).
26

This example is adapted from (Aboh 2006, (33b) here as (i-a)) which shows that contrary
to nı́, ãó-ná can be in the scope of the anteriority marker kó:
(i)

a.

b.

ãó-na nÒ ãà làn
Xwè ãĕ é
ãó dı̀n, Àsı́bá má kò
age REL 3SG have now Asiba NEG ANT have.to Hab cook meat
‘Taking into account her age, Asiba must not have been allowed to cook meat yet.’
[G]
KÒkú kò
ãó-ná wá
Koku ANT have.to come
‘Koku had to come.’
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (147) p289)

However, the precise eﬀect of the anteriority marker on the modal verb is diﬃcult to determine
as becomes obvious from the contrast of translations between (i-a) and (i-b).
27
The combinations of (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002) don’t ﬁt with the analysis proposed
here. Sentence (i-b) and (i-b) convey the meaning ‘not have to.’
(i)

a.

b.

KÒkú má ãó-ná wá
Koku NEG have.to come
‘Koku does not have to come.’
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (151a) p290)
KÒkú ãó-ná wá ǎ
Koku have.to come NEG
‘It is not the case that Koku must come.’
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (152) p290)

Obviously, both interpretations should not easily coexist within one language as one form, NEG
MOD, could be interpreted as ‘must not’ and ‘not have to’ (I will assume that ‘must not’ is the
standard and only interpretation possible).

2.2. Fon cluster
(47)

a.

b.

c.
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Nı́ é jló è,
KÒkú sı̀gán yı̀
if 3SG want DEF.DET Koku can leave
Koku can leave if he wants to.
[G] (Aboh, pc)
à jló ná wà àzÓ Ó, à sı̀gán yı̀ KùtÓnû
Nú
COMP 2SG want DEF do work DEF 2SG can go Cotonou
‘If you want to work, you can go to Cotonou.’
[F] (Aboh, pc)
é jló,) KÒkú sı̀gán gÒn
àzÓn wà
(Nı́
COMP 3SG want Koku can abstain work do
‘Koku may not work (if he wants to).’
[G] (Aboh, p.c.)

Lefebvre and Brousseau (2002, p292) say that it “may be assigned a deontic (capacity) [. . . ] reading.” This could seem to be at odds with the analysis of sı̀gán as
an all-round participant-external and -internal modality. I think however that, in
this case, the diﬀerence is merely a matter of deﬁnitions. First notice that capacity is not a deontic notion in the sense of permission and obligations. Therefore
the term ‘deontic’ in (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002) seems to cover the whole
participant-internal and external range (‘root’ modality). In this dissertation,
capacity can be participant-internal (see (32-a)) as well as participant-external in
goal-oriented sentences. Sentence (47-b), for instance, is an example of a capacity
use of the modal verb sı̀gán in a goal-oriented sentence.
The negation marker must precede the modal verb, as in (34-a) for participantinternal modality. The interpretation follows straightforwardly from this word
order and results in an English translation as ‘cannot/not allowed.’ It is possible
to obtain an interpretation with the modal having scope above the ‘negation’ by
using the verb gÒn (meaning ‘to abstain’) as in sentence (47-c).
Finally the modal verb sı̀xú behaves in the exact same way as sı̀gán with
respect to negation and other TAM markers. It has a deontic possibility interpretation, as in sentences (48-a) and (48-b), but also goal-oriented possibility as
in sentence (48-c).
(48)

a.

b.

c.

KÒkú sı̀xú wá
Koku may come
‘Koku may come.’
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (153) p290)
sı̀xú wá
KÒkú ná
Koku DEF.FUT may come
‘Koku will have permission to come.’
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (156) p291)
à jló ná
wà àzÓ Ó, à sı̀xú yı̀ KùtÓnû
Nú
COMP 2SG want DEF.FUT do work DEF 2SG can go Cotonou
‘If you want to work, you can go to Cotonou.’
[F] (Aboh, pc)

Adverbs The modal adverb dàndàn ‘necessarily, obligatorily’ supports a deontic interpretation when it is combined with the modal verb ãó-ná, as in the
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following example.
(49)

Àsi
àtOngO ãèè a dà
O, mı̀ ãó ná túùn fı́ãèè é
woman third REL 2SG marry DEF 1PL have.to know side 3SG
gósı́n
O
dándán
...
come.from DEF necessarily
‘Concerning the third woman you married, we must (necessarily) be told
where she comes from.’
[F] (Wekenon Tokponto 2002, 8 p108)

Although sentences with dàndàn do not necessitate the presence of the modal
verb, it seems to be a sure way to force a strong deontic necessity interpretation
as in (47-c).
A characteristic of the adverb dándán is that it marks the authority of the
speaker (Aboh, pc). As sentence (50) shows, it doesn’t embed under verbs of
saying. By using dándán, the speaker marks emphatically that, on his authority,
the embedded proposition is not open for discussion.
(50)

KÒkú ãÒ ãÒ Àsı́bá wá dándán
Koku say that Asiba come necessarily
‘Koku DID say that Asiba came.’

[G] (Aboh, pc)

Modal recipient The subject of a participant-external modal sentence is not
necessarily the recipient of the obligation or permission (in the deontic case). For
instance, the obligation in sentences (51-a) and (51-b) is not directed to Koku or
to the students. This is true with the mood marker and with modal verbs but
also with the adverb dándán as in (49).
(51)

The dean and a secretary prepare the list of participants for a conference.
The dean says:
a. KÒkú nı́ mà wá ó!
Koku nı́ NEG come INS
‘Koku must not come!’
[G] (Aboh, pc)
ãó-ná wá
b. WéxÒmÈvı́ lÉ bı́
student.PL all have.to come
‘All the students have to come.’
[G] (Aboh, pc)

What the dean means is that the secretary has to ensure that (51-a) and (51-b)
happen. The following sentences combine a modal verb and a resultative state
VP.
(52)

a.

ãó-ná ãÒ súsú.
HÒn Ó
door DEF have.to be.at close.close
‘The door must be closed.’

[G] (Aboh, pc)

2.2. Fon cluster
b.
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HÒn Ó
sı̀gán
nÒ
súsú.
door DEF can/may remain close.close
‘The door can/may be closed.’

[G] (Aboh, pc)

Obviously, doors are not the bearers of obligations or permissions. Therefore,
the obligation and permission in sentences (52-a) and (52-b) are meant for agents
external to the sentence.
Epistemic modality
Adverbs and modal verbs are the two main ways to express epistemic modality, although we will see that the mood marker ná can also get an epistemic
interpretation in certain contexts (see example (57-b)).
Epistemic
Modal verbs Adverbs
ãó-ná
sı̀xú/sı̀gán

dódó
bÒyà

Modal verbs All three modal verbs have an epistemic interpretation along with
their participant-external one. As should be expected, the two modals sı̀gán and
sı̀xú have an epistemic possibility interpretation whereas ãó-ná gets a necessity
reading. The following examples involve sı̀gán:
(53)

a.

b.

KÒkú sı̀gán kò
yı̀
Koku can already leave
‘Koku may have left already.’
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (164) p292)
É sı̀gán wá fOn fÈÈ
3SG can come stand PART
‘He might ﬁnally stand up (at some point).’
[G] (Aboh, p.c.)

The modal verb sı̀xú has an epistemic interpretation in the following examples:
(54)

a.

b.

KÒkú sı̀xú wá
Koku may come
‘Koku has possibly arrived.’
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (153b) p290)
KÒkú kò sı̀xú wá
Koku ANT may come
‘Koku might have come.’
(Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, (154a) p290)

Finally, although (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, p288) suggests that ãó-ná is
“essentially deontic,” the following example and sentence (66-a) have an epistemic
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interpretation.
(55)

Tóóló kpoún O yé lı̀n ãÒ
mÈãé ãó ná nÒ nÒ xwé Ó
gbè
3PL think COMP person have.to live house DEF in
right.away
‘Immediately they thought that someone must be living in the house.’
[F] (Wekenon Tokponto 2002, 4 p111)

Notice that ãó-ná needs not to be embedded under a belief attribution to express
epistemic modality.
Adverbs The two adverbs, bÓyà and dódó, are “speaker oriented modal adverbs” (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002, p383).28 Firstly, the adverb bÓyà means
‘perhaps, maybe’ and has the special property of occurring clause-initially as sentence (56-a) shows (unlike the vast majority of adverbs that only occur clauseﬁnally). The epistemic possibility adverb has a sentence ﬁnal counterpart vlàfò
(see sentence (59-b)). Secondly, the adverb dódó means ‘certainly’ and is only
used in sentence ﬁnal position as sentence (56-b) exempliﬁes.
(56)

a.

b.

yı̀
KùtÓnû
BÓyà KÒkú
Koku go.PERF Cotonou maybe
‘Maybe Koku has gone to Cotonou.’
KùtÓnû dódó
KÒkú yı̀
Koku go.PERF Cotonou certainly
‘Koku has certainly gone to Cotonou.’

[G] (Aboh, pc)

[G] (Aboh, pc)

The necessity adverb is felt to be quite similar to dándán (Aboh, pc). However,
whereas dándán marks the authority of the speaker, dódó involves his authority
based on his knowledge.
Conclusion
Participant-internal

Participant-external
Deontic

Mood marker
Adverb
Modal verbs
Lexical verbs

Goal-oriented

nı́
dàndàn
ãó-ná
sı̀xú/sı̀gán
nyÓ

ãó-ná
sı̀xú/sı̀gán

Epistemic

ãó-ná
sı̀xú/sı̀gán

(ná)
dódó
bÓyà
ãó-ná
sı̀xú/sı̀gán

The modal system of the Fon cluster is based on a set of modal verbs, adverbs and
mood markers. An important characteristic that can be brought forward is that
28

The participant-external adverb dándán is also a speaker oriented modal adverb (Lefebvre
and Brousseau 2002, p383).
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the verbs are polyfunctional in the sense of (van der Auwera, Ammann and Kindt
2005), that is, they can express diﬀerent meanings: participant-external/internal
and epistemic modality. On the other hand, the interpretation of the mood
marker nı́ and of the modal adverbs seems to be circumscribed to one and only one
category. For instance, the interpretation range of nı́ is a subset of participantexternal modality (excluding goal-oriented uses).
The combination of the modal verbs and the mood marker nı́ with negation
deserves further investigation. In particular, the important disagreement between
the analysis proposed here and (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002) needs to be settled
by testing thoroughly a broad range of native speakers from diﬀerent dialects
(which is at this point unfortunately not feasible for me).29

2.2.2

Combinations of modal items

Epistemic and participant-internal
The ﬁrst set of combinations involves the verb nyÓ with the modal verbs in (57-a)
and (66-a) and the mood marker for futurity ná in (57-b). The force of the
epistemic judgment goes from possibility in (57-a), to good probability in (57-b)
and to epistemic certainty in (57-c).
(57)

a.

b.

sı̀gán/sı̀xú nyÓn
tÒ lÈ
3SG can
know.PERF river clean
‘He might be able to swim.’
[G/F] (Aboh, p.c.)
tÒ lÈ
(fÈÈ)
É ná nyÓn
3SG FUT know.PERF river clean PART
‘He should be able to swim / he certainly knows how to swim’
[G] (Aboh, p.c.)

É

29

If we represent the relevant information in a clause structure as in (Aboh 2004), the comparison between the pros and cons of the two analysis becomes easier:
ãó-ná
[Fino nı́mood [Nego má [TP [To ná [MoodP sı̀gán [Aspo 1 nÒ]]]]]]
sı̀xú
This clause structure represents the relative surface position of grammatical items extrapolated
from sentences in (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002), (Aboh 2004) and (Aboh 2006). The scope
information is transparent from left to right. This structure predicts, for instance, that the
negation is interpreted over the modal verbs.
The analysis of (Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002) is formally appealing because its scope properties are transparent and uniform for the modal verbs, i.e. negation > modal. However, (Lefebvre
and Brousseau 2002) provides many more combinations than this structure can account for. For
instance, the negation má could also have scope over the mood marker nı́ or the deﬁnite future
ná could scope under sı̀xú but not the other two modal verbs.
My analysis allows less combinations and ﬁts this structure well but is still problematic when
it come to the modal ãó-ná which is interpreted above the negation like a mood marker.
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c.

ãó-ná nyÓn
tÒ lÈ
3SG have.to know.PERF river clean
‘He must be able to swim.’
É

[G] (Aboh, p.c.)

As can be expected, the modal verb sı̀gán in sentence (57-a) cannot be interpreted
as participant-internal and gets here an epistemic interpretation. Furthermore nyÒ
cannot take a modal verb as argument.
All epistemic adverbs can be combined with participant-internal nyÒ but only
the epistemic possibility adverbs combine with sı̀gán (and therefore with sı̀xú),
as is shown in (58) and (59) respectively.
(58)

a.

b.

(59)

tÒ lÈ
BÓyà é nyÓn
maybe 3SG know.PERF river clean
‘Maybe he is able to swim.’
tÒ lÈ
dódó
É nyÓn
3SG know.PERF river clean certainly
‘He certainly is able to swim.’

[G] (Aboh, pc)

[G] (Aboh, pc)

wè
BÓyà é sı̀gán ãú
maybe 3SG can dance dance
‘Maybe he can dance.’
[G] (Aboh, pc)
b. Nı́ Kòfı́ jı̀ hàn, é sı̀gán mo kwè vlàfò
if Koﬁ sing song 3SG can ﬁnd money maybe
‘If Koﬁ sings, he might be able to obtain some money.’
[G] (Aboh, p.c.)
wè
dódó
c. #É sı̀gán ãú
3SG can dance dance certainly
[G] (Aboh, pc)
a.

Notice that in sentence (59-b), the interpretation of sı̀gán is participant-internal
as in (34-a) and the epistemic possibility adverb occurs sentence-ﬁnally. However,
the adverb vlàfò behaves more like a parenthetical and has actually the whole
sentence in its scope (conditional antecedent included).30 From the rejection of
sentence (59-c), I will thus conclude that sı̀gán (and sı̀xú) cannot occur with
sentence ﬁnal modal adverbs.
Finally, the combination of sentence (60-a) is not ruled out by my informant (Aboh, pc), although it is somehow marked as not completely grammatical,
whereas sentence (60-b) is clearly rejected.
30

Sentence (59-b) was obtained while trying to elicit a combination of the epistemic adverb
with a goal-oriented modal as in the following sentence,
(i)

Maybe John should sing to get some money.

Although the sentences are not equivalent (despite their very similar meanings), it is obvious
that the modal adverb was meant to have scope over the whole sentence.

2.2. Fon cluster
(60)

ãó-ná sı̀gán xÒ wěmà élÒ
3SG must can buy paper DEM
‘He must be able to buy this book.’
b. #É sı̀gán ãó-ná xÒ wěmà élÒ
3SG can must buy paper DEM
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a. ?É

[G] (Aboh, pc)

[G] (Aboh, pc)
Most examples (here and in the following sections) are from Gungbe. It is
therefore necessary to be cautious with the conclusion: we can conclude that
in Gungbe, epistemic modality always has scope over participant-internal modality, just as expected. Furthermore, I expect this conclusion to be valid for the
whole Fon cluster.
Epistemic and participant-external
Lefebvre and Brousseau (2002, p382 & 394) mention that “more than one [nonmodal] clause ﬁnal adverb may occur at the end of the sentence.” Their preliminary data on co-occurences suggests that the adverbs follow the mirror image
order of adverbs in (Cinque 1999). This suggests that the scope order ‘SVO bÓyà
dándán’ with a deontic adverb over an epistemic one should be impossible which
is born out. More interestingly the scope order ‘epistemic over deontic’ is also
impossible.
(61) #BÓyà Kòfı́ yı̀ KùtÓnû dándán
maybe Koﬁ go Cotonou necessarily
[G] (Aboh, pc)
I assume that the sentence initial adverb has scope over the whole sentence, that
is, the sentence ﬁnal version of (61) would be ‘SVO dándán bÓyà.’ The reason for
this ungrammaticality is surely the speaker-orientedness of both adverbs. Both
adverbs express an attitude of the speaker, bÓyà uncertainty and dándán speaker’s
authority, and these two attitudes cannot be combined within one sentence.
As can be seen in example (62), the epistemic possibility adverb bÓyà can
combine with all modal verbs (in their participant-external interpretation). Sentences (62-a) and (62-b) have respectively the necessity modal verb ãó-ná and
the possibility verb sı̀xú in their deontic interpretation, whereas sentence (62-c)
exempliﬁes a goal-oriented modal verb under the adverb.
(62)

a.

b.

BÓyà é ãó-ná yı̀ KùtÓnû
maybe 3SG must go Cotonou
‘Maybe he has to go to Cotonou.’
BÓyà é sı̀xú yı̀ KùtÓnû
maybe 3SG may go Cotonou
‘Maybe he is allowed to go to Cotonou.’

[F] (Aboh, pc)

[F] (Aboh, pc)
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c.

BÓyà é ãó-ná yı̀ KútÓnû bó-ná
wà àzÓ
maybe 3SG have.to go Cotonou in.order.to do work
‘Maybe he has to go to Cotonou in order to work.’ [F] (Aboh, pc)

The data for the epistemic necessity adverb dódó in example (63) are less clearcut, in particular because sentence ﬁnal dódó doesn’t combine with sı̀gán or sı̀xú.
However, the participant-external necessity modal ãó-ná does combine with dódó
and the adverb has semantic scope over the modal verb.31
(63)

ãó-ná yı̀ KùtÓnû dódó
must go Cotonou certainly
‘He must certainly go to Cotonou.’
b. #É sı̀gán/sı̀xú yı̀ KùtÓnû dódó
3SG can/may go Cotonou certainly
a.

É

3SG

[G] (Aboh, pc)

[G/F] (Aboh, pc)
Whatever the reason for the ungrammaticality of sentence (63-b) is, the main
point remains that the participant-external modal verbs cannot scope over the
epistemic modal adverb. Finally the modal adverbs cannot combine with the
mood marker nı́:
(64) #BÓyà é nı́ jı̀ hàn
maybe 3SG nı́ sing song
[G] (Aboh, pc)
Furthermore, the mood marker nı́ cannot precede any of the modal verbs and it
also cannot occur in their scope.
The modal verb ãó-ná can combine with the possibility modals in their deontic
interpretation but the same remark as for (60-a) holds, i.e. this is not judged
entirely grammatical.
(65)

ãó-ná sı̀xú xÒ wěmà élÒ
3SG must may buy paper DEM .
‘He must be allowed to buy this book.’

?É

[F] (Aboh, pc)

We can conclude from this data that all the sensible combinations of epistemic
and participant-external modals yield the expected scope order, i.e. Epistemic >
Participant-external. However, the mood marker doesn’t exhibit any combinatorial possibilities. I think that the main reason for this fact is that nı́ always
involves the speaker’s judgment (order, advice from the speaker) and thus does
not combine well with epistemic modality.
Unfortunately, I have no explanation for this behavior. From the scope properties of ãó-ná
with respect to negation, we would expect that it is higher than sı̀gán in the scope hierarchy.
Therefore, as dódó cannot scope over sı̀gán, I would expect it not to be able to scope over ãó-ná.
31
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Participant-external and participant-internal
The participant-external modal verbs ãó-ná and sı̀xú can be combined with the
lexical verb nyÓ as in (66-a).
(66)

a.

Yè ãǒ nǎ nyǑ
gbè
mÈ
tÒn wlǎn
have.to be.good language person GEN write
‘One must be able to write one’s own language.’
[F] (Lambert-Brétière 2005, (77a) p71)
wè
ãú
É sı̀xú nyÓn
3SG may know.PERF dance dance
[F] (Aboh, pc)
‘He is allowed to be able to dance!’32
3SG

b.

The combinations of modal verbs are constrained in the same way as in example (65), that is, a participant-internal interpretation of the possibility modal
(instead of a participant-external one) does not change the judgment on this
sentence.
(67)

ãó-ná sı̀gán ãú
wè
3SG must can dance dance
‘He must be able to dance!’

?É

[G] (Aboh, pc)

We have seen in examples (59-c) and (63-b) that sı̀gán and sı̀xú do not allow
the sentence ﬁnal epistemic adverb dódó. This is also the case with the deontic
necessity adverb dándán.
(68) #Kòfı́ sı̀gán yı̀ KùtÓnû dándán
Koﬁ can go Cotonou necessarily
[G] (Aboh, pc)
Finally, we have already seen that the mood marker cannot combine with the
modal verbs. This holds whatever their interpretation is and therefore, the nı́
equivalent of sentence (67) is not grammatical either. However it is ﬁne with the
lexical verb nyÓ:
(69)

nı́
nyÓn
wè
ãú
hwÉcó má
gÒ
3SG must know.PERF dance dance before 1SG.FUT come.back
‘He must be able to dance before I come back!’
[G] (Aboh, pc)
É

We can therefore conclude that the modal elements of Fon respect the scope
order: Epistemic > Participant-external > Participant-internal.
32

Notice however that it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd a context where sentence (66-b) actually makes
sense.

32

Af_nrcp 0, Rwnmjmega_j gltcqrge_rgml md qgv kmb_j qwqrckq

0,1 Impc_l
Rfc Impc_l j_les_ec gq qnmicl `w _nnpmvgk_rgtcjw `w 53 kgjjgml ncmnjc glajsbgle
3 kgjjgml mtcpqc_q Impc_lq, Grq eclcrga pcj_rgml rm mrfcp j_les_ecq gq amlrpmtcpqg_j,
Rfc mjbcp rfcmpw glajsbcb Impc_l glrm rfc ?jr_ga d_kgjw `sr bcagqgtc _peskclrq
f_tc `ccl j_aigle* mnclgle rfc u_w dmp rfc kmpc pcaclr mnglgml rf_r Impc_l gq _l
glbcnclbclr j_les_ec* `sr gl _ xmlc md glrclqgtc j_les_ec amlr_ar ufgaf umsjb
cvnj_gl grq ajmqc pcj_rgmlqfgn rm H_n_lcqc, G ugjj _bmnr rfc qcamlb fwnmrfcqgq _q
gr _jqm amltclgclrjw nj_acq Impc_l gl _ bg}cpclr nfwjsk dpmk rfc ?jr_ga nfwjsk
glajsbgle Rspigqf,
Rfc nfmlmjmew md rfc Impc_l j_les_ec gq m`tgmsqjw lmr rfc rmnga md rfgq bgqqcp+
r_rgml `sr grq kmpnfmjmew gq osgrc gknmpr_lr, Rfc k_gl af_p_arcpgqrga md Impc_l
kmpnfmjmew gq rf_r gr gq _eejsrgl_rgtc, Dmp glqr_lac* lmkgl_jq _lb tcp`_j qrckq
_pc _qqgelcb qsvcq rfpmsef bcpgt_rgml_j psjcq,
Dsprfcpkmpc* rfcpc gq lm _epcckclr dmp ncpqml* lsk`cp mp eclbcp `sr _ pgaf
qwqrck md fmlmpg~a qsvcq gq sqcb, Impc_l tcp`q f_tc qctcl kmpnfmjmega_j qjmrq*
&Uwk_ll /774`* n1/'8
&06'

YYV[T ) Fmlmpg~a ) Rclqc ) ?qncar1 ) Kmb_j ) ?qncar2 ) Kmmb[T

Qwlr_arga_jjw* Impc_l gq _ qrpgar tcp`+~l_j j_les_ec &jc_lgle rmu_pbq QMT `sr
ugrf _l _jkmqr dpcc umpb mpbcp' _lb rfc tcp` gq rfc mljw k_lb_rmpw cjckclr
md ~lgrc aj_sqcq, Kmbg~cpq ksqr npcacbc rfcgp fc_b lmsl, Rfc j_les_ec f_q _
lmkgl_rgtc+_aasq_rgtc a_qc qwqrck `sr gq `crrcp af_p_arcpgxcb _q _ rmnga+npmkglclr
j_les_ec, Dgl_jjw* G ugjj mpe_lgxc rfc cv_knjc ejmqqcq _q dmjjmuq8
&5.'

Rp_lqapgnrgml,
Ejmqq,
Clejgqf rp_lqj_rgml,
Mpgegl_j Impc_l cv_knjc,

Dmp rfc rp_lqapgnrgmlq* G ugjj dmjjmu Uwk_ll &/774`' _lb sqc rfc W_jc qwqrck
dmp amlqml_lrq _lb rfc KaAslc+Pcgqaf_scp qwqrck dmp tmucjq, Gl rfgq qcargml* _jj
rfc cv_knjcq ugrfmsr cvnjgagr pcdcpclacq rm rfcgp mpgegl f_tc `ccl afcaicb ugrf
kw gldmpk_lrq,

0,1,/ Impc_l kmb_j qwqrck
N_prgagn_lr+glrcpl_j kmb_jgrw
Uwk_ll &/774`' sqcq _ lmrgml md bwl_kga kmb_jgrw osgrc qgkgj_p rm rfc n_prgagn_lr+
mpgclrcb lmrgml md &Fclectcjb 0..2', Rfcpc _pc rum qs`rwncq md bwl_kga kmb_jgrw
&Uwk_ll /774`* n0.'8 ȞȞ_' nmqqg`jc glrcpl_j a_n_`gjgrw ufgaf gknjgcq _l cltgpml+
kclr_j mp amlrcvrs_j amlqrp_glr* _lb `' nmqqg`jc glrcpl_j ilmujcbec mp _aosgpcb

0,1, Impc_l
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a_n_`gjgrw,ȟȟ G ugjj a_jj rfc ~pqr rwnc agpaskqr_lrg_j _`gjgrw _lb rfc qcamlb mlc
glrcpl_j &mp _aosgpcb',11
N_prgagn_lr+glrcpl_j
Glrcpl_j-?aosgpcb Agpaskqr_lrg_j
?svgjg_pw tcp`q
kmqf_
Jcvga_j amlqrpsargmlq asj ) _jr_-kmjšr_
&Lmsl ) Tcp`'
Qsv amlqrpsargmlq
+w_ f_r_

kmqf_
qs ) gqqr_-m̌nqr_
lšlejwm̌i ) gqqr_-m̌nqr_
+w_ f_r_

?svgjg_pw tcp` Rfc _svgjg_pw tcp` ජዻ kmqf_ cvnpcqqcq ȞȞgl_`gjgrw mp gla_n_a+
grw ml rfc n_pr md rfc qs`hcar gd rfc qs`hcar gq pcnpcqclrcb `w _l _lgk_rc lmsl*
cqncag_jjw _ ncpqml_j npmlmsl mp lmslqȟȟ &Jcc /767* n/15' &gr a_l _jqm cvnpcqq
pcepcr ml rfc n_pr md rfc qnc_icp',
&5/'

_,

`,

išia_le+c i_+ag kmqf_+lr_
rfc_rcp+JMA em+LJP lmr8_`jc+TQDV
ȞYQfc[ a_llmr em rm rfc rfc_rpc,ȟ &Jcc /767* 3,0,/,/,0,1,/,2,0 n/15'
૰ၿਜ਼ხජዽఋ,
kmqf_+lr_
iš+lšl slam̌l+šj
1QE+RMN bpgtc+?8DSR lmr8_`jc+TQDV
ȞFc gq lmr _`jc rm bpgtc,ȟ
૯௴ဪ႖ၕජዽఋ

Qclrclac &5/+_' gq kmqr jgicjw agpaskqr_lrg_j ufcpc_q &5/+`' gq glrcpl_j &gl rfgq
a_qc _aosgpcb a_n_`gjgrw',
Jcvga_j amlqrpsargmlq Rm cvnpcqq glrcpl_j _lb _aosgpcb a_n_`gjgrw* rfc Impc_l
j_les_ec f_q _ amlqrpsargml amk`glgle rfc lmsl ბ asj &cvnpcqqgle rfc lmrgml
md ilmu+fmu' ugrf mlc md rfc tcp`q ྩఋ _jr_ &rm ilmu' _lb ක്ఋ kmjšr_ &rfc
jcvga_jgxcb lce_rcb dmpk md rfc tcp` rm ilmu',
&50'

_,

`,
11

iš qm̌lq_cle+lgk+šl f_lisik_j+šj
f_+j
rf_r rc_afcp+NPCQ+RMN Impc_l8j_les_ec+?AA qnc_i+?8DSR
asj+šj
_+qgnlgr_
ilmu8fmu+?AA ilmu+TQDV
ȞRf_r rc_afcp qnc_iq Impc_l,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/76' n/56'
૯໓ແఆၔዽၕዾბၕྤཊఁఋ,
_j+im
gqq+m̌wm
fcm̌kafg+j asj+šj
qugk+?8DSR ilmu8fmu+?AA ilmu+QDV cvgqr+TQDV

Rfc dmjjmugle r_`jc bmcq lmr cvf_sqr rfc kmb_j cjckclrq npcqclrcb gl rfgq qcargml &gl
n_prgasj_p dmp rfc Lmsl ) Tcp` amk`gl_rgmlq',
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Af_nrcp 0, Rwnmjmega_j gltcqrge_rgml md qgv kmb_j qwqrckq
Ȟ&G' a_l qugk,ȟ
ጘ࿔ᆷბၕྩધၰ࿌ဠ,

&Uwk_ll /774`* &/77' n/57'

Qclrclac &50+_' gq _k`gesmsq `cruccl _l glrcpl_j _lb _aosgpcb pc_bgle &Uwk_ll
/774`* n/56'* rfc amlrcvr sqs_jjw pcqmjtgle rfc _k`gesgrw, Gl rfgq cv_knjc* uc
kgefr dmp glqr_lac ilmu kmpc _`msr rfc rc_afcp8 rfc rc_afcp gq Impc_l _lb
rfcpcdmpc f_q rfc glrcpl_j _`gjgrw rm qnc_i rfc j_les_ec mp* rfc rc_afcp rc_afcq
Impc_l `sr gq lmr fgkqcjd Impc_l* gl ufgaf a_qc fc qspcjw f_q _aosgpcb rfc _`gjgrw
rm qnc_i rfc j_les_ec, Qclrclac &50+`'* ml rfc mrfcp f_lb* gq sl_k`gesmsqjw
cvnpcqqgle _l _aosgpcb _`gjgrw,
Rfc dmjjmugle amk`gl_rgmlq _pc _jj sqcb dmp agpaskqr_lrg_j _`gjgrw _lb _jj amk+
`glc _ lmsl ugrf rfc cvgqrclrg_j tcp` ၰఋ gqqr_ mp grq lce_rcb dmpk ࿖ఋ m̌nqr_,
Rfc ~pqr amk`gl_rgml gltmjtcq rfc lmsl ༘ qs Ȟkc_lq,ȟ Rfgq gq rfc kmqr dpcosclr
k_picp dmp n_prgagn_lr+glrcpl_j kmb_jgrw &fmuctcp gr gq _jqm sqcb k_pegl_jjw dmp
bcmlrga _lb cngqrckga kmb_jgrw',
&51'

n_k g+j_rm
nsjiwm̌ršj+kwm̌l i_+j
qs
m̌rss+l
em+?8DSR kc_lq
`c8b_pi+?8NPCQ lgefr AMN+AQDV jgefr+AQDV
gqq+šnlgr_
cvgqr+TQDV
ȞCtcl gl rfc b_pi md lgefr wms a_l u_ji gd wms f_tc _ jgefr,ȟ &Uwk_ll
/774`* &/7/' n/53'
࿌ဪ෫ၦೡุખ౹ඓ༘ၰၘఁఋ,

Rfc amlqrpsargmlq gl cv_knjc &52' _pc jgqrcb gl &Uwk_ll /774`' _q agpaskqr_lrg_j
a_n_`gjgrw, Rfmqc kmb_jq amltcw rfc gldmpk_rgml rf_r qmkc _argml gq nmqqg`jc
`ca_sqc qmkc cl_`jgle amlbgrgmlq _pc dsj~jjcb,
&52'

_,

`,

a,

_lf+lšl
q_j_k+šl rms+j
afsleim+jšj ršr+ag
_btgac+?AA r_ic+LJP LCE+?8N?QR ncpqml+RMN fcjn+?8DSR
igj+g
m̌nq+m̌wm
u_w+LMK lmr8cvgqr+TQDV
ȞWms a_llmr fcjn _ ncpqml ufm umlȟr r_ic _btgac &dpmk wms',ȟ &Uwk_ll
/774`* &/71' n/54'
ᆚધ౸ხྨ௴ຫၔါ૾ၦ࿖࿌ဠ,
lšlejwm̌i gqq+šnlgr_
am̌l_ci agnsj
f_+j
dsjj
n_wkclr bm+?8DSR a_n_`gjgrw cvgqr+TQDV
Ȟ&G' a_l n_w &wms' `_ai gl dsjj,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/72' n/54'
႖ྵხุዾഎၰၘఁఋ,
wm̌ws gqq+m̌wm
igaf_+jšj rf_+j
rp_gl+?AA pgbc+?8DSR k_pegl cvgqr+TQDV
Ȟ&Mlc' a_l r_ic rfc rp_gl,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/73' n/54'
ૺᅍራ၉ၰ࿌ဠ,

0,1, Impc_l
b,
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i_cjw_le+šg
wm̌ag gqq+m̌wm
gknpmtckclr+ECL qamnc cvgqr+TQDV
ȞGr a_l `c gknpmtcb,ȟ
੭ၡხၰ࿌ဠ,

&Uwk_ll /774`* &/74' n/55'

Uwk_ll &/774`* n/54' npmnmqcq dmp glqr_lac rfc dmjjmugle amlrcvr dmp qclrclac
&52+a'8 rfcpc _pc ȞȞj_lbqjgbcq `jmaigle rfc pm_b dpmk ? rm @ȟȟ* rfc qnc_icp f_q hsqr
a_jjcb rfc qr_rgml rm ilmu ufcrfcp rp_glq _pc mncp_rgml_j* fc srrcpq &52+a',
Agpaskqr_lrg_j tq glrcpl_j-_aosgpcb Rfc bg}cpclac `cruccl agpaskqr_lrg_j
_lb glrcpl_j-_aosgpcb a_n_`gjgrw gq kglgk_j `sr G ugjj rpw rm gjjsqrp_rc gr rfpmsef
_ amkn_pgqml md rfc Impc_l kmb_jq ugrf Clejgqf a_l, Dgpqr* qclrclac &50+_' a_l
`c rp_lqj_rcb _q ȞRf_r rc_afcp a_l qnc_i Impc_l,ȟ Rfc kc_lgle md asj _jr_ _lb
a_l amglagbc dmp rfgq cv_knjc* g,c, `mrf _jjmu dmp glrcpl_j &rfc rc_afcp gq Impc_l'
_lb _aosgpcb &rfc rc_afcp f_q jc_plcb Impc_l' a_n_`gjgrw glrcpnpcr_rgmlq* `sr lmr
agpaskqr_lrg_j a_n_`gjgrw,
Qclrclac &50+_'

Agpaskqr_lrg_j

Glrcpl_j

?aosgpcb

Impc_l asj _jr_
Clejgqf a_l

lctcp
lm

wcq
wcq

wcq
wcq

Rfc pc_qml dmp rfc sl_t_gj_`gjgrw md rfc agpaskqr_lrg_j pc_bgle gq bg}cpclr dmp rfc
rum j_les_ecq, Gl Impc_l* rfgq gq bsc rm rfc eclcp_j pcqrpgargml md asj _jr_ rm lml+
agpaskqr_lrg_j _`gjgrw ufcpc_q gl Clejgqf* gr gq bsc rm rfc kc_lgle md rfc npcbga_rc
&ufgaf qspcjw bmcqlȟr ~r _ agpaskqr_lrg_j glrcpnpcr_rgml gl _lw j_les_ec', Qcl+
rclac &50+`' k_icq rfc npctgmsq bgqrglargml amkc rm jgefr, Rfc Impc_l qclrclac
_jjmuq mljw _l _aosgpcb _`gjgrw pc_bgle `ca_sqc md g' rfc qs`hcar md rfc qclrclac
&fsk_l' _lb rfc kc_lgle md rfc npcbga_rc _lb gg' rfc pcqrpgargml md asj _jr_ rm
lml+agpaskqr_lrg_j _`gjgrw, L_rsp_jjw rfc pcqrpgargml ml glrcpl_j kmb_jgrw fmjbq
dmp Clejgqf rmm* `sr a_l _jqm _jjmuq dmp _ agpaskqr_lrg_j pc_bgle8 G kgqqcb j_qr
ucciȟq qugkkgle rp_glgle `ca_sqc md rfc s* `sr G rcjj wms8 ȞG dccj `crrcp lmu* G
a_l qugkȟ
Qclrclac &50+`'

Agpaskqr_lrg_j

Glrcpl_j

?aosgpcb

Impc_l asj _jr_
Clejgqf a_l

lctcp
wcq

lm
lm

wcq
wcq

Dgl_jjw* agpaskqr_lrg_j pc_bgleq _pc m`r_glcb `w sqgle rfc qs gqqr_ amk`gl_rgml*
_q gl rfc dmjjmugle cv_knjc8
&53'

qs
gqq+m̌wm
l_+j
w+?8DSR kc_lq cvgqr+TQDV
Ȟ&G' a_l wȟ
ஃ༘ၰ࿌ဠ,

&Uwk_ll /774`* &0..' n/57'
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Af_nrcp 0, Rwnmjmega_j gltcqrge_rgml md qgv kmb_j qwqrckq

Ml rfc mlc f_lb* rfc Clejgqf rp_lqj_rgml _jjmuq rfc q_kc _aosgpcb pc_bgle _q
&50+`'* dmp glqr_lac* _q _l _lqucp rm rfc oscqrgml ȞUfm f_q fgq ngjmrȟq acprg~a_rc=ȟ,
Ml rfc mrfcp f_lb* rfc Impc_l qclrclac mljw _jjmuq dmp _ agpaskqr_lrg_j pc_bgle8
G u_q qgai _lb rfc bmarmp bms`rcb ufcrfcp G amsjb r_ic _ gefr rm _ amldcpclac*
`sr G dccj `crrcp lmu* g,c, &53',
Qclrclac &53'

Agpaskqr_lrg_j

Glrcpl_j

?aosgpcb

Impc_l qs gqqr_
Clejgqf a_l

wcq
wcq

lctcp
lm

lctcp
wcq

Dgl_jjw* rfc sqc md lce_rgml bmcqlȟr kmbgdw rfgq ngarspc _q rfc dmjjmugle cv_k+
njc qfmuq, Lmrgac dsprfcpkmpc rf_r lce_rgml _ju_wq r_ic qamnc mtcp rfc kmb_j
cjckclr rm wgcjb _ Ȟlmr _`jc rmȟ pc_bgle,
&54'

G a_lȟr ammi Impc_l dmmb,
_, l_+lšl f_lisi škqgi+šj k_lrš+j
/QE+RMN impc_l dmmb+?AA amldcar+?8DSR
௴ዽၗངၕൢ౹ბක൏ఋ
`, l_+lšl f_lisi škqgi+šj k_lrš+j
/QE+RMN impc_l dmmb+?AA amldcar+?8DSR
௴ዽၗངၕൢ౹༘࿖࿌ဠ
a, l_+lšl f_lisi škqgi+šj k_lrš+j
/QE+RMN impc_l dmmb+?AA amldcar+?8DSR
m̌nq+m̌wm
lmr8cvgqr+TQDV
௴ዽၗངၕൢ౹၉ਜ਼࿖࿌ဠ

asj
kmjš+lr_
ilmu+fmu ilmu+TQDV
qs
m̌nq+m̌wm
kc_lq lmr8cvgqr+TQDV
wm̌ws+i_
k_pegl+LMK

Qclrclac &54+_' a_l `c sqcb gl _ amltcpq_rgml _`msr ammigle _`gjgrgcq* dmp glqr_lac*
G a_l npcn_pc Bsraf dmmb `sr &54+_', Qsnnmqc uc _pc gl rfc igrafcl rfgligle _`msr
uf_r uc _pc emgle rm c_r _lb G pc_jgxc rf_r uc bm lmr f_tc apsag_j glepcbgclrq rm
k_ic _ Impc_l kc_j* G a_lȟr q_w &54+_' `sr f_tc rm q_w &54+`' glqrc_b, Dgl_jjw*
&54+a' amsjb `c sqcb rm k_ic cvnjgagr rf_r G bmlȟr f_tc rgkc rm ammi _ Impc_l
kc_j,
N_prgagn_lr+glrcpl_j lcacqqgrw Dgl_jjw* gr gq nmqqg`jc rm cvnpcqq n_prgagn_lr+
glrcpl_j lcacqqgrw `w sqgle rfc n_prgagn_lr+cvrcpl_j qsv amlqrpsargml ዻఋ
+w_ f_r_,
&55'

i_lšl qug f_c+w_ f_c
/QE+RMN ncc ?SV+w_ ?SV+TQDV
ȞG f_tc rm ncc,ȟ
௴༬ጄጄ

0,1, Impc_l
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N_prgagn_lr+cvrcpl_j kmb_jgrw
Rfc Impc_l j_les_ec sqcq rum iglb md amlqrpsargmlq rm cvnpcqq n_prgagn_lr+
cvrcpl_j kmb_jgrw, Rfc ~pqr iglb gltmjtcq _ qsv &_lb _ k_gl tcp`' ufcpc_q
rfc qcamlb amk`glcq _ lmsl _lb _ tcp`,
Bcmlrga
Qsv amlqrpsargmlq

N_prgagn_lr+cvrcpl_j
Em_j+mpgclrcb

+w_ f_r_
+rm amfr_-iu_claf_lfr_
+kwm̌l amfr_-rmcr_
+ag _lfškwm̌l _l rmcr_
Jcvga_j amlqrpsargmlq Lmsl ) Tcp`

+w_ f_r_

Lmsl ) Tcp`

? ncasjg_p dc_rspc md rfc n_prgagn_lr+cvrcpl_j qs`qwqrck gq rfc _`slb_lac md bc+
mlrga kmb_jq _lb rfc p_pgrw md em_j+mpgclrcb cjckclrq, G ugjj ~pqr bgqasqq bcmlrga
kmb_jgrw,
Bcmlrga kmb_jgrw G ugjj lmu pctgcu rfc bg}cpclr amlqrpsargmlq sqcb dmp ncp+
kgqqgml, Rfc kmqr amkkml clambgle gq _ amlqrpsargml gltmjtgle ml rfc mlc f_lb
_ amlbgrgml_j mp _ amlacqqgtc-cknf_rga qsv* ඓ +kwm̌l Ȟgdȟ _lb  +rm Ȟctcl
rfmsefȟ pcqncargtcjw* _lb ml rfc mrfcp _l ct_js_rgtc tcp`* Ⴙఋ amfr_ Ȟrm `c emmbȟ
mp ાᅐఋ iu_claf_lfr_ Ȟrm `c _jj pgefrȟ* mp rfc _svgjg_pw ఋ rmcr_ Ȟ`camkc,ȟ12
&56'

_,

`,

a,

lm̌+lšl i_+rm
amf+r_
0QE+RMN em+AQDV `c8emmb+TQDV
ȞWms k_w em,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &//.' n77'
ஞ௴ਜ਼Ⴙఋ,
ršjm̌i_+qg+kwm̌l _l rmc+nlgr_
am̌ isi iwm̌le agr_c+c
rf_r qr_rc `mpbcp xmlc+JMA clrcp+NPCQ+AQDV LCE `camkc+TQDV
Ȟ&Mlc' k_w lmr clrcp rfc qr_rc `mpbcp xmlc rfcpc,ȟ &Uwk_ll /774`*
&//4' n/./'
႔ઠხఝ౹࿌ਜ਼གྷඓྦఁఋ,
i_+rm
iu_claf_lf+qšnlgr_
l_+lšl im̌ig+c
/QE+RMN rfcpc+JMA em+AQDV `c8_jjpgefr+TQDV
ȞG _k _jjmucb rm em rfcpc,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &//5' n/./'
௴ૺਜ਼ાᅐཀఁఋ,

Qclrclacq &56+_' _lb &56+a' kc_l jgrcp_jjw Ȟctcl gd G-wms em* gr gq emmbȟ &Uwk_ll
/774`* n77'* rf_r gq* uc f_tc rfc dmjjmugle jmega_j dmpk8
12

Lmrgac rf_r* _aampbgle rm &Uwk_ll /774`* n/./+/.0'* rfc amlbgrgml_j qsv bmcqlȟr amk`glc
ugrf iu_claf_lfr_ _lb rfc amlacqqgtc qsv bmcqlȟr amk`glc ugrf rmcr_, Fmuctcp* qclrclacq
&57+`' _lb &7/' amlrp_bgar rfgq amlajsqgml, ?q rfc rum cv_knjcq f_tc `ccl m`r_glcb dpmk
bg}cpclr qmspacq &_l glrcplcr bgargml_pw _lb _l gldmpk_lrȟq mul cv_knjc'* G ugjj r_ic rf_r _q
ctgbclac _e_glqr rfc f_pb amlqrp_glr md &Uwk_ll /774_* &//6'',

4.

Af_nrcp 0, Rwnmjmega_j gltcqrge_rgml md qgv kmb_j qwqrckq
Ȟv k_w bm αȟ ≡ Ȟ&ctcl' gd v bmcq α* gr gq emmb,ȟ

Fmuctcp* qclrclac &56+_' egtcq _ ncpkgqqgml rm rfc _bbpcqqcc ufcpc_q &56+a' pc+
nmprq rfc cvgqrclac md _ ncpkgqqgml, Qclrclac &56+`' qfmuq _l cv_knjc md amk+
`gl_rgml ugrf rfc lce_rgml _l, Rfc lce_rgml mncp_rcq ml rfc k_rpgv tcp` md
rfc amlqrpsargml* fcpc rfc _svgjg_pw rmcr_, Rfgq pcqsjrq gl rfc lce_rgml md rfc
ncpkgqqgml* jgrcp_jjw* Ȟgr gq lmr emmb gd wms clrcp rfc `mpbcp xmlc rfcpcȟ* rfcpcdmpc8
Ȟv gq lmr _jjmucb rm bm αȟ ≡ Ȟgd v bmcq α* gr gq lmr emmb,ȟ
Gd rfc lce_rgml gq nj_acb `cdmpc rfc ck`cbbcb tcp`_j qrck _q gl cv_knjc &57+_' mp
gd rfc tcp`_j qrck gq rfc lce_rgtc amnsj_ ྨఋ _lfr_ &npcacbcb `w _ lmkgl_jgxcb
aj_sqc' _q gl &57+`'* rfc kmb_j r_icq qamnc mtcp rfc lce_rgml,
&57'

_,

`,

agn+šjm
_l rmj_i_+rm
amf+qm
gac+l
lmu+RMN fmkc+JMA LCE pcrspl+AQDV `c8emmb+TQDV
ȞWms bmlȟr f_tc rm em fmkc lmu,ȟ
ၦႠჵၒചྦྤਜ਼Ⴙ
r_leqgl+šj rm̌ gq_le igr_jg+ag _lf_+rm rmc+nlgr_
0NJ+RMN _lwkmpc u_gr+LJP LCE+AQDV ?SV+TQDV
ȞWms bmlȟr f_tc rm u_gr _lwkmpc,ȟ
ఙཅၔధၦືૺఋ൘ხྨྤఁఋ

Ȟv gq _jjmucb lmr rm bm αȟ ≡ Ȟ&ctcl' gd v bmcq lmr α* gr gq emmb,ȟ
Lmrgac rf_r rfc amlqrpsargml a_l _jqm `c sqcb dmp bcmlrga lcacqqgrw, Qclrclac
&6.' qfmuq rfc amlqrpsargml ხྨၒඓྦఋ +ag _lfškwm̌l _l rmcr_ sqgle
_ lmkgl_jgxgle qsv ხ +ag _lb rfc amlbgrgml_j amlqrpsargml ඓఋ +kwm̌l
rmcr_ ugrf rum lce_rgmlq,
&6.'

f_+ag _lf+škwm̌l _l rmc+lr_
l_+lšl gj
/QE+RMN umpi bm+LJP LCE+AQDV LCE `camkc+TQDV
ȞG ksqr umpi,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/10' n/.7'
௴ၩዻხྨၒඓྦౘఋ,ȟ

Ȟv ksqr bm αȟ ≡ Ȟ&ctcl' gd gr gq lmr rfc a_qc rf_r v bmcq α* gr gq lmr emmb,ȟ
Dgl_jjw* cv_knjc &6/' qfmuq rf_r* _jrfmsef rfgq amlqrpsargml gq amlbgrgml_j gl
l_rspc* gr _jjmuq dsprfcp kmbg~a_rgml `w _ amlbgrgml_j aj_sqc rm wgcjb _ amlbgrgml_j
ncpkgqqgml,
&6/'

am̌kqgk+šjm qq_ i_+kwm̌l
škqgi+g l_kš+kwm̌l l_cgj
dmmb+LMK pck_gl+AQDV rmkmppmu jslaf+JMA n_ai em+AQDV
r+u_cwm
?SV+TQDV
ȞGd wms f_tc dmmb jcdr mtcp* wms k_w r_ic gr dmp jslaf rmkmppmu,ȟ
ၗངၦஆၒඓஏၩ႙ཉၒചཎਜ਼ඓౕဠ

0,1, Impc_l
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Rfc qcamlb amlqrpsargml sqcb rm cvnpcqq ncpkgqqgml amk`glcq qrp_gefrdmp+
u_pbjw _ lmsl kc_lgle Ȟncpkgqqgmlȟ _q ጏਜ਼ fm̌i_* ጏೢ fm̌j_i* ጏဧ fm̌wmle _lb
ၨਜ਼ gli_ _lb _ tcp`* dmp glqr_lac rfc cvgqrclrg_j tcp` ၰఋ gqqr_* mp grq lce_rgtc
dmpk ࿖ఋ m̌nqr_* mp _ tcp` kc_lgle Ȟrm pcacgtcȟ _q ࿌ఋ m̌r_ _lb ෦ఋ n_rr_ mp rfc
_svgjg_pw ఋ rmcr_ Ȟrm ecr* `camkc,ȟ
&60'

_,

`,

a,

b,

fm̌i_+i_
gqq+m̌wm
afu_jwm̌lef_+j
r_ic8nfmrmep_nfq+?8DSR ncpkgqqgml+LMK cvgqr+TQDV
Ȟ&Wms' k_w r_ic nfmrmep_nfq,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/.1' n74'
ᆈዾጏਜ਼ਜ਼ၰ࿌ဠ,
afu_jwm̌lef_+j
fm̌j_i+g
m̌nq+m̌wm
r_ic8nfmrmep_nfq+?8DSR ncpkgqqgml+LMK lmr8cvgqr+TQDV
Ȟ&wms' k_w lmr r_ic nfmrmep_nfq,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/.2' n74'
ᆈዾጏೢၦ࿖࿌ဠ,
gli_+jšj
Wm̌leafm̌jšl wm̌lefu_ isiwm̌le+šj i_+j
qfmu+?AA em+?8DSR ncpkgqqgml+?AA
Wm̌leafm̌j+RMN kmtgc
n_r+r_
pcacgtc+TQDV
ȞWm̌leafm̌j k_w em rm qcc _ kmtgc qfmu,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/.4'
n75'
ᅪၔጷૐઠၕၨਜ਼෦ఋ,
iu_lwmle+šjm fm̌wmle+rmc+m̌
gqq+r_
g
im̌q+šl
rfgq rfgle+RMN sq_ec+GLQRP ncpkgqqgml+`camkc+QDV cvgqr+TQDV
ȞMlc k_w bm rfgq,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/.5' n75'
ၦઇၔશဧၒചጏဧ࿌ၰఋ,

Rfgq amlqrpsargml gq rp_lqn_pclr clmsef lmr rm lccb bgqasqq gr _r epc_r jclerf,
Rfc gknmpr_lr bg}cpclac dpmk rfc Ȟamlbgrgml_jȟ amlqrpsargml gq gl dmpk_j pcegqrcp,
@_qga_jjw* rfc lmsl+tcp` amk`gl_rgmlq _pc kmpc dmpk_j _lb mag_j rf_l rfc Ȟaml+
bgrgml_jȟ amlqrpsargml, Fmuctcp* lmrgac rf_r gr gq _ pcasppclr rwnc md amlqrpsargml
gl Impc_l ufcl gr amkcq rm cvnpcqq kmb_j kc_lgleq,
G ugjj lmu rspl rm bcmlrga lcacqqgrw, Rfc q_kc bgafmrmkw _q dmp nmqqg`gjgrw
a_l `c m`qcptcb, Rfcpc _pc ml rfc mlc f_lb rum qsv amlqrpsargmlq _lb ml rfc
mrfcp lmsl+tcp` amk`gl_rgmlq, Rfc kmqr amkkml clambgle md bcmlrga lcacqqgrw
&Uwk_ll /774`* n/.3' gq _ qsv amlqrpsargml amk`glgle rfc qsv  +w_13 ml
_ tcp`_j qrck ugrf _l _svgjg_pw tcp` &k_gljw ዻఋ f_r_ `sr _jqm ఋ rmcr_',
&61'

13

_,

lm̌+lšl agišk rrm̌l+_w_ f_+lr_
0QE+RMN lmu jc_tc+QDV ?SV+TQDV
ȞWms ksqr jc_tc lmu,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/07' n/.5'
ஞ௴ხಞዽఋ

Rfc qsv gq npcacbcb `w _ amllcargtc qsv8 cgrfcp m̌ mp _,
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Af_nrcp 0, Rwnmjmega_j gltcqrge_rgml md qgv kmb_j qwqrckq
`,

a,

g
nfwm̌lag+jšj gji+m̌w_ f_+lr_
rfgq jcrrcp+?AA pc_b+QDV ?SV+TQDV
Ȟ&Fc' ksqr pc_b rfgq jcrrcp,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/05' n/.4'
ၦኻხၪ࿌ዽఋ,
_lf+_w_ f_+lr_
iš+lšl slrmle+šj f_+ag
1QE+RMN kmtc+?AA ?SV+LJP LCE+QDV ?SV+TQDV
ȞFc ksqr lmr cvcpagqc rmm ksaf,ȟ
૯௴ဪၕዻხྨྤዽఋ

Rfgq amlqrpsargml a_l `c sqcb rm egtc mpbcpq _q gl &61+_' mp rm pcnmpr _`msr _l
cvgqrgle mpbcp &61+`', Rfc qsv a_l _jqm `c sqcb gl _ pcbsacb dmpk +w_+icqq+r_
&+icqq `cgle rfc qsv cvnpcqqgle dsrspgrw', Ufcl amk`glcb ugrf lce_rgml* dmp
glqr_lac ugrf rfc lce_rgtc amnsj_ _lfr_ _q gl &61+a'* rfc kmb_j f_q qamnc mtcp
rfc lce_rgml rfsq amltcwgle _ npmfg`grgml, Lmrgac rf_r rfc lce_rgml a_llmr maasp
`cruccl rfc qsv _lb rfc _svgjg_pw `sr rfgq Ȟbmlȟr f_tc rmȟ pc_bgle gq cvnpcqqcb
ugrf rfc ncpkgqqgml amlqrpsargml _q gl cv_knjc &57',
Rfc j_qr rwnc md amlqrpsargml gq sqcb rm cvnpcqq m`jge_rgml, Gr qgknjw amk`glcq
_ lmsl kc_lgle Ȟm`jge_rgmlȟ mp Ȟlcacqqgrwȟ _lb _ tcp`, Qgkgj_pjw rm rfc lmsl+tcp`
amk`gl_rgmlq cvnpcqqgle ncpkgqqgml* rfc pcegqrcp gq osgrc dmpk_j mp mag_j, Rfc
lmslq ᅙඳ af_ciks _lb ඝබ nmlnsl kc_l Ȟm`jge_rgml* bsrwȟ _lb amk`glc ugrf
rfc amnsj_ _q gl cv_knjc &62',
&62'

_,

`,

m̌jšl+šj
qm̌kig+lšl im̌q+šl
_g+šg
af_ciks g+nlgr_
AMN+TQDV
cjbcp+?AA qcptc+?8NPCQ rfgle+RMN afgjb+ECL bsrw
ȞAfgjbpcl ksqr qfmu pcqncar dmp rfc cjbcpq,ȟ &Uwk_ll /774`* &//6'
n/.0'
࿌൏ၕ໘ૺ௴ઇၔྤၦၡᅙඳၮఁఋ,
im̌q+šl
f_iq_cle+šg nmlnsl
imlens+jšj a_j f_+lšl
qrsbw+?AA ucjj bm+?8NPCQ rfgle+RMN qrsbclr+ECL bsrw
g+nlgr_
AMN+TQDV
ȞQrsbclrq ksqr qrsbw ucjj,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &//7' n/.1'
લิၹዻ௴ઇၔዼແၡมึၮఁఋ,

?aampbgle rm Uwk_ll &/774`* n/.1'* qclrclac &62+`' gq mljw rm `c glrcpnpcrcb
bcmlrga_jjw &_lb lmr _q _ em_j+mpgclrcb kmb_jgrw'8
ȞȞrfc kmb_j cvnpcqqgml gl Y&62+`'[ gq glrcpnpcrcb lmr _q qr_rgle rf_r
qrsbclrq ksqr qrsbw f_pb gl mpbcp rm n_qq bgasjr _lb rmsef cv_kq*
`sr p_rfcp rf_r rfcw f_tc _ pcqnmlqg`gjgrw rm qrsbw ucjj gl _ eclcp_j
qclqc md dsj~jjgle qmag_j pcqnmlqg`gjgrgcq,ȟȟ
Rfgq gq _jqm rfc a_qc dmp rfc qclrclacq amlr_glgle rfc qwlmlwkq md nmlnsl* g,c,
&62+_' ugrf af_ciks _lb &63' ugrf šgks, Fmuctcp ၡඳ šgks bmcq lmr amk`glc

0,1, Impc_l
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ugrf rfc amnsj_ `sr ugrf rfc cvgqrclrg_j tcp` ၰఋ gqqr_ _lb ugrf rfc tcp` ხఋ
agr_* kc_lgle Ȟrm muc* `c_p,ȟ
&63'

ag+nlgr_
l_nqc+šg šgks+jšj
r_vcq+ECL m`jge_rgml+?AA muc+TQDV
Ȟ&Mlc' ksqr n_w r_vcq,ȟ
இໞၡၡඳჵఁఋ,

&Uwk_ll /774`* &/0/' n/.2'

Em_j+mpgclrcb kmb_jgrw Rfc kc_lq rm cvnpcqq em_j+mpgclrcb kmb_jgrw _pc lmr
_q t_pgcb _q dmp bcmlrga kmb_jgrw, Rfc kmqr dpcosclr u_w rm cvnpcqq em_j+mpgclrcb
lcacqqgrw gl Impc_l gq rm sqc rfc qsv amlqrpsargml +w_ f_r_ _q gl &64',
&64'

i_+jwm̌im f_+lr_+kwm̌l*
am̌len_lr_c n_lew_lešjm
wm̌i+šjm
bgpcargml+JMA
qr_rgml+JMA em+QDV ?SV+TQDV+AQDV amlrp_pw
im̌jm̌i+_w_ f_+lr_
u_ji+QDV ?SV+TQDV
ȞGd wms u_lr rm em rm rfc qr_rgml* wms qfmsjb u_ji gl rfc mnnmqgrc bgpca+
rgml,ȟ14
ၒചਜ਼ધዽఋඓ ႜఝ෮ጎၒചઃ࿌ਜ਼ዽఋ,

Rfc qclrclac gq _jqm ep_kk_rga_j ugrf _l cvnjgagr Ȟu_lrȟ+_lrcacbclr _q rfc dmj+
jmugle cv_knjc qfmuq,
&65'

i_+im qgnfš+kwm̌l* am̌len_lr_c n_lefw_lešjm im̌jm̌i+_w_
wm̌i+šjm
bgpcargml+JMA u_ji+QDV
qr_rgml+JMA em+QDV u_lr+AQDV amlrp_pw
f_+lr_
?SV+TQDV
ȞGd wms u_lr rm em rm rfc qr_rgml* wms f_tc rm u_ji gl rfc mnnmqgrc bgpca+
rgml,ȟ
ၒചਜ਼ધཌྷၒඓ ႜఝ෮ጎၒചઃ࿌ਜ਼ዽఋ,

Rfc amk`gl_rgmlq md rfc lmsl ዶဠ nfgjwm kc_lgle Ȟlcacqqgrw* pcosgpckclrȟ ugrf
cgrfcp rfc cvgqrclrg_j tcp`* grq lce_rcb dmpk mp rfc _svgjg_pw f_r_ mp rfc lmsl
ဠૐ wmis kc_lgle Ȟpcosgpckclr* bck_lbȟ ugrf rfc _svgjg_pw rmcr_ cvnpcqq em_j+
mpgclrcb lcacqqgrw, Rfcw cvnpcqq rf_r qmkcrfgle gq lcacqq_pw gl mpbcp rm kccr
Ȟrfc af_jjclecq md _ egtcl qgrs_rgml mp _argmlȟ &Uwk_ll /774`* n/.2',
&66'

_,

`,
14

m̌nq+m̌wm
nfgjwm+i_
qm̌rsj+šj
fsppw+?8DSR lcacqqgrw+LMK lmr8cvgqr+TQDV
ȞUc bmlȟr f_tc rm fsppw,ȟ
ዶဠਜ਼࿖࿌ဠ
g
gj+c+lšl
r_cr_lf_+l
amqgk+g wmis
rfgq umpi+JMA+RMN `c8amlqgbcp_`jc+?8NPCQ a_pc+LMK lcacqqgrw

ધ8 Ȟgl mpbcp rmȟ &Jcc /767* 2,1,3,0,1&6' n/.7',
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Af_nrcp 0, Rwnmjmega_j gltcqrge_rgml md qgv kmb_j qwqrckq
rmc+lr_
?SV+TQDV
Ȟ&Mlc' ksqr bm rfgq umpi ugrf epc_r a_pc,ȟ &Uwk_ll /774`* &/02'
n/.3'
ၦၩ௴ఝఎዽႮཉၦဠૐౘఋ,

Rfc dmjjmugle cv_knjc qfmuq rfgq amlqrpsargml ugrf _ nspnmqc aj_sqc,
&67'

slam̌l+cqm̌ q_im+jšj
nfgf_+ig ugf_c+qm̌lšl agqmiam̌igl
bpgtc+dpmk _aagbclr+?AA _tmgb+LJP gl,mpbcp,rm+QDV amlqr_lr
amqgk+g
nfgjwm+f_r_
tgegj_lac+LMK lcacqqgrw+?SV
ȞAmlqr_lr tgegj_lac gq lcacqq_pw gl mpbcp rm _tmgb _aagbclrq gl bpgtgle,ȟ
ဪ႖ຫધዳዻૺ၁ጄ௴ხ႕ၨႮཉၦዶဠዻఋ15

Dgl_jjw* _lb kmqr gknmpr_lrjw* rfcpc gq lm kmb_j cjckclr _`jc rm cvnpcqq em_j+
mpgclrcb nmqqg`gjgrw, ?aampbgle rm kw gldmpk_lrq* rfc qr_lb_pb qrp_rcew rm pclbcp
em_j+mpgclrcb nmqqg`gjgrw gl Impc_l gq rm sqc _l gkncp_rgtc gl rfc &kmqr' nmjgrc
dmpk, Rfgq amsjb `c amkn_pcb rm rfc dmjjmugle Clejgqf qclrclac iccngle gl kglb
rf_r rfc nmjgrc gkncp_rgtc dmpk jc_tcq rfc afmgac md cvcasrgle rfc _argml rm rfc
fc_pcp,
&7.'

Gd wms u_lr rm em rm Jcgbcl* r_ic rfc `sq &dmp glqr_lac',16

Fmuctcp* rfc ncpkgqqgml amlqrpsargml &_q gl qclrclac &7/' ugrf rfc amlacqqgtc
qsv' a_l `c sqcb rm amltcw _ em_j+mpgclrcb kc_lgle ufcl jgqrgle rfc nmqqg`gjgrgcq
rm _afgctc _ em_j,
&7/'

rmc+im
jcgršl+šjm i_+im qgnfš+kwm̌l* nm̌qš+jšj rf_+rm
Jcgbcl+JMA em+QDV u_lr+AQDV `sq+?AA r_ic+AQDV ?SV+_lb
igaf_+jšj rf_+rm
rmc+nlgr_
rp_gl+?AA r_ic+AQDV ?SV+TQDV
ȞGd wms u_lr rm em rm Jcgbcl* wms a_l r_ic rfc `sq mp rfc rp_gl,ȟ17
അၦ౷ၒചਜ਼ધཌྷၒඓ ༺ረધૺᅍረఁఋ

ૺ၁ጄ8 Ȟdmp rfc nspnmqc md,ȟ
Qafu_ecp &0..3' npcqclrq rfc Ecpk_l amslrcpn_pr md gkncp_rgtcq ugrf _ nmqqg`gjgrw glrcp+
npcr_rgml* _q gl &7.'* sqgle xsk @cgqngcj Ȟdmp cv_knjc,ȟ
17
? kmpc jgrcp_j rp_lqj_rgml md rfc amlqcosclr md qclrclac &7/' umsjb `c Ȟwms k_w r_ic rfc
`sq _lb wms k_w r_ic rfc rp_gl,ȟ
15
16

0,1, Impc_l
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Cngqrckga kmb_jgrw
Cngqrckga
Qsv amlqrpsargmlq Jcvga_j amlqrpsargmlq ?btcp`q
+ag kmjšr_
+icqq+

Lmsl ) Tcp`

_k_
fmiqg
m̌aam̌kwm̌l

Cngqrckga nmqqg`gjgrw Rfcpc _pc _ lsk`cp md u_wq rm cvnpcqq cngqrckga nmq+
qg`gjgrw gl Impc_l, Gr a_l `c bmlc ugrf _btcp`q* _lb ugrf lmsl+tcp` _lb qsv
amlqrpsargmlq, G ugjj ~pqr npcqclr rfc _btcp`q _lb rfc qsv amlqrpsargml _lb
~l_jjw rfc lmsl+tcp` amk`gl_rgmlq &ugrf rfc n_pclrfcrga_jq',
Rfc _btcp`q dmp cngqrckga nmqqg`gjgrw _pc ྤൠ _k_* ጮགྷ fmiqg _lb ࿌ᄒඓ
m̌aam̌kwm̌l, Rfcw _pc sqs_jjw glrcpnpcrcb _q Clejgqf Ȟk_w`c* ncpf_nqȟ _lb _pc tcpw
mdrcl sqcb gl amk`gl_rgml ugrf mrfcp qrp_rcegcq rm cvnpcqq cngqrckga kmb_jgrw,
Qclrclac &70+_' amlr_glq rfc _btcp` _k_ ufcpc_q gl cv_knjc &70+`' fmiqg gq
sqcb, @mrf qclrclacq cvcknjgdw rfc nmqqg`jc amk`gl_rgmlq md cngqrckga cjckclrq,
Qclrclac &70+_' amk`glcq rfpcc bg}cpclr cngqrckga cjckclrq8 rfc _btcp` _k_ ugrf
rfc n_pclrfcrga_j l_šg afsafšisjm2. &jgrcp_jjw Ȟ_aampbgle rm kw cqrgk_rcȟ' _lb rfc
cngqrckga nmqqg`gjgrw kmb_j im̌q i_rfr_,
&70'

_,

`,

afsafši+šjm Acas+c
q_+j
im̌q
_k_
l_+šg
ncpf_nq /QE+ECL qspkgqc+GLQRP Afchs+JMA jgtc+?8DSR rfgle
i_rf+_wm
qcck+TQDV
Ȟ&Fc' k_w jgtc gl Afchs Agrw &G npcqskc',ȟ &Uwk_ll /774`* &/3.'
n/1/'
ྤൠၡᆓᆬၒച႞ະઇ੪ྤဠ,
kmjš+lr_
iš+lšl fmiqg mlšj m+j+ag
1QE+RMN ncpf_nq rmb_w amkc+?8DSR+LJP lmr8ilmu+TQDV

2.

Rfgq n_pclrfcrga_j `cjmleq rm _ d_kgjw md amlqrpsargmlq gltmjtgle _ lmsl _lb _ qsv &qcc _jqm
&g+_'', Rfmqc amlqrpsargmlq a_l _jqm `c k_bc ugrf _l _svgjg_pw rm cvnpcqq cngqrckga nmqqg`gjgrw
_q gl &g+`', Rfc dmjjmugle lmslq a_l `c sqcb8 afsafši Ȟqspkgqc*ȟ afsam̌le Ȟnpcqsknrgml*ȟ agka_i
Ȟcqrgk_rc*ȟ q_clei_i Ȟrfmsefr*ȟ i_amle Ȟqsnnmqgrgml*ȟ i_q_le _lb q_leq_le Ȟ_qqsknrgml,ȟ
&g'

_,

`,

q_clei_i+ifm̌lrc l_+lšl
qgn jg+jšj
im̌j+šj
im̌q i_rf+_wm
rfmsefr+QDV
/QE+RMN rcl kgjc+?AA u_ji+?8DSR rfgle qcck+TQDV
Ȟ&G rfgli' G k_w f_tc u_jicb rcl kgjcq,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/27' n/1/'
ແੜᇓవ௴ཊ൘ઇ੪ྤဠ,
iš+lšl
wsamc+jm
afsam̌le
f_+lr_
1QE+RMN esgjr+GLQRP npcqsknrgml ?SV+TQDV
ȞFc k_w `c esgjrw &G npcqskc',ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/26' n/1.'
૯௴ဠჃചᆓႜዽఋ,

44

Af_nrcp 0, Rwnmjmega_j gltcqrge_rgml md qgv kmb_j qwqrckq
ȞFc k_w amkc rmb_w,ȟ
૯௴ጮགྷ௵ხක൏ఋ,

&Uwk_ll /774`* n&/41' /15'

Lmrgac rf_r rfc _btcp` fmiqg mdrcl maaspq gl glrcppme_rgtc qclrclacq, Gl qclrclac
&70+`' gr amk`glcq ugrf rfc qsv amlqrpsargml ხක്ఋ +ag kmjšr_ gl ufgaf
_ tcp`_j qrck md rfc ck`cbbcb npmnmqgrgml gq lmkgl_jgxcb _lb rfc k_rpgv tcp`
kc_lgle Ȟlmr ilmuȟ r_icq _l gknjgagr ~pqr ncpqml qs`hcar, Rf_r gq* _ osgrc jgrcp_j
n_p_nfp_qc md qclrclac &70+`' &ugrfmsr rfc _btcp`' umsjb `c qmkcrfgle jgic ȞG bm
lmr ilmu ufcrfcp fc ugjj amkc rmb_w,ȟ
Fmuctcp* rfc kmqr dpcosclr dmpk sqcb rm cvnpcqq cngqrckga nmqqg`gjgrw gq rfc
lmsl+tcp` amlqrpsargml ઇ੪ఋ im̌q i_rfr_ &Uwk_ll /774`* n/13' ufcpc im̌q a_l
`c rp_lqj_rcb _q Ȟrfgleȟ _lb i_rfr_ gq rfc tcp` Ȟrm qcckȟ &rfc amnsj_ gr_ a_l _jqm
`c sqcb _jrfmsef gr gq kmqrjw sqcb dmp cngqrckga lcacqqgrw'8
&71'

im̌q i_rf+r_
nm̌qš+i_ lša+šj
`sq+LMK `c8j_rc+?8DSR rfgle qcck+TQDV
ȞRfc `sq k_w `c j_rc,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/4.' n/14'
༺ਜ਼ၕઇ੪ఋ,

Dgl_jjw* mlc a_l cvnpcqq cngqrckga nmqqg`gjgrw `w amk`glgle _ lmsl kc_lgle nmq+
qg`gjgrw _lb _ tcp`, Dmp glqr_lac* rfc lmslq ਜ਼൫ i_k_le* ਜ਼ໜ i_lšleqm̌le
_lb ༘ qs kc_lgle Ȟnmqqg`gjgrwȟ a_l amk`glc ugrf rfc cvgqrclrg_j tcp` gqqr_ mp grq
lce_rgml m̌nq+r_ _lb rfc lmsl ბ asj Ȟjgicjgfmmbȟ a_l amk`glc ugrf rfc tcp` ුఋ
kgr+r_ Ȟ`cjgctc,ȟ
&72'

_,

`,

i_c+j
i_k_le+šl
gqq+r_
l_jqqg+i_
uc_rfcp+LMK `c8ajc_p+?8DSR nmqqg`gjgrw+RMN cvgqr+TQDV
ȞRfc uc_rfcp k_w ajc_p sn,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/23' n/07'
ஃྜਜ਼ੰਜ਼൫ၔၰఋ,
qs
m̌nq+m̌wm
Wm̌leafm̌j+šl m+j
Wm̌leafm̌j+RMN amkc+?8DSR nmqqg`gjgrw lmr8cvgqr+TQDV
ȞGr k_w `c rf_r Wm̌leafm̌j umlȟr amkc,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/36'
n/13'
ᅪၔ༘࿖࿌ဠ,

Lcacqqgrw Rfc a_lmlga_j clambgle dmp cngqrckga lcacqqgrw &Uwk_ll /774`*
n/17' gq _ lmsl+tcp` amk`gl_rgml _lb dc_rspcq ઇ im̌q Ȟrfgleȟ ugrf rfc amnsj_
ၦఋ gr_, Rfgq amlqrpsargml gq gjjsqrp_rcb `w qclrclac &73+_', Lmrgac rf_r gr a_l
_jqm _nnc_p gl ep_kk_rga_jgxcb dmpkq _q _ qsv ઃ im̌j _q gl qclrclac &73+`',
&73'

_,

iš q_j_k nfgimlf_+j im̌q g+m̌wm
rf_r k_l rgpc+?8DSR rfgle AMN+TQDV
ȞFc ksqr `c rgpcb,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/44' n/2.'
૯ຫዳዾઇၦ࿌ဠ,

0,1, Impc_l
`,
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iš q_j_k+g f+_cqqšj+im̌j
rf_r k_l+LMK ?SV+TQDV+im̌j
ȞFc ksqr f_tc bmlc gr,ȟ
૯ຫၦጋၕઃ,

&Uwk_ll /774`* &/55' n/24'

? j_pec lsk`cp md mrfcp lmsl+tcp` amk`gl_rgmlq _pc _t_gj_`jc rm cvnpcqq cngqrckga
lcacqqgrw, Qclrclacq &74+_'* &74+`' _lb &74+a' cvcknjgdw pcqncargtcjw rfc amk`g+
l_rgmlq md  qck Ȟamlhcarspcȟ ugrf rfc amnsj_ _lb ኀ൜ rfšjjgk Ȟcppmpȟ ugrf rfc
lce_rgtc cvgqrclrg_j tcp` _lb rfc amltclrgml_jgxcb amlqrpsargmlq gltmjtgle ၡཉ
šgqgk Ȟbms`rȟ ugrf rfc _svgjg_pw _lb rfc lce_rgtc amnsj_ ྨఋ _lfr_,2/
&74'

_,

`,

a,

gjf_+im gqq+lšl
qck+g+r_
umpi+QDV cvgqr+?8NPCQ amlhcarspc+AMN+TQDV
Ȟ&Fc' ksqr `c umpigle,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/47' n/2/'
ၩዻધၰ௴ၦఋ,
gqq+šk+c
rfšjjgk m̌nq+r_
iš+lšl _j+im
lmr8cvgqr+TQDV
1QE+RMN `c8qgai+QDV cvgqr+LJP+JMA cppmp
ȞFc ksqr `c qgai,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/50' n/21'
૯௴ྩધၰၗኀ൜࿖ఋ,
amiškrm šgqgk f_+ag
_lf+lšlr_
l_+lšl iš im̌q+šj
/QE+RMN rf_r rfgle+?AA lmr8_r8_jj bms`r ?SV+LJP LCE+TQDV
ȞRf_r ksqr &`c qm',ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/52' n/22'
௴૯ઇၕႮၡཉዻხྨ௴ఋ,

Dgl_jjw rfc dsrspc qsv ઔ +icqq a_l `c sqcb rm k_pi cngqrckga lcacqqgrw _lb
cvnpcqqcq _ ncpqml_j mnglgml md rfc qnc_icp, Rfgq gq qmkcuf_r amkn_p_`jc rm rfc
sqc md rfc Clejgqf dsrspc rm cvnpcqq cngqrckga lcacqqgrw,
&75'

2/

_,

ng+i_
k_lfg u+_qq+icqq+r_
m̌ac
qm̌sj+c
wcqrcpb_w Qcmsj+JMA p_gl+LMK ksaf amkc+N?QR+DSR+TQDV
Ȟ&G npcqskc rf_r' gr ksqr f_tc p_glcb _ jmr gl Qcmsj wcqrcpb_w,ȟ
&Uwk_ll /774`* &/56' n/25'
Ȟ࿌႞ါ๗ਜ਼ൣၦတઔఋ,ȟ

Mrfcp amk`gl_rgmlq _pc nmqqg`jc ugrf rfc dmjjmugle lmslq8 k_jwm̌l Ȟ_pp_leckclr*ȟ rfm̌ Ȟcv+
ncar_rgml*ȟ nf_lr_l Ȟhsbeckclr*ȟ jg Ȟemmb pc_qml*ȟ _lb asj Ȟjgicjgfmmbȟ &Uwk_ll /774`* n/17',
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Af_nrcp 0, Rwnmjmega_j gltcqrge_rgml md qgv kmb_j qwqrckq

Amlajsqgml
N_prgagn_lr+glrcpl_j

?svgjg_pw tcp`q
Qsv
amlqrpsargmlq

kmqf_
+w_ f_lr_

N_prgagn_lr+cvrcpl_j
Bcmlrga

Em_j+mpgclrcb

+w_ f_lr_
+rm amfr_
+kwm̌l amfr_

+w_ f_lr_

?btcp`q
Jcvga_j
amlqrpsargmlq

Lmsl ) Tcp`

Lmsl ) Tcp`

Lmsl ) Tcp`

Cngqrckga

+ag kmjšr_
+icqq+
_k_
fmiqg
Lmsl ) Tcp`

Npm`_`jw rfc kmqr qspnpgqgle dc_rspc md rfc Impc_l kmb_j qwqrck gq grq sqc md _
amlbgrgml_j+jgic amlqrpsargml rm cvnpcqq bcmlrga nmqqg`gjgrw &_lb lcacqqgrw', G ugjj
lmr egtc _ bcamknmqgrgml_j _l_jwqgq md rfgq amlqrpsargml `sr G _qqskc rf_r gr f_q
ep_kk_rga_jgxcb dpmk _ npckmb_j pc_bgle &qnc_icp%q hsbeckclr _`msr rfc t_jsc
md _l _argml' glrm _ dsjj bcmlrga pc_bgle,20
Rfc kmqr amkkml amlqrpsargml sqcb rm cvnpcqq kmb_jgrw gl Impc_l amlqgqrq
md rfc amk`gl_rgml md _ lmsl _lb _ tcp`, Rfgq rwnc md clambgle gq sqcb dmp _jj
rwncq md kmb_jgrgcq &ugrf qmkc kglmp bg}cpclacq' _lb _q Uwk_ll &/774`* n/14'
q_wq*
ȞȞrfcw eclcp_jjw clambc rfc npcbga_rc md rfc kmb_j npmnmqgrgml _q tcp+
`_j fc_b md _ pcj_rgtc aj_sqc rfpmsef _e_rgml md _l _blmkgl_jgxgle
qsv* ufgaf sqs_jjw k_piq rfc npcbga_rc dmp dsrspc rclqc,ȟȟ
Uwk_ll &/774`* n/14+/15' _pescq rf_r* _jrfmsef rfc dsrspc rclqc qsv gq _ iglb
md bcd_sjr* mrfcp rclqc qsvcq &npcqclr _lb n_qr qsvcq' a_l k_pi rfc ck`cbbcb
npmnmqgrgml, Dgespc 0,2 qseecqrq rf_r rfc qamnc md rfgq aj_gk qfmsjb `c pctgqcb
qmkcuf_r, Rfc r_`jc qfmuq rfc lsk`cp md Emmejc+fgrq m`r_glcb dmp qmkc tcpw
amkkml tcp`q &rfc _svgjg_pw* rfc cvgqrclrg_j _lb rfc tcp`q Ȟrm amkc*ȟ Ȟrm wȟ _lb
Ȟrm emȟ', Rfcqc pcqsjrq qseecqr rf_r n_prgagn_lr+glrcpl_j amk`gl_rgmlq ugrf _ tcp`
k_picb dmp npcqclr mp n_qr _pc _r `cqr k_pegl_j ufcpc_q rfcw _pc osgrc qr_lb_pb
dmp cngqrckga kmb_jq,
Gr gq _ bgasjr k_rrcp rm aj_qqgdw rfc Impc_l kmb_j qwqrck ugrf pcqncar rm
nmjwdslargml_jgrw,21 Dmp glqr_lac* qs gqqr_ a_l _nnc_p gl amlqrpsargmlq cvnpcqqgle
bcmlrga lcacqqgrw _q qfmul gl &Uwk_ll /774`* n//0', Fmuctcp* _q Uwk_ll
&/774`' qseecqrq* rfgq kgefr lmr `c _ a_qc md nmjwdslargml_jgrw _q qmkc ȞȞ_bbgrgml_j
qwlr_arga glnsrȟȟ gq lccbcb rm ecr rfc bcmlrga pc_bgle, Ml rfc mrfcp f_lb rfc
amlqrpsargml im̌q gr_ _jqm qcckq rm _jjmu qmkc bcmlrga glrcpnpcr_rgmlq gl qmkc
20

G umsjb rfcpcdmpc _bb rfgq n_rf _q _ ep_kk_rga_jgx_rgml n_rf rm rfc qck_lrga k_n md
kmb_jgrw md &t_l bcp ?sucp_ _lb Njsleg_l /776* Dge, /7 n///',
21
? kmb_j grck gq a_jjcb nmjwdslargml_j gd gr a_l cvnpcqq kc_lgleq md bg}cpclr rwncq* g,c,
n_prgagn_lr+glrcpl_j* n_prgagn_lr+cvrcpl_j _lb cngqrckga,

0,1, Impc_l
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N_prgagn_lr+glrcpl_j
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?SV
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gqq+&r_'
Ȟcvgqrȟ
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ఋ
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+lšl
?8NPCQ
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+lšl
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Cngqrckga

qs gqqšnlgr_
༘ၰཀఁఋ

qs gqqm̌wm
༘ၰ࿌ဠ

im̌q i_rfr_
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Dgespc 0,28 Lsk`cp md fgrq md Emmejc oscpgcq -6. / pcqrpgarcb rm bmk_gl *_k*gn

gqmj_rcb a_qcq &Uwk_ll /774`* n//1+//5' `sr rfgq pc_bgle qcckq rm _pgqc dpmk
np_ek_rga amlqgbcp_rgmlq,
Dgl_jjw* gr gq _jqm qspnpgqgle rf_r rfgq pgaf qwqrck bmcq lmr f_tc _ qncag_jgxcb
kmb_j dmp lml+bcmlrga n_prgagn_lr+cvrcpl_j nmqqg`gjgrw, Rfc rwnga_j nmqqg`gjgrw
kmb_j qs gqqr_* ufgaf a_l cvnpcqq `mrf n_prgagn_lr+glrcpl_j _lb cngqrckga kmb_j+
grw* u_q lmr _aacnrcb `w kw gldmpk_lrq gl rwnga_j em_j+mpgclrcb qclrclacq,

0,1,0 Amk`gl_rgmlq md kmb_j grckq
Cngqrckga _lb n_prgagn_lr+glrcpl_j
Qclrclac &76+_' md rfc dmjjmugle cv_knjc amk`glcq rfc gl_`gjgrw k_picp kmqf_
ugrf rfc lmsl+tcp` amlqrpsargml dmp cngqrckga kmb_jgrw qs gqqr_ _lb &76+`' aml+
r_glq _e_gl qs gqqr_ `sr rfgq rgkc _q n_prgagn_lr+glrcpl_j ugrf rfc cngqrckga +ag
kmjšr_, Qclrclac &76+a' f_q _l cngqrckga _btcp` mtcp rfc jc_plcb _`gjgrw asj
kmjšr_,

5.
&76'

Af_nrcp 0, Rwnmjmega_j gltcqrge_rgml md qgv kmb_j qwqrckq
_,

`,

a,

am̌+lšl afsgagi+f_+ag
kmqf_+j
qs+rm
/QE+RMN cknjmwckclr+?SV+LJP sl_`jc+?8DSR kc_lq+QDV
gqq+šnlgr_
cvgqr+TQDV
ȞG kgefr lmr `c _`jc rm ecr _ hm`,ȟ
႔௴ᆟჯዻხජዾ༘ၰཀఁఋ,
gqq+šj+ag+rm
kmj+šlr_
gjm̌l kslac+lšl nfsj qs
qsaf npm`jck+RMN qmjtc kc_lq cvgqr+?8DSR+LJP+QDV ilmu+TQDV
ȞMlc k_w `c _`jc rm qmjtc rfmqc npm`jckq,ȟ
&Qf_u /76.* &77''
ၦබ႞௴ዚ༘ၰၕხක൏ఋ,
asj
_k_
iš+lšl f_lisi škqgi+šj k_lrš+j
ncpf_nq 1QE+RMN impc_l dmmb+?AA amldcar+?8DSR ilmu+fmu
kmjš+lr_
kmjšj+ag
lmr8ilmu+LJP lmr8ilmu+TQDV
ȞK_w`c fc a_lȟr ammi Impc_l,ȟ
ྤൠ૯௴ዽၗངၕൢ౹ბකხක൏ఋ

?jj qclrclacq _pc sl_k`gesmsqjw glrcpnpcrcb _q _l cngqrckga qr_rckclr _`msr
qmkc _`gjgrw, G f_tc dsprfcpkmpc lmr `ccl _`jc rm cjgagr _lw mrfcp qamnc mpbcp
rf_l cngqrckga mtcp n_prgagn_lr+glrcpl_j,
Cngqrckga _lb n_prgagn_lr+cvrcpl_j
?jj rfc amk`gl_rgmlq md cngqrckga cjckclrq ugrf n_prgagn_lr+cvrcpl_j kmb_jq md
cv_knjc &77' amlr_gl _l cngqrckga kmb_j &_l _btcp` gl &77+_' _lb rfc lmsl+tcp`
grckq +ag kmjšr_ _lb im̌q gr_ gl &77+`' _lb &77+a'' mtcp rfc a_lmlga_j n_prgagn_lr+
cvrcpl_j lcacqqgrw +w_ f_r_-rmcr_,
&77'

_,

`,

a,

iš+lšl m̌aam̌kwm̌l gq_i_+w_ rmcn+lgr_
kmtc+w_ `camkc+TQDV
rf_r+RMN k_w`c
ȞFc k_w f_tc rm kmtc,ȟ
૯௴࿌ᄒඓၦຫਜ਼ఁఋ,
_la_ igr_jg+im
wm̌jm̌nsl+šl kwm̌af qgi_l rmle_l iš imq+c
0NJ+RMN
qctcp_j fmsp bspgle rf_r nj_ac+JMA qgr u_gr+QDV
gqq+m̌w_ f_+j+ag+rm
kmj+šlr_,
cvgqr+w_ ?SV+?8DSR+LJP+QDV lmr8ilmu+TQDV
ȞWms k_w f_tc rm qgr rfcpc dmp fmspq u_grgle,ȟ
ึၔགྷྦ૯ྦྷྤૺఋ൘ધၰ࿌ዾხ
ක൏ఋ,
i_+im qgnfš+kwm̌l* nm̌qš+jšj rf_+w_ rmc+j
wm̌i+šjm
qr_rgml+JMA em+QDV u_lr+AQDV `sq+?AA r_ic+w_ ?SV+?8DSR
im̌q gn+lgr_
rfgle AMN+TQDV
ȞGd wms u_lr rm em rm rfc qr_rgml* wms kgefr f_tc rm r_ic rfc `sq,ȟ

0,2, Jgjjmmcr

5/

ၒചਜ਼ધཌྷၒඓ ༺ረౙઇၮఁఋ

Rfc qamnc mpbcp gq _ju_wq cngqrckga mtcp n_prgagn_lr+cvrcpl_j, Lmrgac rf_r mlc md
kw gldmpk_lrq _r ~pqr hsbecb rfc Ȟcngqrckga slbcp bcmlrgaȟ amk`gl_rgml ઇ੪ྤ
ዽఋ im̌q i_rf_w_ f_lr_ ep_kk_rga_j &qwlr_arga_jjw ucjj+dmpkcb' `sr af_lecb fcp
mnglgml `ca_sqc qfc u_q lmr _`jc rm k_ic qclqc md gr, G rfgli rfgq cvcknjg~cq
rfc npm`jck _r f_lb, Rfc qamnc mpbcp gq lmr f_pb+ugpcb gl rfc qwlr_v `sr gq _
qck_lrga gqqsc,
N_prgagn_lr+cvrcpl_j _lb glrcpl_j
Dgl_jjw* amk`gl_rgmlq md n_prgagn_lr+cvrcpl_j _lb glrcpl_j kmb_jgrgcq _pc qfmul
gl cv_knjc &/..', Rfcw _jqm _jj aml~pk rfc qamnc fwnmrfcqgq,
&/..'

_,

`,

qs
gqq+m̌w_ f_+lr_
im̌j+šj
u_ji+?8DSR kc_lq cvgqr+w_ ?SV+TQDV
ȞFc ksqr `c _`jc rm u_ji,ȟ
ઃၕ༘ၰ࿌ዽఋ,
šj+qs gqqm̌+rm
iš a_lekwm̌l cqm̌ lšl rmskm̌nqg im̌+j
rfc qaclc
gl RMN sl_gbcb u_ji+?8DSR _`gjgrw cvgqr+QDV
rmc+lr_
`camkc+TQDV
ȞWms k_w `c _`jc rm u_ji sl_gbcb gl rf_r qaclc,ȟ
&Qf_u /76.*
&12''
૯ၿඓ௴ီ࿕གྷઃၕ༘ၰ࿌ౘఋ,

Lmrgac rf_r qclrclac &/..+`' lccbq _ n_prgasj_p amlrcvr rm `c _aacnrcb `w kw
gldmpk_lrq, Rfgq u_q _jpc_bw kclrgmlcb gl &Qf_u /76.' ufcpc qfc npmtgbcb
qmkcrfgle jgic rfc dmjjmugle amlrcvr8 _ bgpcarmp bgqasqqcq _ nj_w ugrf _l _armp
_lb cvnj_glq rm fgk uf_r fc k_w mp k_w lmr bm,
Dgl_jjw uc a_l amlajsbc rf_r* _jrfmsef G f_tc lmr `ccl _`jc rm ~lb mp cjgagr _jj
amk`gl_rgmlq* rfc npcqclr Impc_l b_r_ gq amlqgqrclr ugrf rfc qamnc fwnmrfcqgq,

0,2 Jgjjmmcr
Rfc Jgjjmmcr j_les_ec* _jqm a_jjcb QrȟÃrȟgkacrq gl rfc jgrcp_rspc* gq _ Q_jgqf j_l+
es_ec md @pgrgqf Amjsk`g_, Gl mpbcp rm c_qc rfc bcqapgnrgml md rfc Jgjjmmcr kmb_j
qwqrck* G ugjj ~pqr egtc _ qfmpr mtcptgcu md qmkc `_qga lmrgmlq md rfc Jgjjmmcr
j_les_ec _q bcqapg`cb gl &t_l Cghi /775',
Jgjjmmcr f_q rum qclrclacq rwncq8 kmlm+aj_sq_j _lb ksjrg+aj_sq_j, Kmlm+
aj_sq_j qclrclacq amkc gl rum _tmpq8 ugrf mp ugrfmsr _svgjg_pw,22 Rfc umpb
22

&t_l Cghi /775* 00,2 n/30'8 ȡTgprs_jjw ctcpw rp_lqgrgtc qrck rf_r gq rcknmp_j* _qncars_j* mp
kmb_j gl af_p_arcp k_w `c sqcb _q _l _svgjg_pw,Ȣ
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order of mono-clausal sentences is the following,35
(101)

a.

b.

Mono-clausal sentence without auxiliary:
predicate − enclitic
− full-word adverb − complement(s)
(adverbial)
Mono-clausal sentence with auxiliary:
predicate − enclitic − full-word adverb − predicate
(auxiliary)
(base)

Mono-clausal sentences and main clauses of multi-clausal ones may only contain
an indicative or subjunctive predicate whereas subordinate clauses may only occur
with a factual predicate (with some that-clause constructions) or a subjunctive
predicate (with some wh-clause constructions).
According to (van Eijk 1997, Section 8), the words of the Lillooet language
can be classiﬁed into two classes: clitics and full words. The clitics (mainly second position enclitics) are invariable whereas most full words can be subjected
to morphological operations such as personal aﬃxation (possessives, object and
subject), and various suﬃxations (aspectual, lexical, transitivising and intransitivising, reﬂexive, reciprocal).
A word without personal aﬃxation is called a stem. Stems are classiﬁed along
two (overlapping) axes: there are (1) intransitive and transitive stems and (2)
nominal and verbal stems. The following table adapted from (van Eijk 1997,
ﬁgure 5 p44) shows this pattern. For instance, transitive stems in ﬁgure 2.5 take
Marked
Transitive verbal
Intransitive verbal
Intransitive nominal

ĳác’x̌-@n
‘to see it’
ĳác’x̌-@m
‘to see’
s-qayxw
‘man’

k’áx-an’
‘to dry it’
k’áx-xal
‘to dry’
s-Gap
‘tree’

Unmarked

ĳı́ň’-@m
‘to sing’
s-ĳı́ň’-@m
‘song’

ĳác’x̌
‘seen’
qw uĳ
‘water’

k’ax
‘dry’
tmixw
‘land’

pálaĳ
‘one’

Figure 2.4: The Lillooet stems
the transitivizer suﬃxes -@n and -an’.36 The intransitive stems are all the other
stems that do not end with a transitivizer. Intransitive stems are either verbal
stems overtly marked for intransitivity (with for instance the intransitivizers -@m
or -xal ) or nominalized stems (with the nominalizing preﬁx s-) or unmarked stems
(nouns and ‘naturally’ intransitive verbs).
35
36

See (van Eijk 1997, 36 p226).
Transitive stems are mandatorily marked.
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Lillooet modal system

I will use the classiﬁcation of modality due to van der Auwera and Plungian (1998)
(participant-internal, participant-external and epistemic) with the addition of
evidential modality.
Participant-internal modality
Participant-internal
Circumﬁx
ka-. . . -a
To express participant-internal modality, Lillooet mainly uses the circumﬁx ka. . . -a on the base predicate.37
“The combination also expresses ‘to manage, to be able to,’ as in
ĳác’x̌-@m ‘to see, have a vision, intr.’ that becomes ka-ĳác’x̌-m-a
‘to be able to see, to manage to see’ [or qw al ‘to speak, talk’, kaqw ál-a ‘to be able to speak’]. The underlying notion is that of a lack
of control: something just happens suddenly or by accident without
a person controlling the event, or a person ﬁnally manages to achieve
something[, usually after some trying].”
(van Eijk 1997, 10.1.3)
I will concentrate on the ability interpretation of the circumﬁx which typically
occurs with unergative verbs, as in example (102).
(102)

ka-álkst-kan-a
ka-work-1SG-a
‘I am able to work.’

(Demirdache 1997, (8-a) p102)

37

There are also two other ways to express participant-internal possibility. First, there is an
‘expert, ability, knowledge’ suﬃx -atm@x which, when combined with the root z@w ‘to know’ to
form z@wátm@x expresses know-how, i.e. ‘knowing how to do something.’ However, this suﬃx
is not productive and is ‘conﬁned to a few lexicalized contexts’ (Davis, pc). Second, there is
the lexical suﬃx -t@n mentioned by van Eijk (1997) but, according to Davis (pc), it is ‘an old
pattern which has fallen into disuse.’ It can, in negative sentences and in combination with the
transitivizer, -s have the meaning of ‘able to.’
(i)

a.

b.

ĳáz’- ‘to buy’: ĳáz’-t@n ’to be able to buy, aﬀord’,
mays- ‘to ﬁx’: máys-t@n ‘to be able to ﬁx’,
nik’- ‘to cut’: nı́k’-t@n ‘to be able to cut.’
xw ĳaz kw -a-stám’
kw a-s-nı́k’-t@n-s-an
˙
NEG DET-IMPF-what DET-NLR-cut-t@n-TR-(3SG-)1SG.SBJ
‘There isn’t anything I can cut with, I don’t have anything to cut with.’: I can’t
cut.
(van Eijk 1997, 15.2.16 p80)
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The ability reading also obtains with unaccusative and transitive38 verbs in case
they occur in a sentence with an auxiliary or with negation (examples in (103)
and (104) respectively).39
(103)

a.

waĳ ka-Qı́p-a ku káwk@w k@ncĳá
ka-grow-a DET sagebrush DEIC
‘Sagebrush can grow around here.’
(Matthewson, Rullmann and Davis 2005, (16-a) p9)
ti-sq’úm’c-a ti-tw´@w’w’@t-a
waĳ ka-s´@k-s-ás-a
IMPF ka-hit-CAUS-(3SG-)3SG-a DET-ball-DET DET-boy-DET
‘The boy is able to hit the ball.’ (Demirdache 1997, (21-b’) p110)
ka-máys-c-a
huy’-ìkan-h´@m’-ň’uĳ
AUX-(3SG-)1SG-h´
@m’-ň’uĳ ka-ﬁx-CAUS-a
‘I will be able to ﬁx it after all (-h´@m’-ň’uĳ).’ (van Eijk 1997, p17)
IMPF

b.

c.

38

According to (Demirdache 1997, p104), the directive transitivizer cannot combine with the
circumﬁx ka-. . . -a (unlike to the causative one). However, sentence (235) of (Matthewson 2005,
p281) would seem to contradict this statement:
(i)

ka-č@kw -@n-ìkán-a ĳayì ka-ĳúc’qĳ-a
ĳayì
ka-pull-DIR-1SG-a then ka-go.outside-a then
I pulled her, and she managed to get out.

According to Davis (pc), this is most likely a speech error and Demirdache (1997) is right about
this combinatorial restriction.
39
Otherwise, those verbs get a reading involving suddenly or accidentally. In mono-clausal
sentences without negation or adverbial quantiﬁcation, the interpretation depends on the properties of the verbal stem as follows (Demirdache 1997):

+ ka-. . . -a
NEG+ ka-. . . -a
AUX+ ka-. . . -a

Intransitive
Unaccusative
Unergative
Bare root (BR) BR-INTR

BR-causative

BR-directive

accidental
able to
able to

accidental
able to
able to

∅
∅
∅

able to
able to
able to

Transitive

Example (i)fn48 would thus be a counterexample to this table. More examples from
(Matthewson 2005) seem to challenge this generalization. For instance, in sentence (411)
(Matthewson 2005, p132) a stem marked by the causative is under the scope of both an
auxiliary and adverbial quantiﬁcation but doesn’t seem to get an ability reading. The same
thing happens in sentence (522) (Matthewson 2005, p153) with a bare root under an auxiliary, in sentence (39) (Matthewson 2005, p185-186) with a bare root under negation or in
(52) (Matthewson 2005, p254) with both negation and auxiliaries. Notice ﬁnally that (Davis,
Matthewson and Rullmann 2006, 4.4 p20) has recently argued against such a table claiming
that the circumﬁx ka-. . . -a is ‘insensitive to aspectual morphology.’ In recent work, Davis,
Matthewson and Rullmann (to appear) have argued that the incompatibility of the directive
transitivizer with the circumﬁx ka-. . . -a is ‘purely morphological in nature.’
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Example (103-a) shows an unaccusative verb under the most common auxiliary
waĳ and, (103-b) and (103-c) show two verbs marked for transitivity by the
causative under the auxiliaries waĳ and huz’.
(104)

a.

b.

c.

ka-qw ál-a
xw ĳaz kw -a-s
˙
NEG DET-IMPF-3SG.POSS ka-speak-a
‘He couldn’t say anything.’
(van Eijk 1997, 21.1n2)
w
w
w
ka-k ı́s-a ti-k’´@ň’h’-a
x ĳaz k -a-s
NEG˙ DET-NLR ka-fall-a DET-rock-DET
‘The rock can’t fall.’
(Demirdache 1997, (22-c) p111)
w
w
ti-sq’úm’c-a
ka-s´@k-s-ás-a
x ĳaz k -s
NEG˙ DET-NLR ka-hit-CAUS-(3SG-)3SG-a DET-ball-DET
ti-tw´@w’w’@t-a
DET-boy-DET
‘The boy is not able to hit the ball.’
(Demirdache 1997, (22-b) p111)

The negation in sentence (104-a) scopes over an unergative verb, whereas in
(104-b) the verb is unaccusative and in (104-c) it is marked for transitivity.
Finally, notice that, contrary to what (Matthewson et al. 2005, p10) argued,
Davis et al. (2006) managed to elicit sentences where the participant-internal
circumﬁx is used to express participant-internal necessity. I will obviously follow
(Davis et al. 2006) as it supersedes (Matthewson et al. 2005).
(105)

ň’uĳ ka-q’sán’k-a ì-@n
qan’ı́m-@ns k
Henry
1SG.SBJ just ka-laugh-a when-1SG.SBJ hear-TR
DET Henry
w
w
k@ns-ĳuc almı́c -ts
try-Indian-mouth
‘I have to laugh when I hear Henry try to speak Indian.’
(Davis et al. 2006, (60))
kan

However, the necessity reading doesn’t arise in contexts about the (immediate)
future in which an auxiliary must be used.
(106)

cuz’
nsnánaĳ kw s-Gertie
going.to sneeze DET NOM-Gertie
‘Gertie is gonna sneeze.’

(Matthewson et al. 2005, (19))

Participant-external modality
Participant-external modality can be expressed through lexical verbs (actually
expressing deontic modality) or with the versatile enclitic -ka.
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Participant-external
Deontic Goal-oriented
Enclitics
-ka
Lexical verbs xw @c’@n
nliQ’w c
nxw ĳan’

-ka

Enclitic -ka This enclitic covers a broad swathe of the diﬀerent subtypes of
participant-external modality. It is used to express deontic modality (although
some sentences could as well be interpreted as bouletic), both obligation and
permission, and that will be the interpretation I will focus on. However, it also
appears in sentence-equivalent constructions to express (the speaker’s) wishes
and hopes (van Eijk 1997, 29) and in counterfactual antecedents, consequents
and wishes (Matthewson et al. 2005, p6).40
(107)

a.

b.

c.

cukw un’-ìkán-ka-tiĳ
ﬁnish-(3SG-)1SG-ka-DEM
‘I should ﬁnish that.’
(van Eijk 1997, 32.1.6(b))
w
w
waĳ ĳúqw aĳ
x ĳáz-ka k -a-su-pápt
˙
NEG-ka DET-IMPF-2SG.POSS-always IMPF drink
‘You shoudn’t be drinking always.’
(van Eijk 1997, 32.1.6(d))
w
waĳ cix
plan-ìkaì-ká-tuĳ
already-1PL-ka–tuĳ IMPF arrive.there
‘We should have arrived there already.’ (van Eijk 1997, 32.3.7(c))

Notice that although -ka expresses by default (almost) universal quantiﬁcation
(equivalent to English must/should ), it can express possibility as well (example
(108)).
(108)

a.

lán-ìkaxw -ka ác’x̌-@n ti kw támc-sw -a
already-2SG -ka see-TR DET husband-2SG.POSS-DET

40

In this irrealis use, it is usually coupled to the subjunctive. Furthermore it is required
that the embedded proposition be false (Matthewson et al. 2005, p7). The following sentences
exemplify the contrast between the wish, irrealis wish and deontic uses, respectively:
(i)

a.

b.

c.

swáts-ka kw -s-ň’iq-s
ìkw únsa kw -s-Bill
I hope DET-NLR-come-3SG.SBJ today DET-NLR-Bill
‘I hope Bill will come today.’
(van Eijk 1997, 3(a) p187)
qw acác-as
-ka ti
sqáyxw -a
leave-3SG.SBJ -ka DET man-DET
‘I wish the man would leave.’
(Matthewson et al. 2005, (11-i) p7)
qw acác -ka ti
sqáyxw -a
leave -ka DET man-DET
‘The man should leave.’
(Matthewson et al. 2005, suggestion from fn6 p7)
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‘You must/can/may see your husband now.’
(Matthewson et al. 2005, (10-e) p6)
t’uĳ
lán-ìkaxw -ka áč’x-@n ti kw támč-sw -a,
already-2SG -ka see-DIR DET husband-2SG.POSS-DET but
k-wá-su
xát’-min’ k-wá-su
áz-as
˙ -3SG.SBJ DET-IMPF-2SG.POSS want-TR DET-IMPF-2SG.POSS
NEG
nás-al’m@n, t’uĳ áma
go-want
just good
‘You may go see your husband, but you don’t have to.’ (literally:
‘. . . if you don’t want to go, that’s okay.’)
(Davis et al. 2006,
(30)p9)

Sentence (108-b) would be contradictory if -ka could only express deontic necessity (Davis et al. 2006, p8-9).
Finally, I have found only one sentence that could suggest a goal-oriented
interpretation of the enclitic.
(109)

ň’uĳ wáĳ-ka n-sxw ákw @kw -a c’áqw -an’-@m niì
just IMPF-ka 1SG.POSS-heart-a eat-TR-1PL FOC
s-pápt-s-a
t@xw @xw -wı́t ì-as
kw ı́s-alt
NOM-always-3SG.POSS-DET increase-3PL COND-3SG.SBJ fall-child
sqw @yı́č-a
i
DET.pl rabbit-DET
‘But I think we had to eat them because they were always having babies.’
(Matthewson 2005, (248) p98)

A possible interpretation of this sentence is that they had to eat the rabbits in
order to keep their number low which would indeed be a goal-oriented interpretation. However it is doubtful at this point that the enclitic has a goal-oriented
use. Or better said, it is doubtful that goal-oriented constructions, in the way
we have implicitly characterized them up to now (with a purpose clause or a
want-conditional), are to be found in Lillooet (Davis, pc). Lillooet speakers (two
informants of Davis, pc) seem to use diﬀerent strategies to express goal-oriented
modality. For instance, one speaker uses for the English sentence, “You have
to drive to get to Lillooet,” a translation meaning literally “Only someone who
drives reaches Lillooet.” However it is interesting to notice that the connection
between goal-oriented and participant-internal modality is made explicit in goaloriented possibility sentences as one possible translation involves the circumﬁx
ka-...-a:
(110)

To go to Vancouver, you can take the bus.
(Davis, pc)
l-ku
a. Wáĳ-ìkacw ka-nás-a l-ti-bus-a
IMPF-2SG ka-go-a in-DET-bus-DET at-DET-Vancouver-DET
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panúph-a
‘You can go to Vancouver on the bus.’
It is clear that if the goal-oriented sentence “To go to Vancouver, you can take
the bus” is the case then sentence (110-a) is also the case.
Lexical verb xw @c’@n ‘to force’ This verb can be used to express that someone (3rd person form) has some obligation (van Eijk, pc).
Lexical verbs ‘to (be) allow(ed)’ Deontic possibility (permission) can also
be expressed by lexical verbs, for example, by the verb nliQ’w c ‘open’ (Davis, pc)
as in the following sentence,
(111)

l-wi-snuláp
xw ĳaz kw -a-s-@nlı́Q’w c
NEG˙ DET-IMPF-3SG.POSS-allowed PREP-DET-2PL
‘It is not allowed to you folks’
(van Eijk 1997, 24.1.1(s) p164)

The verb nxw ĳan’ can express the (not-)giving of a permission as in (112-a), as
well as having a permission (or not) as in (112-b) with a passive morphology.
(112)

a.

b.

wáĳ-ìkan-tuĳ n’ás-al’m@n, ň’uĳ ĳáy-ň’uĳ kw -a-s
IMPF-1SG-tuĳ go-want.to just NEG-just DET-IMPF-3SG.POSS
xw ĳán’-č-as
ta-n-kw úkw ĳ-a
allow(DIR)-1SG-3SG.SBJ DET-1SG.POSS-grandmother-DET
kw @n-wá
n’as.
DET-1SG.POSS-IMPF go
‘I wanted to go, but my grandmother didn’t let me go.’
(Matthewson 2005, (127) p200)
w
w
nx ĳ-an’-tumúl@m
ĳáz-ň’uĳ k -a-s
NEG-just DET-IMPF-3SG.POSS allowed-1PL.PASS
kw -s-ĳac’x̌-@n-tán@mwit
DET-NLR-see-DIR-3PL.PASS
‘We weren’t allowed to see them.’ (Matthewson 2005, (529) p433)

Epistemic modality
There are four diﬀerent ways to express epistemic modality: two enclitics and
two ‘adverbs.’
Epistemic
Adverbs
Enclitics
sx̌@k
nsxw ákw @kw

-k’a
-k@ì
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Adverbial sx̌@k The element sx̌@k 41 ‘maybe, perhaps’ is not properly an adverb, van Eijk (1997, 36.1) considers it could be more a “mono-clausal sentence
itself, paratactically linked to the sentence it modiﬁes.” However, as sentence
(113) shows, sx̌@k can be found in adverbial position; therefore I will from now
on refer to it as an adverb.42
(113)

waĳ -k’a k@ncĳá sx̌@k
ku káwk@w
-k’a here perhaps DET sagebrush
‘Sagebrush might be growing around here.’
(Matthewson et al. 2005, fn7 p9)
IMPF

(114)

a.

b.

sx̌@k
ĳac’x̌@n-ìkán-kì-tuĳ kw u-c’ı́ĳ
perhaps see-(3SG-)1SG-k@ì-tuĳ DET-deer
’Perhaps I might see a deer.’
sx̌@k
nas-wit-k´@ì-tuĳ
perhaps go-3PL-k@ì-tuĳ
‘They might go, you never know.’

(van Eijk 1997, 36.1(a))

(van Eijk 1997, 36.1(b))

The adverb often occurs in combination with an (epistemic) enclitic, as in examples (113), (114) and (118-c), although this is not a necessity as examples in
(115) show. Furthermore the contribution of the enclitic -k@ì in (114) is probably
to force a future interpretation.
(115)

a.

b.

č@kčák-wit. . .
nı́ì-ň’uĳ sx̌@k kw -s-waĳ
FOC-just maybe DET-NLR-IMPF cool-3PL
‘I think that helped them get cool. . . ’
(Matthewson 2005, (243)
p98)
palĳ-usáĳ-ň’uĳ
sx̌@k kw -@n-s-kw ám@m
one-berry.shape-just maybe DET-1SG.POSS-NLR-take
‘I got maybe one dollar.’
(Matthewson 2005, (153) p269)

Enclitic -k’a This enclitic is characterized by (van Eijk 1997, 32.1.8) as expressing “possibility, surmise.”
(116)

41

(van Eijk 1997, 32.1.8 p202)
a. sámaĳ-k’a
kw u-sqw al’@n-táli
whiteman-k’a DET-tell-3SG.3SG
‘It must have been a whiteman (sámaĳ) who told (sqw ál’@n) her.’

Probably from the root x̌@k ‘to count, ﬁgure out.’
Henry Davis brought to my attention that another item is used in the lower dialect (Mount
Currie). It is kánas k’a which is derived from the question marker kan (‘is it the case?’) followed
by the third person subjunctive and the modal enclitic k’a. It can play the role of a sentence
initial adverb as sx̌@k or can be used as a predicate governing a subordinate clause. I will not
discuss this element much further as it, for as far as I understand, has the same characteristics
as sx̌@k with respect to combinations with other modals.
42
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b.

xw ĳáz-k’a kw -a-s-xw ĳı́t
NEG˙-k’a DET-IMPF-3SG.POSS-many
kw u-waĳ-st@m’t´@t@m’-s
DET-IMPF-belonging-3SG.POSS
‘Apparently she did not have many belongings.’

The diﬀerence in meaning between this epistemic enclitic and the evidential enclitic is expressed in (van Eijk 1997) as follows:
-k’a refers only to a possibility, while -an’ refers to an almost inevitable conclusion, compare [the following sentences]:
(117)

a.

b.

wáĳ-k’a k’w zús@m
IMPF-k’a work
‘He must be at work (that’s why he’s not here).’
k’w zús@m
wáĳ-as-an’
IMPF-3SG.SBJ-an’ work
‘It looks like he is working.’

Furthermore this enclitic can be used for both epistemic necessity and possibility
(Matthewson et al. 2005, (4) p3):
(118)

a.

b.

c.

waĳ-k’a s´@naĳ qw @núxw
IMPF-k’a ADV sick
‘He may be sick.’ (Context: Maybe that’s why he is not here.)43
plan-k’a
qw acác
already-k’a leave
‘Maybe he’s already gone.’ (Context: His car isn’t here.)
John, ňuĳ waĳ-k’a sx̌ek
qw acác-k’a tuĳ k
leave-k’a then DET John but IMPF-k’a perhaps
xw ĳaz ňuĳ k-wa-s
qw acác
k-wa-s
DET-IMPF-3SG.POSS NEG˙ just DET-IMPF-3SG.POSS leave
‘John may have left, but maybe he hasn’t left yet.’
(Davis et al. 2006, (8)p4)

As Davis et al. (2006) notice, sentence (118-c) would be contradictory if the
enclitic -k’a only expressed epistemic necessity.
Enclitic -k@ì This enclitic is not purely epistemic but expresses “remote future,
possibility” (van Eijk 1997, 32.1.7).
(119)

a.

qlil-min’-cih-as-k´@ì-tuĳ
angry-TR-2SG-3SG.SBJ-k@ì-tuĳ

‘s´@naĳ’: “This adverb is used when the subject nurtures an unfulﬁlled wish or indicates he
has changed his mind or that his plan have changed” (van Eijk 1997, 28.2.2 p182-183). Within
this example, the ‘changed plans’ interpretation seems to be the only possible interpretation.
43
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(120)
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‘He might get angry at you.’
(van Eijk 1997, 32.1.7(a))
ti-sqax̌aĳ-láp-a
ň’alan-c-ás-kì
˙ ˙ ˙1SG-3SG-k@ì DET-dog-2PL.POSS-DET
bite‘The dog of you folks might bite me.’ (van Eijk 1997, 32.1.7(d))
ĳals@m-ìkán-kì
˙ ˙˙
1SG-k@ì
get.sick‘I might get sick.’
(van Eijk 1997, p17)

cĳas-k@ì ku zús-xal
come-k@ì DET catch-INTR
‘A police man might come.’

(Matthewson et al. 2005, (7-b) p4)

In its epistemic interpretation, the enclitic -k@ì is limited to possibility meanings
but even then only licenses a future interpretation (Matthewson et al. 2005, p4).
This property would support the conclusion of (Davis et al. 2006) to characterize
the enclitic as not epistemic. I do realize the use of -k@ì is not a pure epistemic
one but I will still put it in this category and hope to make it clear why this is
legitimate with the formalization of the modal system.
Example (119-a) shows a combination of the enclitic with the enclitic -tuĳ.
It was analyzed by (van Eijk 1997, 32.1.2 p200) as a ‘deﬁnite past’ enclitic but
it is better seen as an adverb meaning roughly ‘then’ ((Matthewson et al. 2005)
and Davis, pc). The eﬀect of this combination is a ‘more remote possibility than
-k@ì by itself’ (van Eijk 1997, 32.3.12 p210). It seems that this combination only
allows an epistemic reading.44 Notice that the possible event must lie in the
future.
Adverbial construction nsxw ákw @kw ‘my heart’ The parenthetical45 construction n-sxw ákw @kw ‘my heart’ works similarly to epistemic sx̌@k. It is not a
typical epistemic but is used to mark a speaker’s judgment. As such it might as
well be considered as an evidential device, however I will treat it in what follows
as an epistemic item.46
(121)

a.

b.

44

wáĳ-ň’uĳ n-sxw ákw @kw ň’ı́q-s-tum’x-as. . .
IMPF-just 1SG.POSS-heart arrive-TR-1SG.3SG
‘I think he took me. . . ’
(Matthewson 2005, (342) p118)
w
Rimsky-Korsakov
ni sqáyx -a waĳ nah-@n-ı́tas
DET man-DET IMPF name-TR-3PL.3SG Rimsky-Korsakov

A past in the future (English future perfect) interpretation doesn’t seem available: all
examples involving this combination are translated as epistemic possibilities.
45
Davis, pc.
46
It can also be compared to the English ‘according to’ construction (restricted to the speaker)
which is somehow more evidential than epistemic. The parallel between the two constructions
should become clearer in the section on combinations of modal items.
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c.

n-sxw ákw @kw
1SG.POSS-heart
‘I think the man is called Rimsky-Korsakov.’
(Matthewson 2005, (410) p132)
s-ìik-s-twı́t-as
ĳaz n-sxw ákw @kw kw -a-s
˙
NEG 1SG.POSS-heart DET-IMPF-3SG.POSS STAT-clear-TR-3PL.3SG
kw a
kw ukw ĳi-núkw -a
DET.PROG cook DET-other-DET
‘I think some of them didn’t know how to cook.’
(Matthewson 2005, (816) p475)

Combinations of epistemic modals We have already seen that the epistemic
adverb sx̌@k often combines with both epistemic enclitics (see examples (113),
(114) and (118-c)). However, the contribution of the adverb to the enclitic (or
vice versa) is slightly diﬀerent in the two cases. The enclitic -k’a is a modal
with default universal force. When it is ‘modiﬁed’ by sx̌@k, it is interpreted as a
possibility modal, i.e. the adverb modiﬁes the interpretation of the enclitic. The
epistemic use of -k@ì is by default a possibility modal therefore it doesn’t need to
be modiﬁed by the adverb to enforce this reading. We are left with three options,
either i) the adverb enforces the epistemic reading of the enclitic (against its pure
future reading), or ii) the enclitic forces a ‘future event’ interpretation of the
adverb, or iii) both at the same time.47
As mentioned in a previous section, the epistemic adverb nsxw ákw @kw ‘my
heart’ is used to mark the sentence where it occurs as being a speaker’s judgment
(much like according to me in English). Its combination with the epistemic enclitic
-k’a in (122) restricts the epistemic judgment to the speaker only.
(122)

Tchaikovsky.
. . . n-sxw ákw @kw -k’a niĳ kw -s-čún-it-as
. . . 1SG.POSS-heart-k’a DEM DET-NLR-say-3PL Tchaikovsky
‘I think maybe it was Tchaikovsky.’
(Matthewson 2005, (408) p131)

This is justiﬁed as the judgment can genuinely be switched to another source
than the speaker.
Evidential modality
I will now present two enclitics of the evidential system. I have avoided so far
to discuss evidentiality as a modal category but will make an exception in this
case (as well as for Turkish) as those elements have recently been analyzed and
formalized as (a variation of) epistemic modals (see (Matthewson, Rullmann and
Davis 2006)). In particular, both enclitics share with epistemic modality the
property that the speaker who uses one of them commits himself to the truth
47

I am unfortunately not yet sure which option is more likely.
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of the utterance. This has the following consequence: sentences of the form “pan’ but ¬p” or “p-kw uĳ but ¬p” are not felicitous. The Lillooet system has two
evidential items, a quotative and a direct evidence enclitic.
Evidential
enclitic
-an’
-kw uĳ
Enclitic -an’ This enclitic is an indirect inferring evidential (Matthewson et al.
2006, p8). It is used by speakers to convey that the speaker makes an inference
based on observed evidence. It is thus often translated as must or apparently.
(123)

a.

b.

tayt-áxw -an’
hungry-2SG.SBJ-an’
‘You must be hungry.’
(van Eijk 1997, 32.1.3(a))
w
w
k -a-s
x ĳáz-as-an’
huy’ ň’iq
NEG˙-3SG.SBJ-an’ DET-IMPF-3SG.POSS AUX come
‘It looks like he won’t come.’
(van Eijk 1997, 32.1.3(c))

It can be seen in sentence (123-b) that the enclitic has scope over negation.
Enclitic -kw uĳ The quotative enclitic is used to mark information as secondhand (i.e. not witnessed by the speaker), third-hand and also as folklore (it is
often used when telling legends).48
(124)

a.

b.

ň’ák-kw uĳ kátiĳ
go-kw uĳ along
‘He was going along, as I was told.’
(van Eijk 1997, 32.1.9(a))
ki-x̌w ĳucin-álqw -a
kw an-xit-´@m-kw uĳ
take-TR-3SG-PASS-kw uĳ DET-four-stick-DET
‘Four sticks were taken from him, I hear.’
(van Eijk 1997, 36.1.1(ah))

This enclitic also takes scope over negation.
Conclusion
There is a clear distinction between participant-internal and the rest of the
system. Participant-internal modality is morphologically marked on the ‘verb’
whereas the other types use enclitics, adverbial constructions or plain verbs.
48

See (Matthewson et al. 2006).
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Participant-internal
Enclitics
Adverbs
Parentheticals
Verbs

ka-. . . -a

Participant-external
Deontic

Goal-oriented

-ka

-ka

xw @c’@n
nliQ’w c
nxw ĳan’

Epistemic
-k’a
-k@ì
sx̌@k
nsxw ákw @kw

There are two main features of Lillooet that are worthy of interest in that they do
not ﬁt with the traditional view of modality based on English modal auxiliaries.
1. Lillooet modals are not polyfunctional (van der Auwera et al. 2005).
2. Lillooet enclitics expressing epistemic and participant-external modality
have a variable force (even though the default is universal force).
The ﬁrst point is best seen in the previous table: there is no modal item appearing
in two diﬀerent columns (types of modality). Modal items are strictly assigned
to one modal category.49 The second point is about enclitics -ka and -k’a. As we
have seen in examples (108) and (118), those enclitics are able to express necessity
(default) and possibility.

2.4.2

Combinations of modal items

In the case of Lillooet, we also need to look at combinations involving the evidential enclitics.
On enclitics
As mentioned in (van Eijk 1997, 32.3.1 p207), the enclitics can only be combined
in a ﬁxed order.
(125)

Epistemic/Deontic Epistemic (future)
Evidential
w
< -k@ì
-an’ < -k uĳ < -k’a/-ka

Although it is not explicitly mentioned in (van Eijk 1997), the interpretation
of the enclitics goes from left to right. The next example shows this for a predicate
with three enclitics:
49

A more detailed analysis of the enclitic -ka, as in (Matthewson et al. 2005), shows however
that the situation is more complex: this suﬃx expresses diﬀerent meanings from deontic to
counterfactual conditional or counterfactual wishes. However, the main point here is that it
does not express epistemic modality.
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Sentence: predicate -e1 -e2 -e3
Interpretation: -e1 > -e2 > -e3 > predicate
e1 has (semantic) scope over e2 , which has scope over e3 , which has scope
over the predicate.

(126)

However, combinations of modal enclitics are quite rare. Most of the relative
scopes are thus abstracted from the combinations with the other non-modal enclitics. The only problematic combinations that would contradict the scope order
in (127) are i) -ka-k’a and ii) -ka-k@ì.
Evidential > Epistemic > Participant-external > Participant-internal

(127)

However both combinations are unattested and therefore don’t contradict the
scope hypothesis.

Evidential and epistemic modality
The only combinations found involve the quotative enclitic -kw uĳ. This seems to
make sense if the evidential -an’ is indeed an evidential item of direct (sensory)
evidence. In both examples the quotative has scope over the epistemic item.
In example (128), the epistemic modal is the enclitic -k’a (here translated as
apparently).50
qw acac-kw uĳ-k’a-tuĳ ĳi-waĳ-ĳ@s-cmál’t
leave-kw uĳ-k’a-tuĳ DET-IMPF-have-oﬀspring
‘The parents had left apparently, as I was told.’
(van Eijk 1997, 32.3.6(b) p209)

(128)

As remarked above, the order of enclitics ﬁxes an interpretation where the quotative has scope over the epistemic modal. The following sentence combines the
quotative enclitic with the epistemic nsxw ákw @kw (‘my heart’) which gets translated as I think.
50

The following example taken from (van Eijk 1997, p17) would seem to contradict the previous claim:
(i)

a.

qw acac-kw uĳ-k’á-tuĳ
leave-kw uĳ-k’a-tuĳ
# ‘He left allegedly, it seems.’

Here the translation literally follows the word order of the sentence, i.e. -kw uĳ as allegedly
and -k’a as it seems. However this gloss contradicts the interpretation rule in (126) which is
respected for the other examples. I will thus consider that sentence (i-a) should actually be
translated along the lines of ‘He apparently left, as I was told’.
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(129)

wáĳ-kw uĳ ň’it nĳán’was n-sxw ákw @kw kw -sčmal’t-s
IMPF-kw uĳ also two
1SG.POSS-heart DET-oﬀspring-3SG.POSS
tiĳ
DEM

‘I think he also had two children.’

(Matthewson 2005, (286) p397)

Notice that the quotative doesn’t appear to be translated. However, sentence
(129) is embedded in a larger context where the storyteller makes an extensive
use of the quotative to tell her family’s story (at that point her grandmother’s
story). This is a way to mark that the information is from second-hand, i.e. that
‘the speaker did not witness the talked-about events personally’ (van Eijk 1997,
32.1.9 p202).
Evidential and participant-external modality
No combination of evidential and participant-external modality has been found.
Evidential and participant-internal modality
All the combinations of evidential and participant-internal modality are attested.
Notice that (130-a) combines the evidential -an’ and ka-. . . -a morphology but
that the evidential precedes the -a suﬃx. This is probably to avoid an impossible
combination as -a-an’.51
(130)

a.

b.

ka-q’w us-axw -án’-a
ka-frighten-2SG.SBJ-an’-a
‘You look frightened.’
ka-xim’-a-kw úĳ-tuĳ
[disappear]-kw uĳ-tuĳ
‘He disappeared, I heard.’

(van Eijk 1997, 32.2)

(van Eijk 1997, 32.3.2(d))

Epistemic and participant-external modals
Combinations of the epistemic enclitics -k’a and -k@ì with the deontic one -ka
have not been found. We have just seen that there are three other possible
combinations: 1) an epistemic adverb with the participant-external enclitic, 2)
an epistemic adverb with a participant-external verb and 3) an epistemic enclitic
with a participant-external verb. From these three possibilities, I have only found
examples for 1) and 3). Example (131) combines the epistemic adverb nsxw ákw @kw
with -ka. As expected, the epistemic has semantic scope over the deontic (goaloriented) enclitic.
51

This needs to be checked.
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ň’uĳ wáĳ-ka n-sxw ákw @kw -a c’áqw -an’-@m. . .
just IMPF-ka 1SG.POSS-heart-a eat-TR-1PL
‘But I think we had to eat them. . . ’
(Matthewson 2005, (248) p98)

No example of the type of (131) has been found with the epistemic adverb sx̌@k.
This is possibly due to the fact that sx̌@k is mainly used as a disambiguating
expression (forcing a possibility reading) with the epistemic enclitics.
The second example combines the epistemic enclitic -k’a with the participantexternal predicate xw ĳan’. The scope hypothesis is also respected.
(132)

ĳáz-k’a s´@naĳ kw -a-s
xw ĳan’-tumúì-as
˙
NEG-k’a though DET-IMPF-3SG.POSS allow-1PL-3SG
kw -@t-wá
waĳ q’ı́q’ìil k@nátiĳ sáy’s@z’
DET-1PL.SBJ-IMPF IMPF run
DEIC
play
‘Even though we weren’t supposed to, we ran around everywhere playing.’
(Matthewson 2005, (137) p202)

It remains to be checked whether combinations of the second form are possible.
Epistemic and participant-internal modals
The following examples combine the epistemic enclitic -k@ì with the circumﬁx ka..-a. However, Demirdache (1997, p112) argues that causative roots with ka-. . . -a
under a modal operator (be it -k@ì or -k’a) get an ability reading.
(133)

a.

b.

c.

-k@ì ti sq’úm’c-a ti tw´@w’w’@t-a
ka-s@k-s-as-á
ka-hit-TR-(3SG-)3SG-a -k@ì DET ball-DET DET boy-DET
‘The boy will/might be able to hit the ball.’
(Demirdache 1997, (24-a))
ka-Quy’t-kán-a -k@ì. . .
ka-sleep-1SG-a -k@ì
‘I might be able to sleep. . . ’
(Davis et al. 2006, (20) p7)
ka-q’w @ì-kan-á-kì
ka-scorch-1SG-a-k@ì
‘I might get scorched.’
(van Eijk 1997, p17)

The natural interpretation of those sentences has the epistemic modal having
scope over the participant-internal one. I have not found any of the other possible
combinations in the literature but the following examples were provided by my
informant.
(134)

(Davis, pc)
a. sx̌@k
ka-nas-kan-á k@ì
perhaps ka-go-1SG-a k@ì
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b.

c.

‘Maybe I’ll be able to go.’
huz’ k’a h@m’ t’uĳ ka-tsúkw -s-asa-a natcw
AUX k’a h@m’ PART ka-ﬁnish-3SG-CAUS tomorrow
‘He should be able to ﬁnish that tomorrow.’
ka-úts’qĳ-a
ay t’uĳ n-sxw ákw @kw kw -á-su
NEG PART 1SG.POSS-heart DET-NOM+IMPF-2SG.POSS ka-go.out-a
gap
ì-as
when-IMPF.3SBJ evening
‘I don’t think you’re going to be able to go out this evening.’

As expected, all the examples follow the scope hypothesis.
Participant-external and participant-internal
The only example found combines an irrealis -ka with the participant-internal
circumﬁx:
(135)

ka-qw usxit-án-a-ka
ka-shoot-1SG.SBJ-a-ka
‘I wish I could shoot it.’

(van Eijk 1997, 32.3.2(e))

In (van Eijk 1997, 32.5 p213-215), the contrast between enclitics (in particular
-ka) after the indicative or the subjunctive is discussed. I already mentioned that
-ka can have other readings, for instance, in combination with the subjunctive as
in (135) ‘it generally expresses a wish’ (van Eijk 1997, p213). Following the series
of examples provided in (van Eijk 1997, p214), it seems reasonable to assume
that the following combination involving the indicative, and thus a participantexternal reading, is possible:
(136)

ka-qw usxit-(ì)kan-a-ka
ka-shoot-1SG-a-ka
‘I should be able to shoot it.’

The participant-internal circumﬁx can combine with the lexical verb xw @c’@n.
However in this case, the verb does not express a deontic meaning but its base
lexical meaning.
(137)

ta sq´@qy’@cw -a
ka-xw ´@ts’-s-an-a
cw ĳay t’uĳ kw-s
NEG PART DET-NOM ka-force-CAUS-1SG.ERG-a DET boy-DET
kw-s
n-skuzaĳ
nas-ts
skul inátcw as
1SG.POSS-child DET-NOM go-3POSS school yesterday
‘I couldn’t force my son to go to school yesterday.’
(Davis, pc)

Finally, we can conclude that the scope hypothesis seems to be valid for Lillooet
although some combinations are not yet accounted for. Or in order to be on the
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safe side, we can at least conclude that the hypothesis is surely not invalidated
by the Lillooet data.

2.5

Turkish

Turkish is an agglutinative language spoken mainly in Turkey. The standard word
order is SOV. The Turkish language has ﬁve suﬃxes for case, the accusative -(y)I,
the dative -(y)A, the locative -DA, the ablative -DAn and the genitive -(n)In/-Im.
Turkish has a rich set of TAM markers and a rich verbal morphology as can be
seen in ﬁgure 2.6. The negative marker -mA occurs on the verb before the TAM
markers (except the ability marker). The upper case vowels and consonants in
1
2
3
-(y)A -(y)Abil
-DI
(ability/possibility) (perfective)
-mIş (perfective/
evidential)
-sA
(conditional)
-mAlI
(obligative)
aorist
future
imperfective

4
5
-(y)DI
-DIr
(past copula) (generalizing
-(y)mIş
modality)
(evidential
copula)
-(y)sA
(conditional
copula)

Figure 2.5: Order of some co-occuring tense/aspect/modality markers
ﬁgure 2.6 signal the use of vowel harmony and consonant alternation respectively
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, p22-23 & 43). The upper case D consonant stands for
the voiceless/voiced pair ‘t’/‘d’ (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, p43). If the preceding
consonant is voiceless,52 ‘t’ is used and otherwise ‘d’ is used. The following table
represent the diﬀerent vowels of the Turkish language (see (Lewis 1975, p15-18)
and (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, p10)).
Unrounded
Back
Front

Rounded

Non-high

High

Non-high

High

a
e

ı
i

o
ö

u
ü

The vowel harmony of suﬃxes then comes in two types depending on the preceding
vowel: I-type and A-type.
52

The voiceless consonants of Turkish are: ‘p’, ‘t’, ‘k’, ‘f’, ‘h’, ‘ç’, ‘ş’ and ‘s.’
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Preceding vowel

I-type suﬃx

A-type suﬃx

a, ı
o, u
e, i
ö, ü

ı
u
i
ü

a
a
e
e

For instance, the obligative suﬃx -mAlI can take two forms. The ﬁrst one, -malı,
is attached to verbal stems like oku- ‘read’: the last vowel of the stem is a u, thus
the A becomes a a, which turns the I into ı. The second, -meli, is attached to
stems like gel- ‘come’ where the only vowel e induces A to be realized by e and
thus I by i.
I’ll assume with (Cinque 2001) that the Mirror Principle is correct, that is, “an
outer suﬃx corresponds to a functional head higher than that corresponding to
an inner suﬃx.” Therefore with respect to table 2.6, a complex Verb-(y)Abil-sA
with the ability and conditional suﬃxes is interpreted as If able to Verb.
Finally, Turkish sentences come in two types: nominal and verbal sentences.
The predicate of verbal sentences is a verb, as in (138-a), whereas in the case of a
nominal sentence it can be a noun, as in (138-b), an adjectival or a postpositional
phrase.
(138)

a.

b.

2.5.1

Bir mektup yaz-dı-m
a letter write-PERF-1SG
‘I wrote a letter.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (12) p141)
Necla öğretmen.
Necla teacher
‘Necla is a teacher.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (6) p120)

Turkish modal system

The Turkish modal system is ‘unfortunately’ too rich to be explained in a couple
of pages. I will therefore present the main representatives of each modality type
but will not aim at exhaustivity.
Participant-internal modality
Participant-internal
Suﬃx
-(y)A/-(y)Abil
The participant-internal suﬃx comes in two distinct forms dependent on their
position with respect to the negation marker: -(y)A occurs before, and -(y)Abil
occurs after the negation marker -mA.53 The suﬃx can express all types of ability,
53

I will gloss both markers as -abil throughout this section.
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that is, learned ability as in (139-a), but also abilities due to external circumstances as in (139-b).54
(139)

a.

b.

(140)

a.

b.

oku-yabil-ir-im
read-ABIL-AOR-1SG
‘I am able to read.’
(Kornﬁlt 1997, 2.1.3.4.7)
Hasan gelecek kış
üniversite-ye gid-ebil-ecek
Hasan next winter university-DAT go-ABIL-FUT
‘Hasan will be able to go to the university next winter.’
(Kornﬁlt 1997, 2.1.3.2.2)
anlı-ya-mı-yor
understand-ABIL-NEG-AOR
‘He cannot understand.’
kal-a-ma-m
Bugün ev-de
today home-LOC stay-ABIL-NEG-AOR.1SG
‘I can’t stay home today.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (5) p120)

The negation can also scope under the ability suﬃx to express the ability, or
freedom, not to perform an action.
(141)

söyle-me-yebil-mek
say-NEG-ABIL-INF
‘to be able not to say’

(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (90) p345)

Notice that combinations of the ability suﬃx with unaccusative verbs, as korkmak
‘to fear’ or düşmek ‘to fall,’ are mostly odd, except in the present tense with an
epistemic interpretation (Savaşır 1986).
Finally the lexical constructions kadir olmak and muktedir olmak combining a
noun meaning ‘able, capable’ and the auxiliary olmak can also be used to express
participant-internal modality. I will however concentrate on the suﬃx of ability.
Participant-external modality
Participant-external
Deontic
Goal-oriented
-(y)Abil
-mAlI
Lexical constructions gerek(-mek)
lazım
zorunda
izin verilmek
müsaade edilmek
Suﬃx

54

-(y)Abil
-mAlI
gerek(-mek)
lazım
zorunda

The external circumstance is for instance Hasan’s admission to the university.
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Suﬃxes Göksel and Kerslake (2005, p352) suggest that -mAlI is mostly used
deontically, i.e. to express “an obligation perceived or imposed by the speaker.”
However, the suﬃx is used to express all kinds of participant-external modality:
deontic, weak deontic/advice and goal-oriented. First, example (142-a) shows
a typical deontic use of -mAlI. In sentence (142-b), the suﬃx takes scope over
negation and is interpreted consequently as ‘must/should not’ licensing a deontic/advice interpretation.
(142)

a.

b.

oku-malı-y-ız
read-NEC-COP-1PL.
‘We must read.’
yapıl-ma-malı-dır
be.done-NEG-NEC-GM
‘It should not be done.’

(Kornﬁlt 1997, 2.1.3.4.6)

The goal-oriented use of -mAlI is exempliﬁed in the following sentences. Sentence
(143-a) is taken from instructions on how to preserve food and (143-b) shows a
more traditional goal-oriented use with a want-conditional. Notice that sentence
(143-a) involves a passive under the necessity modal yielding a generic reading.
The necessity is obviously not imposed on the preserve but on the implicit agent
‘if one wants to kill all bacteria, one has to cook the preserve well.’
(143)

a.

b.

Konserve iyi pişir-il-meli
preserve well cook-PASS-NEC
‘The preserve must be cooked well.’
(Corcu 2003, (8a))
bunu
Batı Rusya’nın tavrını değiştirmek istiyorsa
want-AOR-COND this
west Russia’GEN attitude change
anla-malı.
understand-NEC
‘If the west wants to change Russia’s behaviour, it has to understand that.’

The necessity suﬃx can also be used in a compound construction above the perfect
suﬃx, i.e. -mIş olmalı.
(144)

6.30’a
kadar yola çık-mış ol-malı-yız.
6.30’LOC by
set oﬀ-PERF AUX-NEC-1PL
‘We must be on the road by 6.30.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (181) p366)

The suﬃx -(y)Abil can also be used for all participant-external meanings. In
sentence (145-a) it expresses deontic modality and sentence (145-b) shows that
the negative suﬃx in its deontic interpretation expresses a prohibition.
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bilgisayar-ım-ı
ne zaman ist-er-sen
computer-1SG.POSS-ACC when
want-AOR-2SG.COND
kullan-ABIL-ir-im
use-ABIL-AOR-2SG
‘You can use my computer whenever you like.’
[I give you permission.]
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (99) p347)
Burada otur-a-maz-sınız
here
sit-ABIL-NEG.AOR-2PL
‘You can’t sit here.’ [I/We don’t allow it.]
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (100) p347)

The following sentence exempliﬁes a goal-oriented use of the suﬃx. The goaloriented modal element is embedded under the adverb acaba expressing ‘I wonder
(if)’ (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, p308).
(146)

için acaba ne
kışın
üşü-mesi
Anne-m-in
mother-1SG.POSS-GEN in.winter be.cold-NEG-mAsI için wonder what
yap-ABIL-iriz?
do-ABIL-AOR.1PL
‘I wonder what we can do so that my mother won’t be cold in the
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (81) p479)
winter?’55

Lexical constructions There are two types of lexical constructions for participantexternal modality, one for necessity and one for possibility.56 First, the necessity lexical constructions all express deontic and goal-oriented notions like -mAlI.
However, whereas -mAlI was said to lean towards the deontic end of participantexternal modality, those lexical constructions are mainly used for non-deontic
modality (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, p235): they “present an objective obligation, that is, one arising from external factors operating independently of the
speaker.” These constructions involve a lexical element such as gerek or lazım
55

The purpose clause -mAsI için ‘in order for, so that’ is used when the clause has an overt
separate subject; -mAk için ‘in order to’ is used when the subject of the purpose clause is the
same as that of the superordinate clause (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, p479).
56
There is also an interesting evaluative conditional construction that indirectly relates to
participant-external modality:
(i)

Bugün burada temizlik yap-ıl-sa
iyi ol-ur
today here
cleaning do-PASS-COND good AUX-AOR
‘It would be good if some cleaning were done here today.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (40) p495)

This construction is used “to express an evaluation (usually positive) of a certain possible action,
often with the strong implication that the speaker wants or expects this action to be performed”
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, p495). This construction can thus be used to express strong advice
or a polite order.
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meaning ‘necessary’, or zorunda meaning ‘compulsion’57 and a non-ﬁnite clause
denoting the action that is necessary.58
(147)

a.

b.

Ankara’ya git-me-m
lazım/gerek.
Ankara’DAT go-INF-1SG.POSS necessary
‘I have to go to Ankara.’59
Ankara’ya git-mek zorunda-yım
Ankara-DAT go-INF compulsion-1SG
‘I have to/am obliged to go to Ankara.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (118d) p351)

The gloss of sentence (147-b) makes it clear that a deontic reading is possible.
This is also the case for the other lexical constructions. The sentences in (148)
show that gerek can be used with the usual deontic/advice interpretation.
(148)

a.

b.

gerek-ecek.
Ahmet-in gel-me-si
Ahmet-GEN come-INF-3SG.POSS necessary-FUT
‘Ahmet will have to come.’
(Wilson and Saygın 2001, (28))
gerek.
Doktora görün-me-si
doctor see-INF-3SG.POSS necessary
‘She should see a doctor.’
(Corcu 2003, (11))

Finally, the following sentence illustrates a traditional goal-oriented reading with
a want-conditional and the lexical item zorunda.
(149)

azalt-mak isti-yor-sa,
Koalisyon, stratejik risk-ler-i
coalition strategic risk-PL-ACC reduce-INF want-IMPF-COND
operasyonel risk-ler-i
üstlen-mek zorunda.
operational risk-PL-ACC assume-INF have.to
‘The coalition, if it wants to reduce the strategic risks, must assume the
operational risks.’
(BBC’s Turkish press review, 03/04/2003)

The last lexical constructions are only used for deontic possibility and combine
a noun meaning permission with a (passivized) verb meaning ‘to give, to do’: izin
57

This lexical element is actually more complex: it is composed of the noun zor meaning
‘compulsion,’ a noun compound and the locative case -DA.
58
There is also a lexical construction for prohibition with yasak olmak :
(i)

59

90 gün içinde yasak
olu-yor
90 days in
prohibited AUX-AOR
‘It will be prohibited in 90 days.’
Literally: “My going to Ankara is necessary.”
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verilmek and müsaade edilmek ‘to be allowed.’60
(150)

‘to be allowed’
a. izin
permission
b. müsaade
permission

ver-il-mek
give-PASS-INF
ed-il-mek
do-PASS-INF

Notice that those lexical constructions expressing permission can be used under
the deontic suﬃx -mAlI as in the following example.
(151)

savaş-ı bitir-me-si-ne
izin
Bush’un terör-le
Bush’GEN terror-INSTR war-ACC ﬁnish-INF-3SG.POSS-DAT permission
ver-il-meli
give-PASS-NEC
‘Bush must be allowed to ﬁnish the war on terror.’
(BBC’s Turkish press review, 01/11/2004)

Epistemic modality
Epistemic
Verbal constructions Adverbs
olmalı
olması gerek/lazım
olsa gerek
olabilir

herhalde
belki
galiba

Suﬃx
-(y)Abil

Epistemic modality can be expressed through several means: with some adverbs,
with verbal constructions and with suﬃxes.
Adverbs I will ﬁrst present some adverbs (but notice that the list is far from
exhaustive). The adverb herhalde of sentence (152-a) means ‘perhaps, probably,
presumably, I expect;’ belki of sentence (152-b) means ‘perhaps, maybe’ and galiba
means ‘probably, perhaps, I think’ as in (152-c).
(152)

a.

b.
60

vardır
herhalde.
Telefon numaram siz-de
telephone number you-DAT exist-GM perhaps
‘I expect you’ve got my telephone number.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (27) p218)
belki şarkı söyl-üyor-du
Abla-m
sister-1SG.POSS maybe song sing-IMPF-PAST

The active forms of these constructions are respectively izin vermek and müsaade etmek
‘to give permission.’
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c.

‘Maybe my sister was singing songs.’
(Wilson and Saygın 2001, (25))
Galiba daha çok çalış-malı-sın
probably more
work-NEC-2SG
‘Perhaps, you should work harder.’
(Corcu 2003, (6d))

Verbal constructions All the verbal constructions involve a suﬃxed form of
the auxiliary ol-. The ﬁrst construction combines the auxiliary with the necessity
suﬃx olmalı and expresses ‘an inference drawn about a past or present event
or state from strong circumstantial evidence’ (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, 344).
Sentence (153-a) is a nominal sentence but this construction can also be used
with a compound verb form involving a verb suﬃxed with the perfective -mIş as
in (153-b) or the progressive (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, p364).
(153)

a.

b.

ol-malı-lar
Kapı aşık, ev-de
door open home-LOC AUX-NEC-3PL
‘The door’s open; they must be home.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (87) p345)
Kayseri’yi gör-müş ol-malı-yım ama. . .
Kayseri’ACC see-PERF AUX-NEC-1SG but
‘I must have seen Kayseri but. . . ’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (176) p365)

The second construction involves the participant-external construction -mA-POSS
gerek/lazım of example (148) with the auxiliary ol- and, when used in the third
person form, it expresses a ‘strong assumption based upon knowledge or other
relevant facts’ (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, p344).
(154)

Bu saatt-e Ali’nin iş-te
ol-ma-sı
lazım.
this hour-DAT Ali’GEN work-LOC AUX-INF-3SG.POSS necessary
‘Ali must be at work at this hour.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (85) p344)

The third construction expresses probability and combines the conditional form
of the auxiliary ol- with the lexical item gerek ‘necessary.’
(155)

a.

b.

gerek.
En iyisi bu ol-sa
most good this AUX-COND necessary
‘This one is probably the best.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (83) p344)
matkap kullanıyor ol-sa
gerek
yukarı-da birisi
use-IMPF AUX-COND necessary
above-LOC someone drill
‘Someone upstairs must be using a drill.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (189) p368)
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The construction can be nominal as in (155-a) or form a compound with a lexical
verb as in (155-b). In the last case, the embedded verb can be suﬃxed with the
perfective or the progressive. In both cases, the judgment is made at speech time
but about a past or present situation respectively (this is also the case for olmalı
in example (153)).
Finally, the last construction is a possibility variant with the auxiliary verb
suﬃxed by -Abil. It is used to express epistemic possibility and just as with
the other constructions, it combines with an embedded verb suﬃxed with the
perfective or the progressive.
(156)

a.

b.

ol-ABIL-ir
Ali’nin patronu onu sev-mi-yor
him like-NEG-IMPF AUX-ABIL-AOR
Ali’GEN boss
‘It’s possible Ali’s boss doesn’t like him.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (190) p368)
Hatice’ye göster-miş
Ayşe bu fotoğraf-ı
Ayşe this photograph-ACC Hatice’DAT show-PERF
ol-ABIL-ir
AUX-ABIL-AOR
‘Ayşe may have shown this photograph to Hatice.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (177) p365)

Suﬃx The suﬃx -Abil can be used to express epistemic possibility (and even
counterfactuality when combined with the past copula (Göksel and Kerslake 2005,
(35) 12.1.1.3)).61 Usually it then combines with the aorist as in sentence (157-a),
and sometimes even with the future suﬃx as in (157-b).
(157)

a.

b.

Yağmur yağ-ma-yabil-ir
rain
rain-NEG-ABIL-AOR
‘It may not rain.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (104) p348)
birkaç yıl sonra yık-ıl-ABIL-ecek
Bu ev-ler
this house-PL some year later destroy-PASS-ABIL-FUT
‘These houses may be demolished in a few years’ time.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (103) p348)

As can be seen in (157-a), the suﬃx -Abil in its epistemic interpretation has scope
over negation as the mirror principle predicts. Furthermore, the pre-negation
ability suﬃx -yA- can yield an epistemic interpretation when it is combined with
the auxiliary ol-. In this case, the negation has scope over the epistemic modal.
61

Notice that the suﬃx -DIr, named ‘generalizing modality marker’ by Göksel and Kerslake
(2005), is often translated as ‘presumably, probably, certainly, must.’ However its use is not
strictly restricted to modality as deﬁned in this dissertation. I will therefore leave its study as
future research.
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(158)

Osman Ankara’da ol-a-maz.
Osman Ankara’LOC AUX-ABIL-NEG
‘Osman can’t be in Ankara.’ (e.g. because I saw him in London an hour
ago)
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (106) p348)

Evidential modality
I will incorporate the evidential suﬃx -mIş in the list of modals because it is
usually analyzed in the semantic literature as an epistemic modal with a presupposition on the evidence used for its evaluation (see for example (Izvorski 1997)).
Evidential
Suﬃx
-mIş
The suﬃx -mIş is usually translated as ‘apparently, it seems.’ First notice that
there are cases when this suﬃx can only express perfectivity (its other possible
interpretation). In particular, it is interpreted as perfective when it is attached
to a predicate followed by an auxiliary as ol- in (156-b).62 The evidential suﬃx
can attach to verb stems up to position 3 in ﬁgure 2.6, as in sentence (159-a),
and to nominals as in (159-b).
(159)

a.

b.

anl-ıyor-muş-sun
understand-IMPF-miş-2SG
‘Apparently you understand/understood.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, p85)
evim-miş
my.house-EV.COP
‘It is/was apparently my house.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, p85)

62

The suﬃx is also interpreted as a perfect when it occurs under the past copular suﬃx -(y)DI
as in (i-a) or under the conditional one -(y)sA as in (i-b), or under the generalizing modality
suﬃx -DIr as in (i-c), (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, p80):
(i)

a.

b.

c.

başla-mış-tı-k
start-PERF-PAST.COP-1PL
‘We had started.’
anla-ma-mış-sa
understand-NEG-PERF-COND.COP
‘If he has not understood’
gör-müş-ler-dir
see-PERF-3PL-GM
‘They must have seen [it].’
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This suﬃx is used in two distinct situations as an evidential marker. It can be
used both as a reportative and as an inferential. The ﬁrst case corresponds to a
situation where the material embedded under the suﬃx has been obtained from
some other source (person, newspaper, etc.). Notice that the suﬃx is then to be
used mandatorily. The following conversation makes this clear.
(160)

(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (134) p356-357)
biraz rahatsız
a. (Ayşe, to Çiğdem): Anne-m
mother-1SG.POSS some ill
‘My mother is not very well.’
biraz
b. (Çiğdem, to Nesrin): Ayşe’nin anne-si
Ayşe’GEN mother-3SG.POSS some
rahatsız-mış
ill-miş
‘It seems Ayşe’s mother is not very well.’

The second use of the evidential suﬃx is in inferential statements, that is, when
the speaker wants to express that the embedded sentence is not based on direct
evidence but is the result of reasoning or inference as in example (161). Notice that, as can be expected, the negation scopes and is interpreted under the
evidential element.
(161)

yan-ım-a
al-ma-mış-ım.
Gözlüğ-üm-ü
glasses-1SG.POSS-ACC side-1SG.POSS-DAT have-NEG-miş-1SG
‘I seem not to have my glasses with me.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (140) p358)

Conclusion
The Turkish modal system has several interesting properties. First, the system of
suﬃx markers implements naturally the scope order of modal elements. Basically,
the participant-internal suﬃx occurs under the participant-external or epistemic
one and those in turn occur under the evidential suﬃx. I will go into more details about those combinations in the next section. Second, ﬁgure 2.7 suggests
a full polyfunctionality of the modal system. I will follow (van der Auwera and
Ammann 2005) and (van der Auwera et al. 2005, 253-254) and disregard the
speciﬁc syntactic constructions needed to express a particular type of modality.
That is, I will claim that although the suﬃx -mAlI is essentially a participantexternal suﬃx, its interpretation as epistemic in verbal constructions with the
auxiliary ol- qualiﬁes it as a polyfunctional element. In the same way, although
gerek is mainly used for participant-external modality, its use in the epistemic
verbal construction olsa gerek illustrates its polyfunctionality. Therefore, I will
disregard the fact that a particular interpretation is linked to a particular syntactic construction and thus I will consider the Turkish modal system as fully
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Participant-internal

Suﬃx

-(y)A/-(y)Abil

Participant-external
Deontic

Goal-oriented

-(y)A/-(y)Abil
-mAlI

-(y)A/-(y)Abil
-mAlI

Adverbs

Epistemic

-(y)A/-(y)Abil
herhalde
belki
olmalı
olması gerek
olabilir

Verbal
constructions
Lexical
constructions

gerek(-mek)
lazım
zorunda
izin verilmek
müsaade edilmek

gerek(-mek)
lazım
zorunda

Figure 2.6: The Turkish modal system
polyfunctional.

2.5.2

Combinations of modal items

Evidential modality
As ﬁgure 2.6 shows, the evidential marker can scope over both participant-internal
and external suﬃxes and over epistemic ones. This is illustrated in the following
examples.
(162)

a.

b.

c.

Oku-yabil-ecek-miş
read-ABIL-FUT-EV.COP
‘Apparently he will be able to read [it].’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (12) p78)
oku-malı-ymış-ız
read-NEC-EV.COP-1PL
‘[They say that] we have to read.’
(Kornﬁlt 1997, (1293) p373)
Hasan orada olmalı-ymış
Hasan there AUX.NEC-EV.COP
‘[They say that] Hasan must be there.’ (Margreet Dorleijn, p.c.)

Sentence (162-a) combines the evidential suﬃx with the ability suﬃx -(y)Abil ;
sentence (162-b) shows the participant-external suﬃx -mAlI under -mIş and
(162-c) combines the evidential with the epistemic necessity construction olmalı.
In all those examples, the evidential has scope over the other modal element.
I have not found any combinations involving the evidential suﬃx and modal
adverbs. It is however diﬃcult to imagine the interpretation that would obtain
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from such a combination and I will actually assume that such combinations are at
best marginal. I will ﬁrst give an example of what such a combination could mean.
Faller (2002, p249) argues for instance that in Quechua the modal enclitic -puni
expressing ‘high certainty’ and the reportative evidential -si can be combined
and express their meaning relative to the embedded proposition independently of
each other.
(163)

qu-rqa-n.
Pilar-qa t’anta-ta-puni-s irqi-ta-qa
Pilar-TOP bread-ACC-puni-si child-ACC-TOP give-PST1-3SG
p=‘It was bread that Pilar gave to the child’
certainly p and speaker was told that p
(Faller 2002, (215a) p249)

However, the situation in Turkish is not similar to that in Quechua. In particular, sentence (162-c) exempliﬁes the same suﬃx/enclitic combination as sentence
(163) but is unambiguously interpreted with the evidential having scope over the
epistemic. Therefore the epistemic judgment is assigned to the original source of
the reportative. In Turkish, the modal adverbs and the evidential suﬃx are performative (Nuyts 2001) in the sense that they involve the speaker’s commitment.
For this reason, I do not expect them to be used (unambiguously) in the same
sentence.
Epistemic and participant-internal
I will now turn to combinations of epistemic elements with participant-internal
modals.
(164)

a.

b.

c.

ikna
ed-e-me-yebil-ir-im.
Coşkun’u
Coşkun’ACC persuasion AUX-ABIL-NEG-ABIL-AOR-1SG
‘I may not be able to persuade Coşkun.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (105) p348)
oku-yabil-miş ol-ABIL-ir
read-ABIL-PERF AUX-ABIL-AOR
‘He might have been able to read.’
(Cinque 2001, (10c))
Belki bunca zamandan sonra birbirimizi
perhaps so.much time
after each.other
tanı-ya-ma-yız
recognize-ABIL-NEG-1PL
‘Maybe we won’t be able to recognize each other after all this time.’
(Göksel and Kerslake 2005, (94) p346)

In sentence (164-a), two ability suﬃx are combined on the same verbal stem.
Unsurprisingly, the outer suﬃx is interpreted as epistemic and the inner one
as participant-internal. The epistemic verbal construction olabilir in sentence
(164-b) has an embedded verbal stem with the ability suﬃx and sentence (164-c)
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exempliﬁes a combination with the epistemic adverb belki. All those examples are
interpreted with the epistemic item having scope over the participant-internal one.
Epistemic and participant-external
I will ﬁrst present some combinations involving the epistemic modal adverbs.
Those adverbs have sentential scope and express the speaker’s judgment. All the
combinations in example (165) have thus an epistemic adverb with scope over a
participant-external modal.
(165)

a.

b.

c.

Herhalde daha çok çalış-malı-sın
perhaps more
work-NEC-2SG
‘Perhaps you should work harder.’
(Corcu 2003, (7))
Bunlar-dan daha sonra söz
et-meli belki
these-from much later remark AUX-NEC perhaps
‘Maybe those should be mentioned later.’
(Corcu 2003, (17))
gerek
Herhalde taşın-ma-mız
perhaps move-INF-1PL.POSS necessary
‘Perhaps, we must move.’
(Corcu 2003, (18))

The ﬁrst two sentences, (165-a) and (165-b), contain respectively the adverbs
herhalde and belki and the participant-external suﬃx -mAlI. The last example
is a sentence with the lexical item gerek. The following sentence exempliﬁes a
diﬀerent type of combination with the epistemic verbal construction olabilir.
(166)

Hasan oku-yabil ol-ABIL-ir
Hasan read-abil AUX-ABIL-AOR.
‘Hasan might be allowed to read.’

(Margreet Dorleijn, p.c.)

All the epistemic verbal constructions have scope over participant-external elements. Finally the two suﬃxes -mAlI and -(y)Abil can be combined to yield an
epistemic over participant-external reading (see also (168-b)).
(167)

dans ed-ebil-meli-siniz
dance do-ABIL-NEC-2PL
‘You must be allowed to dance!’

Participant-external and participant-internal
The markers for participant-internal modality -(y)Abil and -(y)A combine with
the lexical construction with gerek but also with the suﬃx -mAlI in agreement
with ﬁgure 2.6.
(168)

a.

oku-yabil-me-si
gerek-iyor.
Rusya’yı
Russian’ACC read-ABIL-INF-3SG.POSS necessary-IMPF
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‘It’s necessary to be able to read Russian.’
oku-yabil-meli-yiz
read-ABIL-NEC-1PL
‘We must be able to read.’
(Margreet Dorleijn, p.c.)

As expected, the interpretation follows the scope order participant-external >
participant-internal and the Turkish modal system can be said to respect the
general scope hypothesis for modality.

2.6

Tuvaluan

Tuvaluan is a Polynesian language belonging to the Samoic-Outlier subgroup
and mainly spoken in Tuvalu (former Ellice Islands, consisting of nine islands).
It has few morphological processes and can therefore be considered an isolating
language.
Tuvaluan is a prepositional language, i.e. the noun precedes the adjective and
the head precedes the relative clause and its basic word order is VSO (although
word orders such as OVS and SV(S)O are also possible, in particular to mark
focus or topic). In VSO sentences, an ergative-absolutive pattern of case marking
is used (marked by prepositional markers):
V
S
Intransitive Verb ∅/a
(169)

O
Subject

ABS

Transitive Verb

nee
ERG

Subject

∅/a

Direct Object

ABS

The general pattern is that the ergative preposition marks the post-verbal subjects (and pronominal traces) of transitive verbs whereas the transitive subject
in preverbal position is marked for the absolutive case. Direct objects are always
marked for absolutive case (i.e. even in preverbal position).
(170)

S
∅/a
ABS

Subject

V
(S)
Transitive Verb nee
ERG

O
trace ∅/a

Direct Object

ABS

Tuvaluan has several possibilities for subordination. I will only present three of
those constructions; the ones that are used in raising constructions. The choice of
the strategy of subordination is dependent on the matrix verb used. Raising verbs
(among which are the modal verbs) select the following types of complements (all
of which are verb-initial). The ﬁrst type is marked by the complementizer o which
introduces a non-ﬁnite sentential complement. Most examples in this section use
this strategy. The second marker is the subjunctive complementizer kee which can
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be used interchangeably with o (with subtle syntactic and semantic diﬀerences)
and also introduces non-ﬁnite complements, see (186-a). Finally the subordinate
clause can be apposed to the right of the superordinate clause, the complement
clause is then ﬁnite, see for instance (186-a) and (194). The language lacks a
passive and an anti-passive construction.
The Tuvaluan language has a set of negators able to express sentence as well
as constituent negation (Besnier 2000, p177). The negators follow the tenseaspect markers, conjunctions and the possible complementizers. The only hard
constraint is that the negator must precede the negated element. Of course, this
doesn’t mean that all the material following the negator is negated.
[T]he scope of sentence negation is context-dependent, insofar as the
same construction can be used to negate entire propositions, or just
the verb, or particular constituents. (Besnier 2000, p181)
This is illustrated by the following example,
(171)

Au seki fano ki Fiiti i ttausaga koo teka
go to Fiji in the.year INC roll
‘I didn’t go to Fiji last year. [Rather, I stayed here]’
or ‘It wasn’t Fiji I went to last year.’
or ‘It wasn’t last year that I went to Fiji.’ (Besnier 2000, (967) p181)
1SG NEG

Tense, aspect and mood can be expressed though preverbal particles. For instance
a quite frequent aspect particle is koo, the inchoative/perfective particle. The
particle e is for instance used for universal tense (non-past), present tense as well
as for the future as in (172-a), ne is the past particle and kaa and maa are used
for the future as in (172-b) and (172-c) respectively.63
(172)

a.

fano maataeao.
go tomorrow
‘You’re leaving tomorrow.’
(Besnier 2000, (2453) p476)
Koe kaa fano maataeao.
2SG FUT go tomorrow
‘You’ll be leaving tomorrow [if everything goes well].’
(Besnier 2000, (2454) p476)
Koe maa fano maataeao.
2SG PRC go tomorrow
‘You might be leaving tomorrow [if you don’t prevent it].’
(Besnier 2000, (2459) p477)
Koe e

2SG NPAST

b.

c.

Finally, Tuvaluan has a raising rule that is triggered by a restricted set of verbs
63

Notice that Besnier (2000, (1.4.6) p.187) dubs maa the precautionary mood marker due to
its negative connotation.
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(among other modal and aspectual verbs).64 The raising rule is optional, which
is a common feature of the raising rules of the Polynesian languages discussed in
(Chung and Seiter 1980). A quite unusual feature of the rule is that it “can target
noun phrases of any grammatical role and may assign to the raised noun phrase
a wide variety of grammatical cases in the superordinate clause” (Besnier 1988,
p748).65 The following examples show a raised transitive subject in (173-a) and
a raised oblique argument in (173-b) (for a raised intransitive subject and its
non-raised equivalent, see (176)).
(173)

(Besnier 1988, (21c) and (21e) resp.)
ssala
(nee ia) tena manuia
a. Koo ttau Niu o
INC must Niu COMP look.for ERG 3SG his luck
‘Niu must go and seek his fortune.’
faipati au ki ei
b. Koo ttau iaa Niu o
INC must at Niu COMP speak 1SG to ANP
‘I must have a word with Niu.’

This feature sets it apart from the other Polynesian languages which can either
only target subjects (Samoan, Tongan) or subjects and direct objects (Niuean)
(Chung and Seiter 1980, p626-628). Notice that the case marking in the superor64
A ‘comparable’ set of verbs triggers a raising rule in other languages of the Polynesian
family as shown in (Chung and Seiter 1980) for Samoan of the Samoic-Outlier and for Tongan
and Niuean of the Tongic family.
65
It should be noted that the raising analysis proposed by Besnier (2000) (based on (Besnier
1988)) has been contested by (Otsuka 2001). Otsuka (2001) argues along the line of (Otsuka
2000) (for Tongan) that the phenomenon at hand is a case of (empty) operator movement and
that the ‘raised’ NP is actually base-generated as the matrix subject, that is, she argues for the
following structure:

(i)

V NPi [OPi [V proi NP]]

I will however keep the raising analysis for the following reasons. First, (Otsuka 2001) does
not refute the diﬀerent points of the argumentation of (Besnier 1988) in favour of a raising
analysis (i.e. i. the raised NP originates in the subordinate clause, ii. the raised NP is a surface
argument of the superordinate clause and iii. the raising rule is not a deletion rule), although she
posits an analysis that is clearly incompatible with them. Second, Otsuka (2001) acknowledges
that most of the problematic data that she presents for raising would not be accounted for by
the operator movement analysis either. Third, notice that even under an operator movement
analysis the NP that is base-generated as argument of the modal wouldn’t need to be the
subject of the complement clause but could as well be an oblique argument as in (173-b). This
is problematic in its own right as an NP generated from a ﬁxed position should not vary for case
(Otsuka 2001, p353) as happens in (173-a) with the absolutive and (173-b) with oblique case.
Most importantly, both analyses do not give support to a semantic analysis of those sentences
in term of control à la Brennan (1993) which would need the raised argument to be the subject
of the embedded clause (and not an oblique argument as in (173-b)). Finally, raising/operator
movement is clearly optional and a sentence with, for instance, the modal verb ttau and a
sentential complement is grammatical. This would, for the same reason, be highly problematic
for a treatment of dynamic modality in Tuvaluan as proposed in (Brennan 1993).
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dinate clause is partly determined by the raising verb itself (Besnier 2000, p113)
and partly by the semantic constraints in (174).66 For instance, the following
table shows which modal verbs allow for ergative and absolutive case marking
(modiﬁed from (Besnier 1988, p761)).
nee ERG ∅/a ABS
kkaﬁ ‘capable’
mafai ‘possible’
iloa ‘know how to’
maua ‘able to’
ttau ‘must’
talia ‘allow’
(174)

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
?
+
+

(Besnier 1988, p766-767)
(1) “[T]he more oblique the noun phrase in the subordinate clause, the
less likely it is to be raised,”
(2) “the more oblique the noun phrase in the subordinate clause, the
more obliquely marked it will be once raised to the superordinate
clause.”

In this section, all the examples without explicit references to their origin have
been checked with my informant, Niko Besnier.

2.6.1

Tuvaluan modal system

Participant-internal modality
The participant-internal sub-system can be split up in two distinct parts. The
ﬁrst part consists of the items specialized for participant-internal modality: the
lexical verb iloa and the modal verb kkaﬁ ; the second part consists of the modal
verbs maua and mafai that have a participant-external interpretation as well.
Participant-internal
Lexical verbs Modal verbs
iloa

66

kkaﬁ
mafai
maua

This is probably one of the most unusual features of Tuvaluan raising. In particular, it
contrasts sharply with the analysis proposed in (Seiter 1980) for Niuean. According to Seiter
(1980), the (intransitive) raising verb kamata ‘begin’ takes a sentential subject. The raising
rule takes this structure as argument. The subject or direct object is then raised and bears the
grammatical relation that was attributed to the whole sentential complement, i.e. subject, and
therefore gets marked as absolutive.
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The verb iloa expresses ‘to know/to know how’ and is used to express both
learned (sentence (175-a)) and internal ability (sentences (175-b) and (175-c)).
(175)

a.

iloa
nee ia o
faipati faka-Eelise. . .
know-how ERG 3SG COMP speak in.way.of-Ellise
‘She can speak Ellicean. . . ’
(Besnier 2000, (877) p164)
iloa katoa o
kkake tamataene Tuuvalu
E
NPAST know all
COMP climb young.man Tuvalu
‘Tuvaluan young men can all climb [trees].’
(Besnier 2000, (1329) p253)
fano. . .
Te tamaliki teena koo iloa o
the child
that INC know COMP go
‘That child is able to go. . . ’
(Besnier 2000, (2587) p501)
E

NPAST

b.

c.

The verb kkaﬁ ‘can’ (but also ‘to contain’) is used for physical ability (also called
dispositions by Hackl (1998)). As example (208) will show, physical ability goes
hand in hand with a lack of control of the agent on the action denoted by the verb
phrase. This might come as surprising in example (176) where the action is about
climbing a coconut tree. However, the lack of control means that if you were to
question this ability (How come he can climb a coconut tree?), the answers would
be that he can do it because he can do it! Namely, he has two legs, two arms, etc.,
and therefore is capable of climbing a tree. The modal verb is often used with
negation (Besnier 2000, p501) as in sentences (179-b). Kkaﬁ, as the other modal
verbs, is a raising verb, as is shown in (Besnier 1988). As I already mentioned,
raising is optional and therefore both (176-a) and its raising equivalent (176-b)
are grammatical.
(176)

‘Niu is capable of climbing to the top of the coconut tree.’
(Besnier 1988, (10a-b))
kkaﬁ
[o
kake Niu ki luga i te niu
a. E
NPAST capable COMP climb Niu to top at the coconut.tree
teelaa ]
that
kkaﬁ
nee Niu [ o
kake ki luga i te niu
b. E
NPAST capable ERG Niu COMP climb to top at the coconut.tree
teelaa ]
that

Now we turn to modal verbs that can express participant-internal as well as
participant-external meaning. The ﬁrst verb is mafai and is translated as ‘can.’
(177)

a.

E
NPAST

mafai katoa o
kaitaua au kia laatou
COMP angry 1SG to 3PL
can all
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b.

‘I can get angry at them all.’67
(Besnier 2000, (1330) p253)
mafai katoa o
faka-t(t)agi nee au tamaliki kolaa
E
NPAST can all
CNT CAUS-cry ERG 1SG child
those
‘I can make all those children cry.’
(Besnier 2000, (1334) p254)

The second modal verb is maua. It can express learned and physical ability and
its non-modal meaning is ‘have, get, obtain, acquire.’
(178)

Ttamaliki teenaa koo maua nee ia o
saasaale
the.child that INC can ERG 3SG COMP walk
‘That child can already walk.’
(Besnier 2000, (2584) p500)

ation takes scope over all the participant-internal modals. The interpretation follows the surface order, i.e. ‘not able to.’
NEG

(179)

a.

b.

c.

d.

E

see iloa
nee ia o
faipati faka-Eelise. . .
NPAST NEG know-how ERG 3SG COMP speak in.way.of-Ellise
‘She can’t speak Ellicean. . . ’
(Besnier, p.c.)
au o sau ki luga
. . . see kkaﬁ nee
NEG capable ERG 1SG COMP lift to
up
‘[The suitcase is too heavy,] I can’t lift [it] up.’
(Besnier 2000, (562) p102)68
Koe e
see mafai o
puli
i au
2SG NPAST NEG can COMP forgotten at 1SG
‘I cannot forget you.’
(Besnier 2000, (2350) p459)
see maua o
too taku moe
E
NPAST NEG get
COMP fall my sleep
‘I cannot fall asleep.’
(Besnier 1988, (28a))

Of course, a negation can be present in the embedded clause to express ‘able not
to’ as in the following example:
67

The diﬀerent classes of Tuvaluan pronouns (personal, possessive, demonstrative and relative) are arranged along a (mandatorily marked) three-way number distinction: singular, dual
or plural. Furthermore, a distinction is made between inclusion and exclusion (of the addressee)
for ‘non-singular numbers in the ﬁrst person’ (Besnier 2000, p380). The following table represents the simple paradigm of personal pronouns (Besnier 2000, table 2.3 p386),

Singular
Dual
Plural

First-person inclusive

First-person exclusive

Second person

Third person

taaua
taatou

au
maaua
maatou

koe
koulua
koutou

∅, ia
laaua
laatou

For instance, taaua stands for ‘you and I’, whereas taatou stands for ‘you and I and someone
else’, maaua for ‘I and someone other than you’ and maatou for ‘I and at least two other than
you.’
68
Also as (Besnier 2000, (2588) p501).
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E

kkaﬁ
nee ia o
see faka-takavele nee au
NPAST capable ERG 3SG COMP NEG CAUS-defeated ERG 1SG
‘He is capable of not getting defeated by me.’
(Besnier 1988, (25a))

Participant-external modality
This category can be split up in three diﬀerent parts. The ﬁrst one consists of the
Tuvaluan modal verbs that are able to express all the spectrum of participantexternal modality (the possibility modals can also express participant-internal
modality). The second part consists of modal verbs expressing deontic modality
only (mainly borrowings of Samoan). The last part consists of a mood marker
for ‘advice’ and deontic modality.
Participant-external
Deontic
Goal-oriented
Subjunctive marker kee
Modal verbs
mafai
maua
ttau
saoloto, taga, talia
tapu

mafai
maua
ttau

Modal verbs: full range of meanings The modal verbs mafai, maua and
ttau can express all the shades of participant-external modality, i.e. deontic as
well as goal-oriented modality. Sentences (181-a) and (181-b) show the possibility
modals mafai and maua in their permission reading, meaning ‘allowed to,’ and
sentence (181-c) exempliﬁes the necessity modal ttau in its obligation reading.
(181)

a.

b.

c.

aasi atu mo
koo ita
Koo see maua nee au o
INC NEG can ERG 1SG COMP visit DEIC because INC displeased
mai tootou kaaiga
DEIC 3PL.POSS family
‘I am no longer allowed to visit you because your relatives are angry
at me.’
(Besnier 2000, (2585) p500)
A ko ia laa koo ﬁa vau ki ei, a koo see mafai
and FOC 3SG then INC want come to ANP but INC NEG can
laa. . .
then
‘He then wanted to come along, but it wasn’t allowed. . . ’
(Besnier 2000, (2581) p500)
taa nee Vave a
ia loa.
Koo ttau o
PAST must COMP strike ERG Vave COMP 3SG indeed
‘Vave must kill himself.’
(Besnier 2000, (1119) p210)
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Notice in particular that maua and mafai combine again with the negation in a
transparent way, i.e. the interpretation follows the surface order.
Those verbs can also express non-deontic participant-external modality as the
following example shows.
(182)

Konei mea kolaa e
mafai o
gaalue ei taatou moo
these thing those NPAST can COMP work ANP 1PL.I in.order.to
kaaiga
manuia tino o ttou
lucky people of 1PL.I.POSS family
‘These are [some of] the things we can work [on] so that the members
of our families have a good [life].’
(Besnier 2000, (512) p92)

Sentence (182) exempliﬁes the use of mafai in goal-oriented sentences but the
sentence could as well contain maua for another possibility reading or ttau for a
necessity reading. The more traditional form of goal-oriented sentences, involving
a want-conditional, is also possible with all three modal verbs.
(183)

a.

b.

ﬁa fano koe ki Tuvalu, koo ttau koe o
fano
Kaafai e
NPAST want go 2SG to Tuvalu INC must 2SG COMP go
if
i te vaka nei
on the ship this
‘If you want to go to Tuvalu, you have to board this ship.’
ﬁa fano koe ki Tuvalu, koo maua/mafai koe
Kaafai e
NPAST want go 2SG to Tuvalu INC can
2SG
if
o
fano i te vakalele nei
COMP go on the plane
this
‘If you want to go to Tuvalu, you can take this plane.’

Finally, ttau can be used to express weak necessity (wish, advice), as in
(184-a), and it combines with negation, by taking wide scope over it, i.e. to
mean ‘must not’ as example (185) shows.
(184)

a.

b.

(185)

a.

fusi fakatasi.
Maaloo
o te lalolagi koo ttau o
government of the world INC must COMP unite together
‘The world’s governments should all unite.’
(Besnier 2000, (2478) p481)
aavaga kia Evotia
Moonise koo ttau o
Monise INC must COMP marry to Evotia
‘Monise should get married to Evotia.’
(Besnier 2000, (2343) p458)
mea konaa see ttau o
faippatigina peelaa
CNT thing those NEG must COMP speak.TR
thus
‘These things must not be talked about like that.’
(Besnier 2000, (259) p46)
A
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Koe see ttau lele eiloa o
faipati ki ei.
2SG NEG must at-all indeed COMP speak to ANP
‘You must not speak to her at all.’
(Besnier 2000, (1025) p191)

Notice that in sentence (185-a), the subject of the transitivized (by the transitivizer -gina) verb is unexpressed. This construction is often used to express
a general obligation reminiscent of the ‘ought-to-be’ interpretation of deontic
modals of (Feldman 1986).
Modal verbs for deontic modality The ﬁrst specialized modal verb for deontic modality is tapu. It expresses an interdiction. As example (186-b) shows,
it can take a noun phrase as subject.
(186)

a.

b.

koe kee/e
toe faipati i loto i te
Koe koo tapu
2SG INC forbidden 2SG SBJ/NPAST again speak in inside in the
maneapa o te fenua
maneaba of the island.community
‘You mustn’t speak again [publicly] in(side) the island community’s
maneaba.’
(Besnier 2000, (314) p55)
tapu
kkii loa
sau
tusi kiaa Vave.
E
NPAST forbidden very indeed 2SG.POSS letter to Vave
‘You are not to write to Vave.’ [lit.: ‘A letter of yours to Vave is
strictly forbidden’]
(Besnier 2000, (1020) p190)

The other three verbs, talia, taga and saoloto, are all borrowings from Samoan
expressing permission with subtle diﬀerences in meaning. First, the transitive
modal verb talia meaning ‘to allow, allowed, can.’ In its non-modal use, this verb
means ‘to accept, to receive’ (Besnier 2000, p503).
(187)

a.

b.

talia eiloo nee laatou a
Ppaalagi kee mmai o
PAST allow indeed ERG 3PL
CNT Westerner SBJ come COMP
telotou koloa i konei
fakatuu
CAUS.stand 3PL.POSS goods in here
‘They allowed the white people to come and establish their store
here.’
(Besnier 2000, (2599) p503)
pepa folau, koo talia ei koe
Seiloga
kee maua sau
not.unless SBJ get 2SG.POSS paper travel INC allow ANP 2SG
o
fano i te vakalele
COMP go in the plane
‘You won’t be allowed to board the plane unless you have travel
documents.’
(Besnier 2000, (559) p102)
Ne

The two arguments of the modal are (standardly) an ergatively marked subject
and a ‘direct object’ complement clause as in (187-a). However, the subject of the
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subordinate clause might be raised in object position of the superordinate one as
in (187-b). In the same manner as example (185-a), the subject of the modal can
be left unexpressed giving right to a ‘generic’ permission reading as in (187-b),
i.e. an ‘allowed’-reading. Finally, it combines with negation in a transparent way.
(188)

a.

b.

see talia nee ia kee
taa nee tena
aavaga
NPAST NEG allow ERG 3SG COMP strike ERG 3SG.POSS spouse
‘She does not allow her husband to strike [someone else].’
(Besnier 2000, (276) p49)
Koo see toe talia nee au kee foki mai koe ki au me
INC NEG again allow ERG 1SG SBJ return DEIC 2SG to 1SG COMP
iaa
koe e
maasei
COMP 2SG NPAST bad
‘I won’t allow you to come back to [see] me because you’re [a] bad
[person].’
(Besnier 2000, (286) p51)
E

The second verb is the intransitive modal taga which means ‘allowed, permitted.’ The diﬀerence in meaning with talia is that this one “refers frequently
to legal or customary permission that results from an interdiction being lifted”
(Besnier 2000, p503). In the following sentence it is used with a nominalized
clause. It can also be used with the usual o-subordination.
(189)

i te inu kava
Au koo taga
1SG INC allowed in the drink liquor
‘I am of drinking age.’

(Besnier 2000, (2602) p503)

Finally, the intransitive verb saoloto is used in legal contexts and means literally ‘free.’
(190)

saoloto ki loto
i te maneapa.
NPAST free
to middle in the maneaba
‘[He] is allowed inside the maneaba.’
(Besnier 2000, (2605) p503)
E

I have not found examples of the last two modals with negation but I see no
reason to expect any other interpretation than ‘not allowed.’
Mood marker The debitive, subjunctive marker kee can be used to express
orders and advice as ‘should’ (it is also used in imperatives). It takes scope over
negation and cannot be used in goal-oriented sentences.
(191)

a.

b.

Ioane kee manatua mai nee ia au . . .
Ioane SBJ remember DEIC ERG 3SG 1SG . . .
‘Ioane should think of me when. . . ’
(Besnier 2000, (2575) p499)
Koe kee see faipati ki ei
2SG SBJ NEG speak to ANP
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‘You should not speak to her.’
The mood marker commits the speaker to (agreeing with) the source of the advice
or order, i.e. it is performative in the sense of (Nuyts 2001).
Epistemic modality
Epistemic
Lexical verbs Modal verbs
iku

ttau
ailoga
taumate

Adverbs
kaati
aati
laa

Epistemic modality can be expressed both with verbs and adverbs. There are
two markers for epistemic necessity: the verb iku ‘come to a conclusion, end up’
(interpreted as epistemic/inferential ‘must’) and the modal verb ttau. The verb
iku can take an o-complement clause, as in (192-a), or a ﬁnite apposed clause as
in (192-b).
(192)

a.

b.

c.

iku
o
vaia te penitiini.
NPAST end-up COMP watery the benzene
‘The petrol must have water in it.’
(Besnier 2000, (2578) p499)
iku
e
nofo i loto i te manu.
Telotou vaka e
3PL.POSS canoe NPAST end-up NPAST stay in inside in the school
‘Their canoe must be in the middle of the school of bonitos.’
(Besnier 2000, (2579) p499)
lima sefulu ana
tausaya
Koo ttau o
INC must COMP ﬁve ten
3SG.POSS years
‘He must be 50 years old.’
E

The other two modal verbs, see taumate ‘probably’ and ailoga ‘unlikely’, express a
(negative) notion of probability. The verb taumate which is a Samoan borrowing
can only be used in combination with negation with the meaning ‘probably’, ‘it’s
not unlikely.’
(193)

E
NPAST

see taumate koo ne matea nee koe te vaegaa aamioga
PERF see
ERG 2SG the kind+of behaviour
probable

teenaa.
that
‘You probably have witnessed this kind of behaviour.’
(Besnier 2000, (1008) p188)
(194)

E
NPAST

ailoga laa koe e
fano i te vaka nei
unlikely then 2SG NPAST go on the ship this
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‘It’s unlikely that you’ll be leaving on this boat trip.’
(Besnier 2000, (295) p52)
Sentence (194) also contains the downtoner laa. This adverbial hedge is postposed
to the material it modiﬁes and is sometimes translated as then. It can by itself
have an epistemic reading, as in (195), but is often associated with other epistemic
items such as ailoga in (194) or the modal adverbs kaati/aati, as in (196-a) and
(196-b) respectively.69
(195)

Koo ﬃu
laa
i koopai mo sua masi
tired.of perhaps at porridge and soup cabin.biscuit
‘[She]’s probably had it with porridge and cabin biscuit soup.’
(Besnier 2000, (1546) p298)
INC

Finally, the modal adverbs kaati and aati express epistemic possibility. Note that
the use of the downtoner laa is not mandatory. Furthermore, sentence initial
kaati/aati cannot appear in the scope of negation.
(196)

a.

b.

soli
tuulaafono laa,. . .
Kaati ne
then
perhaps NPAST transgress law
‘Perhaps he had transgressed a law,. . . ’ (Besnier 2000, (249) p43)
ppoi,
nee?
Aati
laa se vaegaa kaaiga peelaa e
perhaps then a kind.of family thus NPAST stage.fright right
‘Perhaps stage fright runs in the family, right?’
(Besnier 2000, (2611) p505)

Conclusion
Participant-internal

Participant-external
Deontic

Goal-oriented

Adverbs
Verbs

iloa
kkaﬁ
mafai
maua

Mood marker

mafai
maua
ttau
saoloto, taga, talia
tapu
kee

Epistemic

mafai
maua
ttau

kaati /aati
laa
iku
ailoga
ttau
taumate

69

It can also modify imperatives, shifting their meaning from orders to suggestions (also in
combination with polite downtoners, i.e. like English please):
(i)

Vau laa!
come then
‘[Why don’t you] come [here]?’

(Besnier 2000, (200) p35)
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One of the main interesting issues concerning the Tuvaluan modal system is its
use of raising verbs across types of modality, i.e. for participant-internal, external and epistemic modality. In particular, it shows that there is no necessary
connection between the possible NP argument of the modal and the bearer of a
particular ability, permission or obligation. Therefore, an analysis of participantinternal/external modality à la Brennan (1993) is not supported for Tuvaluan.
Furthermore, the Tuvaluan modal system is not fully polyfunctional in the sense of
(van der Auwera et al. 2005). The modal verbs that express participant-external
possibility, such as mafai and maua, cannot be used for epistemic modality. However the necessity modal ttau can be used for both participant-external and epistemic modality.

2.6.2

Combinations of modal items

Epistemic and participant-internal modality
Combinations of the epistemic modal adverb kaati (and of the other adverbs) with
participant-internal modality yield the expected scope order: epistemic modality
over participant-internal.
(197)

a.

b.

c.

d.

Kaati e/koo
iloa
nee ia o
faipati
perhaps NPAST/INC know-how ERG 3SG COMP speak
faka-Eelise
in.way.of-Ellice
‘Mayhe s/he can speak Ellicean.’
kkaﬁ
o
kake laatou ki luga i te
Kaati e/koo
perhaps NPAST/INC capable COMP climb 3PL to top at the
niu
teelaa
coconut.tree that
‘Maybe they are able to climb to the top of this coconut tree.’
mafai o
ﬀuti nee Vave te paala
Kaati e/koo
perhaps NPAST/INC can COMP pull ERG Vave the kingﬁsh
teelaa
that
‘Maybe Vave is able to catch that kingﬁsh.’
maua nee Vave o
saasaale
Kaati e/koo
perhaps NPAST/INC can ERG Vave COMP walk
‘Maybe Vave is able to walk (already).’

The adverbs are sentential adverbs and therefore cannot scope under the modal
verbs, when in the same (superordinate) clause. They are also rejected when used
in the embedded clause as in (198).
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(198) #E

kkaﬁ
o
kaati
kake laatou ki luga i te
NPAST capable COMP perhaps climb 3PL
to top at the
niu
teelaa
coconut.tree that

The same interpretation can be obtained with the epistemic modal verbs, as can
be seen with iku, ailoga and taumate in sentences (199-a), (199-b) and (199-c)
respectively.
(199)

a.

b.

c.

iku
o
iloa
(nee ia)
o
faipati
Vave e
Vave NPAST end-up COMP know-how ERG 3M.SG COMP speak
faka-Eelise
in.way.of-Ellice
‘Vave must be able to speak Ellicean.’
ailoga laa
laatou e
maua o
kake ki
E
NPAST unlikely downtoner 3PL
NPAST can COMP climb to
luga i te niu
teelaa
top at the coconut.tree that
‘It’s unlikely that they are able to climb to the top of this coconut
tree.’
see taumate koo kkaﬁ
o
kake laatou ki luga i
E
NPAST probable
PERF capable climb COMP 3PL
to top at
te niu
teelaa
the coconut.tree that
‘They are probably able to climb to the top of this coconut tree.’

It is however not possible to combine the modal verbs in the reverse order. The
ungrammaticality of the sentences is not due to syntactic issues (the raising modal
verbs can be combined) but is thus semantically motivated.
(200)

iloa
nee ia o
ailoga e
saasale
know-how ERG 3SG COMP unlikely NPAST walk
kkaﬁ
o
iku
o
saasale Vave
b. #E
NPAST capable COMP end-up COMP walk
Vave
maua nee Vave o
see taumate koo saasale
c. #E
NPAST can ERG Vave COMP probable
INC walk
a. #E

NPAST

We can thus conclude that epistemic modals have scope over participant-external
ones.
Epistemic and participant-external modality
The ﬁrst example, sentence (201), is a combination of the epistemic adverb kaati
with the mood marker kee. The sentence is judged strange (Besnier, pc) as it
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combines a marker for direct command kee and a marker for uncertainty kaati.
(201)

?Kaati koe kee faipati kiaa Vave
perhaps 2SG SBJ speak to Vave
‘Maybe you should speak to Vave.’

The ‘strangeness’ of sentence (201) is due to the performative nature of the mood
marker. That is, the speaker expresses with kee his opinion that something
should be done. The modal adverb, having scope over the mood marker, blurs
the interpretation by expressing a diﬀerent opinion of the speaker (uncertainty).
The epistemic adverbs can be used with the verbs expressing all the nuances
of participant-external modality as in (202) with ttau and maua in their deontic
interpretation (notice that the sentences would also be correct without negation).
The interpretation is then following the usual scope order, i.e. the sentences express an uncertainty about some participant-external modal. The combinations
are also accepted for goal-oriented modal verbs as sentence (202-c) shows.
(202)

a.

b.

c.

toe vau kkonei
Kaati koo see toe ttau foki au o
perhaps INC NEG again must also 1SG COMP again come to.here
‘Perhaps I shouldn’t really come back here again.’
(Besnier 2000, (258) p46)
Kaati e/koo see maua nee ia o aasi atu
perhaps NPAST /INC NEG can ERG 3SG COMP visit DEIC
‘Maybe he is not allowed/able to visit (you).’
ﬁa fano koe ki Tuvalu, kaati
koo ttau koe
Kaafai e
NPAST want go 2SG to Tuvalu perhaps INC must 2SG
if
o
fano i te vaka nei
COMP go on the ship this
‘If you want to go to Tuvalu, maybe you’ll have to board this ship.’

Finally, the adverb also combines with the modal verbs dedicated to deontic
modality in the expected way, i.e. expressing an uncertainty over some permission
or obligation.
(203)

a.

b.

laatou kee mmai
Kaati e/koo talia nee ia a
perhaps NPAST /INC allow ERG 3F.SG CNT 3PL SBJ come
‘Maybe she does not allow them to come.’
tapu
ia e
fano ki Amsterdam
Kaati e/koo
perhaps NPAST/INC forbidden 3SG NPAST go to Amsterdam
‘Maybe he must not go to Amsterdam.’

The previous examples all show combinations involving the epistemic adverb.
However similar combinations are also possible with the epistemic modal verbs
iku, ttau, see taumate and ailoga.
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(204)

a.

b.

c.

d.

E

iku
e/koo
ttau ia o
fano ki Amsterdam
NPAST end-up NPAST/INC must 3SG COMP go to Amsterdam
‘He must have to go to Amsterdam.’
ttau see maua nee ia o
aasi atu
E
NPAST must NEG can ERG 3SG COMP visit DEIC
‘He must not be allowed to visit you.’
see taumate koo talia nee ia
a
laatou kee mmai
E
NPAST probable
INC allow ERG 3F.SG CNT 3PL
SBJ come
‘She probably doesn’t allow them to come.’
ailoga laa
maua o
kake ki
E
laatou e
NPAST unlikely downtoner 3PL
NPAST can COMP climb to
luga i te niu
teelaa
top at the coconut.tree that
‘It’s unlikely that they are allowed/able to climb to the top of this
coconut tree.’

The reverse order with a participant-external modal having scope over an epistemic modal verb is not possible. For instance, the modal verb ttau cannot scope
over the adverb kaati as in (205-a). Furthermore the mood marker cannot scope
over the epistemic modal verbs, as (205-b) and (205-c) show, and the participantexternal modal verbs cannot scope over the epistemic one, as (205-d) and (205-e)
show.
(205)

ttau ia o
kaati
fano ki Amsterdam
must 3SG COMP perhaps go to Amsterdam
faipati ki ei
#Vave kee ailoga e
Vave SBJ unlikely NPAST speak to ANP
#Kee iku
o
vaia te penitiini
SBJ end-up COMP watery the benzene
tapu
koe e
iku
o
faipati ki Vave
#E
NPAST forbidden 2SG NPAST end-up COMP speak to Vave
ttau koe o
see taumate koo faipati ki Vave
#E
NPAST must 2SG COMP probable
INC speak to Vave

a. #E

NPAST

b.
c.
d.
e.

Finally, combinations involving an epistemic modal verb and a goal-oriented one
are interpreted with the ﬁrst having scope over the second.
(206)

a.

ﬁa fano koe ki Tuvalu, e
see taumate koo
Kaafai e
NPAST want go 2SG to Tuvalu NPAST probable
INC
if
ttau koe o
fano i te vaka nei
must 2SG COMP go on the ship this
‘If you want to go to Tuvalu, its probable you’ll have to board this
ship.’
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b. #Kaafai e
ﬁa fano koe ki Tuvalu, koo ttau koe o
if
NPAST want go 2SG to Tuvalu INC must 2SG COMP
iku
o
fano i te vaka nei
end-up COMP go on the ship this
Participant-external and internal modality
The last kind of combinations involve participant-external and internal modality.
It also straightforwardly respects the scope order: external modal over internal
one.
(207)

(208)

maua/mafai/iloa o
faipati faka-Eelise
Koo ttau koe o
INC must 2SG COMP can
COMP speak Ellicean
‘You must be able to speak Ellicean.’
kkaﬁ
o
kake ki luga i te niu
?Koo ttau koe o
INC must 2SG COMP capable COMP climb to top at the coconut.tree
teelaa
that
‘You must be capable of climbing to the top of that coconut tree.’
(Besnier 1988, (15a))

The combinations involving a participant-internal modal verb having in its subordinate clause a participant-external verb are judged ungrammatical,
(209) #E iloa/kkaﬁ nee ia o ttau o faipati faka-Eelise
Conclusion
The scope order, epistemic > participant-external > participant-internal, is respected. The ungrammatical combinations of modal verbs are not ruled out on
their syntactic properties but because of their interpretations.

2.7

Typological conclusions

There are a few points that we need to check. First it is time to assess whether the
typology of modality of (van der Auwera and Plungian 1998) is supported by our
data, in particular, if the distinction between participant-internal, participantexternal and epistemic across a possibility/necessity divide makes sense. Of
course, we will also address the problems of combination of modals and of polyfunctionality.
I will ﬁrst detail the ﬁndings of the previous sections for each type of modality,
then address the issue of the combination of modals and ﬁnally conclude with
polyfunctionality.
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2.7.1

Participant-internal modality

The category of participant-internal modality is a special one for several reasons.
First, it has never been the center of attention in formal semantics (not as deontic
of epistemic modality have been). Second, whereas the divide between possibility
and necessity is quite clear for the other two categories, it is not obvious whether it
is a relevant distinction for participant-internal modality (some have for instance
argued that there is no dual to ability). I will now present the diﬀerent shades of
meaning that are covered by the term participant-internal.
Ability
Participant-internal possibility, or ability (for short), can be expressed from four
diﬀerent perspectives: as physical ability or disposition, as learned/acquired ability or know how, as circumstantial ability and ﬁnally as indeterminate between
those three options, i.e. all-round ability.
All-round All-round ability is expressed by the following items: kunnen in
Dutch, sı̀xú, sı̀gán in the Fongbe cluster, ka-...-a in Lillooet, -(y)Abil in Turkish
and mafai, maua in Tuvaluan. It is the most general way to express that the
participant can perform the action/accomplishment denoted by the verb phrase.
All these modals can however express other types of participant-internal modality
depending on the context or the type of the embedded verb phrase. Therefore,
all-round modality is not so much a type as a non-speciﬁed reading expressing
the ability to perform an action.
I would like to distinguish further between two types within this category even
though the diﬀerence is not marked in the grammars of the languages at hand.
The distinction is between generic and occasional abilities (Thomason 2005).
Generic ability means that under some (not speciﬁed) conditions (i.e. opportunities) an action/accomplishment can be performed by the participant whereas
occasional ability means that the action accomplishment can be performed under
ﬁxed and determined conditions.
Physical ability/disposition Although physical ability corresponds to the
most basic meaning of participant-internal modality, it is diﬃcult to explain precisely what it amounts to. The only modal items of our data set that are ‘specialized’ for physical ability are the Korean noun-verb combination nǔnglyǒk issta
(literally ‘capability exist’), the Turkish kadir olmak and muktedir olmak (kadir
also means ‘powerful, strong’ and muktedir ‘virile, potent’) and the Tuvaluan
modal kkaﬁ (see example (176)). The special feature of the Tuvaluan modal verb
is that it connotes an ability over which one has no explicit control (Besnier, pc).
(210)

I can walk.
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Why is sentence (210) true? Mainly because I have two functioning legs and
so if I want to walk, I just do it! Basically, the modal verb kkaﬁ imposes in
sentence (176) a very coarse granularity on the action ‘climbing to the top of a
coconut tree’ and expresses that Niu can perform this action in virtue of having
the inherent attributes to do so (namely, legs, arms, strength...).
Notice that a modal verb like the Gungbe sı̀gán based on the root gan ‘power,
force’ was in the beginning a physical ability modal.
learned/acquired ability, know how Learned ability and know how are the
other basic type of participant-internal modality. The Fongbe cluster, Korean,
Lillooet and Tuvaluan all have an item dedicated to this meaning. The diﬀerence between learned and acquired ability is not grammaticalized in any of the
languages of the sample. Knowledge is usually considered as the basis of epistemic modality and not of participant-internal modality, but we are dealing with
a special kind of knowledge: knowledge about (the execution of) actions. This
suggests that a speciﬁc subpart of our knowledge is dedicated to actions (or more
precisely to planning).70
However, just as for physical ability, learned and acquired abilities can be of
a basic kind. There is therefore a distinction between learned abilities and know
how. For instance, consider the fact that I can speak French. This is a typical
example of acquired ability but at the same time I would be in much pain trying
to explain how I do it. There is no sensible way to reduce ‘speaking French’ into
smaller known parts that when combined form the ability to speak French. When
the action can be seen as decomposable into smaller parts both learned/acquired
and know how readings are possible.
Although this type of modality is a subtype of participant-internal possibility,
it doesn’t imply an all-round ability reading. This is illustrated by the following
Gungbe example.
(211)

Ùn nyÓn
wè
ãú
amon ùn má sı̀gán
1SG know-PERF dance dance but 1SG NEG can
éhé dı̀n
this now
‘I know how to dance but I can’t dance now.’
wè
amon ùn má nyÓn
b. #Ùn sı̀gán ãú
1SG can dance dance but 1SG NEG know-PERF
‘I can dance but I don’t know how to.’
a.

ãú
wè
dance dance

[G] (Aboh, pc)
wè
ãú
dance dance
[G] (Aboh, pc)

Sentence (211-a) shows that it is perfectly ﬁne to know how to do something
70

That participant-internal modality has to do with planning was also suggested in
(Thomason 2005): “We have a very robust intuition that abilities are important in planning;
in most practical cases when we are concerned to know whether we can do something, it is so
that we can ﬁt it into a plan.”
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without being able to perform it. However, the interpretation of the all-round
modal sı̀gán is restricted to a dispositional reading (for instance, I cannot dance
because my back hurts) or to a circumstantial reading (for instance, I have no
time). The other way around is not possible as is exempliﬁed in sentence (211-b).
That is, I cannot claim to be able to dance (this time in an all-round reading)
and at the same time say that I don’t know how to do it.71 This means that
all-round ability do entail the ‘know how’ to do it.
Why would a language like Fongbe develope a learned ability/know how
modal, and not Dutch or Turkish? I think the answer is quite easily motivated
by the etymology of both possibility modals: sı̀gán for Gungbe and kunnen for
Dutch (-(y)Abil for Turkish). On the one hand, the Dutch modal originates
from a verb meaning ‘to have the mental capacity, to know’72 (Van Ostaeyen
and Nuyts 2004, (16) p21), thus from a verb expressing precisely this kind of
meaning (Turkish -(y)Abil comes from the verbal root bil of the verb ‘to know,’
see (Kornﬁlt 1997, p374) and (Schiering 2006)). In the diachronic process, the
verb acquired the other shades of meaning of participant-internal modality but
its presence blocked the development of a specialized element as it was possible
to express this meaning all along. On the other hand, The Gungbe modal sı̀gán
originates from two components: a verb for sı́- and a noun meaning ‘power, force’
for -gán. Therefore the modal developed from a physical ability meaning to a
wide-range ability modal. However, in the early stages of the process, the learned
ability meaning was not covered by the modal. It was thus possible to recruit
an item for this meaning and naturally, the verb nyÓ ‘to know’ was the obvious
candidate.73

Circumstantial Circumstantial readings are expressing that the action/event
can be performed because of external factors. This does not mean that it should
be qualiﬁed as participant-external modality. There are quite a few specialized
items for this type of modality: Dutch in staat zijn, Korean kil issta, yǒyu issta
and yǒci issta. The Dutch modal verb kunnen in sentence (212) is a typical
example of a circumstantial reading of an all-round modal. The circumstantial
reading is somehow forced by the use of the particles combination wel even.
71

Notice that if it can be made explicit that I don’t know how to dance this particular dance,
the sentence makes sense (and entails that I know how to dance some other dance).
(i)

72
73

Ùn sı̀gán ãú
wè
amon ùn má nyÓn
wè
éhé ãú
1SG can dance dance but 1SG NEG know-PERF dance this dance
‘I can dance but I don’t know how to dance this particular dance.’
[G] (Aboh, pc)
‘Mentale capaciteiten hebben, kennen.’
Of course, the development of the two Gungbe modal items can have been simultaneous.
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Ik kan
je band wel even plakken maar ik weet
niet
1SG can.SG your tire PART PART ﬁx
but 1SG know.SG NEG
hoe het moet.
how 3N.SG must
‘I can/could ﬁx your tire (now) but I don’t know how to do it.’

This sentence makes clear that it is indeed possible to express that one has the
circumstantial ability to do something (in this case, free time) without having
the know how. Notice furthermore that although the Dutch language has no
specialized modal for learned/know how ability, this meaning can be expressed
through a construction involving the verb weten ‘to know’ (with the interesting
use of the participant-external necessity moeten).
Participant-internal necessity
At ﬁrst sight, it is diﬃcult to distinguish participant-internal necessity from its
participant-external counterpart. However, the Dutch, Fongbe, Korean and Lillooet languages all express this meaning. We can separate the four languages in
two ‘groups’: ﬁrst Dutch, Fongbe and Korean which use the same modal item
for participant-internal necessity as for participant-external necessity (and more
precisely goal-oriented modality) and second Lillooet which uses the same item
for ability and participant-internal necessity.
The members of the ﬁrst group do not have dedicated participant-internal
necessity items and make use of their participant-external counterparts. This
is probably the main reason why the reading is most often misinterpreted as
participant-external modality. None of moeten, ãó-ná and -ya hanta are specialized deontic items and therefore it seems fair to say that participant-internal
necessity ‘recruits’ the modal items from goal-oriented modality. However, it is
diﬀerent from goal-oriented modality in that there is no goal to be reached. The
following Dutch example should make this point clear.
(213)

plassen.
Jan moet
John must.SG pee
‘John must pee.’

It has been argued by (Hackl 1998, 20-24) that the modal in sentences such as
(213) containing an intentional agent (John) is not a dual of participant-internal
possibility but is instead a goal-oriented modal.74 The problem with this position
is thus to determine which goal(s) is/(are) pursued by the agent. ‘John pees in
order to attenuate the pressure on his bladder’ would be a possible candidate.
74

Actually, Hackl (1998, p22) argues that (within Kratzer’s framework) the modal has a
bouletic ordering source (which he describes with purpose clauses). Recent investigations form
(von Fintel and Iatridou 2004), (von Stechow, Krasikova and Penka 2004) and others have
showed that such a treatment does not work.
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Therefore, as a volitional agent, John chooses to pee in situations where his
bladder is full. Sentence (213) would thus be true just in case John’s bladder is
full. The main problem with this line of reasoning is that it conﬂates two relatively
close but not equivalent notions related to the agent: volition and control.75 The
most natural reading of sentence (213) is that, independently of John’s volition,
he has no control over the situation.
(214)

niet te
plassen.
Ik hoef
1SG need.1SG NEG PREP pee
‘I don’t need to pee.’

Sentence (214) shows that negation can take scope over the participant-internal
necessity in which case the participant is in control of the situation. All in all,
the similarity of the interpretation of participant-internal and -external necessity
accounts for the diﬃculty to disambiguate the readings but it also points to the
solution: participant-internal necessity occurs when the participant has no control
over the situation and there is no external goal.
On the other hand, Lillooet uses the same circumﬁx ka...a for participantinternal possibility and necessity. Interestingly, this circumﬁx is also used to
express an accidental/suddenly reading. That explains its usual gloss in the
literature as ‘out of control.’
(215)

a.

b.

ta nQúy’tt@n-a
ka-Qw´@-s-kan-a
ka-burn-TR-1SG-a DET bed-DET
‘I accidentally set my bed on ﬁre.’
ka-q’@k’w č-kán-a
ka-close.mouth-1SG-a
‘My mouth got closed suddenly.’

(Davis et al. 2006, (48a))

(Davis et al. 2006, (49a))

The ‘out of control’ reading of the circumﬁx is not exactly equivalent to the
participant-internal necessity of the other group. It cannot be used for future
events in which case Lillooet speakers select an auxiliary with the meaning ‘going
to.’ Basically, If I predict that something is going to happen in the (near) future,
it cannot be happening accidentally/suddenly. However a necessity reading is
perfectly ﬁne for generic events or past situations.

75

The notion of control is grammaticalized in some languages. In Lillooet, for instance, the
directive transitivizer -@n indicates that the agent has “full control over the action denoted by
the verb” (Demirdache 1997, p101) (this is also the case for some intransitivizers). The important point is that the directive suﬃx cannot combine with the participant-internal circumﬁx.
In Central Pomo (Mithun 1991, p519-520) the case marking of pronouns distinguishes between
a patient-case pronoun and an agent-case pronoun. Unsurprisingly, verbs like hiccough, sneeze,
vomit or choke take a patient-case pronoun marking lack of control.
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Conclusion
The most important conclusion is that participant-internal modality deﬁnitely
deserves to be a modality type of its own. Foremost because all languages have
specialized participant-internal elements which would support the status of this
category as an independent one. Notice however that there is no specialized modal
for participant-internal necessity (the default participant-internal reading of the
Lillooet circumﬁx ka...a being ability). Finally all languages except Lillooet have
participant-internal modals that are used for other purposes.

2.7.2

Participant-external modality

The ﬁrst remark about this category is that it can be split up in two main parts:
deontic modality and goal-oriented modality. The languages of the sample have
modal items used for both types.76
Deontic modality

Dutch
Fongbe

Permission

Obligation

mogen, toegestaan

verplicht
nı́, dándán
-ci anhǔmyǒn an toeta,
ponpun ita
xw @c’@n

-to/myǒn cohta,
hǒka issta
Lillooet
nliQ’w c, nxw ĳan’
Turkish
izin verilmek
Tuvaluan saoloto, taga
Korean

kee

Prohibition
verboden

yasak olmak
tapu

Figure 2.7: Specialized items for deontic modality

As ﬁgure 2.8 shows, the following meanings are grammaticalized in the sample:
permission with for example mogen in Dutch or taga in Tuvaluan; obligation with
for instance the Fongbe mood marker nı́ or the noun verb combination ponpun
ita in Korean; prohibition with Dutch verboden and Tuvaluan tapu.
The negation is standardly interpreted as having wide scope over permission
whereas it can scope either under or above modals of obligation (though one
modal item cannot do both).
Two noticeable features are the Korean ‘conditional’ construction of deontic
modality and the Lillooet enclitic -ka which can express both obligation and
permission.
76

Although in regard to this point, the evidence of a use of the Lillooet deontic marker for
goal-oriented readings is not decisive.
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Goal-oriented modality
This type of modality has to do with planning and as such is also closely related
to participant-internal modality. The goal is quite often expressed through a
purpose clause or a want-conditional but when the context is clear, it does not
have to be overtly realized.
Most goal-oriented systems (Dutch, Fongbe cluster, Turkish, Tuvaluan) have
both a possibility and a necessity variant within the modal system. This is not
the case for Korean which standardly uses a polite imperative in the possibility
case. Finally, I have not found any evidence of a possibility reading in Lillooet.

Control vs raising
It has sometimes been argued in the literature77 that there should be a distinction
made in the English modal system between the raising modal verbs (epistemic and
some deontic) and the control modal verbs (participant-internal and external).78
Two languages of this sample deﬁnitely resist this kind of analysis of modal verbs:
Dutch and Tuvaluan. First, Dutch deontic modals allow a non-verbal complement
which is usually associated with raising constructions (Barbiers 2006, (36b)):
(216)

weg.
Jan mag
John may.SG away
‘John is allowed to leave.’

This example would however fall under the control analysis of (Brennan 1993).
Furthermore, although the behavior of participant-internal modals in English was
an important motivation for a control analysis, their Tuvaluan counterparts (as
well as most other Tuvaluan modals) are raising verbs:
(217)

77

‘Niu is capable of climbing to the top of the coconut tree.’
(Besnier 1988, (10a-b))
kkaﬁ
[o
kake Niu ki luga i te niu
a. E
NPAST capable COMP climb Niu to top at the coconut.tree
teelaa ]
that
kkaﬁ
nee Niu [ o
kake ki luga i te niu
b. E
NPAST capable ERG Niu COMP climb to top at the coconut.tree
teelaa ]
that

(Jackendoﬀ 1972), (Brennan 1993).
Note that this analysis of English modal verbs has been criticized by among others
(Wurmbrand 1999) and (Barbiers 2006).
78
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Epistemic modality

One of the unifying features of the epistemic type is that all the languages have
at least one adverb for epistemic possibility. Furthermore, those modal adverbs
are strictly epistemic.
Dutch

Fongbe

Korean

Lillooet

Turkish

Tuvaluan

misschien
wellicht
mogelijk

bÒyà
vlàfò

ama
ǒccǒmyǒn
hoksi

sx̌@k

herhalde
belki
galiba

kaati

As for the other type of modality, the Lillooet epistemic enclitic -ka is able to
express both necessity (by default) and possibility. This behavior is also attested
for the Korean kǒs ita.
Finally it is interesting to notice that the distinction between possibility and
necessity is probably less relevant for epistemic than for the participant-external
modality. As I have just mentioned all languages have an adverb for epistemic
possibility, but this is not the case for epistemic necessity. Furthermore, epistemic
necessity seems to be closely related to evidentiality (in particular to inferential
readings). The Turkish suﬃx -mIş can for instance be used as inferential (not
based on direct evidence), and this is the core meaning of the Lillooet enclitic
-an’ (based on direct evidence). It has also been argued by (de Haan 2000) that
the Dutch modal verb moeten can also have an evidential reading.

2.7.4

Combinations of modal items

Although not all logically possible combinations have been tested, the languages
of the sample exemplify the following scope order:
Proposition 2.7.1. When in a grammatical sentence two modal items are present
in the same clause [modal1 modal2] or in a subordinating construction [modal1
[modal 2]], the interpretation necessarily follows the scope order:
Epistemic > Participant-external > Participant-internal
I will work under the assumption that the remaining combinations also validate this scope order.

2.7.5

Polyfunctionality

The problem of polyfunctionality has been investigated from a cross-linguistic
perspective in (van der Auwera et al. 2005).79 In this study, 241 languages (with
a sample bias for European languages) have been examined and a distinction has
been established between three way categories of languages:
79

I would like to thank Johan van der Auwera for pointing this out to me.
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1. Fully polyfunctional: the language contains at least one polyfunctional possibility modal and one polyfunctional necessity modal.
2. Partially polyfunctional: the language contains a polyfunctional modal for
either possibility or necessity but not both.
3. Not polyfunctional: there is no polyfunctional modal in the language.
Concerning the sample of six languages of this dissertation, we can conclude the
following: Dutch, the Fongbe cluster and Turkish qualify as full polyfunctional
languages whereas Lillooet is a not polyfunctional at all. Two languages are semipolyfunctional: Korean and Tuvaluan (the ﬁrst has a polyfunctional possibility
modal su issta, the second a necessity one ttau). So far we can only conclude that
Full
Dutch
Fongbe cluster
Turkish

Semi

None

Korean
Lillooet
Tuvaluan

Figure 2.8: Polyfunctionality in the languages of the sample
although polyfunctionality would seem to be more represented in our sample, it
is by no means a norm. I will therefore present the results of (van der Auwera
et al. 2005, table 2 p255) in order to get a better cross-linguistic picture of this
topic.
Number of languages
Fully polyfunctional
Partially polyfunctional
Not polyfunctional

49
54
123

The table makes clear that more than half of the languages of the sample do not
display any polyfunctionality. Actually this can be contrasted with the data from
(Haspelmath, Dryer, Gil and Comrie 2005, Interactive Reference Tool) for the
Indo-European family.
Number of languages
Fully polyfunctional
Partially polyfunctional
Not polyfunctional

21
8
3

We can thus conclude with (van der Auwera et al. 2005) that polyfunctionality
is typical of European languages (the three non-polyfunctional languages are not
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European). All this conﬁrms the fact that polyfunctionality is not a universal
feature of modal systems and that a separation of the epistemic and participant
realms is supported.

